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- PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.'

LARGE S.A.E.. 30o STAMPEO FOR CURRENT

* MANUAL ABM * STEEL CHASSIS * ELECTHONIC SPEED CC"
TBOL 33 & 45 * VAR PITCH CONTROT * HIGH TOBOUE SEF,,^
DFIVEN DC MOTOB * TBANSIT SCREWS * 1 2"DIE CAST PItrTIEF *
NEON STFOBE * CATIBBATED BAL WEIG|]T * REMOVABLE HEI:
SHEL1 * /, CABTRIDGE FIXINGS * CUE LEVER * POWER 20 2{,
5060H2 * 390x305mm * SUPPLIED WITH MoUNTING CUT.C!-
TIMPLAIE

PRTCE f59.99 + t3.50 P&P.

STANTON ALSOO GOLORING G85O
PRICE e15 99 - 50p P&P PRICE E6 99 + 5Oo P&p

OMPl00 Mk 11 Bi-Polar Output power 110 watts
RMS into 4 ohms, Frequency Flesponse 15Hz -
30KHz -3dB,T H D 0 01%,S N R -118dB,Sens for
I/ax output 500mV at'10K, Size 355 x 115x65mm
PBICE C33.99 + f3.00 P&P.

NEW SERIES II MOS.FET MODULES

o 1 10 watts R.M.S.in 1Hz - 100KHz
- w Hate 45VuS.T ty soomv, s.N.R.

pnlce tsg.ss + e3.00 P&P.

OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Outpul power 200 watts R.M.S.
'nto 4 ohms, Frequency Besponse '1Hz - 100KHz

3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Hate 50V/uS,
T.H.D..Typical 0.00'1 %, lnput Sensitivity 500mV, S N.B
-130dB. Size 300 x 155 x '100mm.

PRTCE t62.99 + t3.50 P&P. 
G

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts R l\4 S
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response '1Hz - 100KHz

3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Bate 60V/uS,
T H D Typical 0 0008%, lnput Sensitivity 500mV,
S N R -130d8 Size 330 x '175 x 100mm
PRTCE t79.99 + e4.50 P&P.

NoTE:- MOS-FET MoDUtES AFE AVAILABLE lN M0 VERSIoNS STANDARD - INPUT SENS, 500mV BAND WIDTH r00KHz
PEC (PHoFESSIoNAL EoUIPMENT CoMPATABLE) INPUT SENS, 775mV, BAND W DTH 50KHz 0FDEF STANDAFD 0F PEC

Vu METER Compat ble w lh our iour ampliiiers detarled above A very accurate visual
dsplay employing 11 LE D diodes (7 green,4 red) plus an additiona on/ofl ndicator
Sophisticatedlogcconlrolcircuitsforveryfaslriseanddecayhmes Toughmouldedplastic
case, wilh linted acrylic lronl Size 84 x 27 x 45mm
PBICE 88.50 + 50p P&P,

Supplied ready built and tested

Now enjoy a woild.wde r€putabon for qualty relabilly and

perlormance al a rea rsbc price Four models available lo suil th6 needs ol lhe prolessronal and hobby market, i e , Industry,

Lersure I nskumental and Hts Fr e tc When companng pnces NOTE all models rnclude Torordal power supply, I nteg ral heat s nk,

Glass irbre P C B , and Dr ve drcurts to power compalble Vu meler Open and shod ctrcuit pr@l

THOUSANDS OF MOOULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USEHS

THOUSANDS PURCHASEO
BY PROFESS.IONAL USEBS

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
THBEE MODELS:- MXF2OO i03,* - tggyyl

MXF400 (200w + 200w) MXF6@ -rC,C,,, + 300w)
Al Frcwer rat'ncs i t'r < ___ 1 _:-:

FEATUBES: i lndependent power supp es r :' :^: -::,= --:-:;:-:: 
" 
-. - 

- : :, . reters r Rolary

indendedevelcontrolsillluminaledonolisw:c"rx-::,r,.-+:r-'Sa-c.:-:-, -a-:srOpenandshoi(

cfcu t proof t Latest [/os-Fets for stres free pra':: ,!-. -:. . -; , '.-, :2., -.; .a* rale t very low

distorton t Aluminlum cases r MXF600 Far Cicg r: : : *,-rriE!3':-: --a-: r'a:eclron

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS. PUBS, CIHEIAS }SCS -:
SIZES:- \.4XF 200 W19 x H3' : (2U) , D: 1

l,,4XF 400 W19 x H51 . (3Ui . Dl2
MXF 600 W'19 :H5,. (3U,. D.3

MXF200 fl71.35
PRICES: MXF4oO E228 a5

MXF600 E322.m
SECURICOH DELIVEFY 9.2:i: :A]-

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH FRE-
OUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE S.A.E. (3OP
STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

ALL MCKENZIE UNITS I OHMS
8" lOO WATT C8'IOOGPM GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID,. DISCO,
BES, FREQ, BOHZ. FREO, BESP, TO I 4KHz. SENS, 99dB .... .. PRTCE C29.30 + C2.00 P&P
.IO'lOO WATT CIO'IOOGP GUIIAR, VOICE, ORGAN, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MIO
RES, FREO,70Hz. FREO, RESP, TO6KHz. SENS, 100d8. ... PFICE E35.58 + E2.50 P&P
'IO'2OO WAIT ClO2OOGP GUITAR, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER i,'IID.
RES,FREO,45Hz.FREO,RESP,TO7KHz.SENS,103dB.........................PRlcEe4867+c2.50P&P
1Z' 1OO WATT C'I2.IOOGP HIGH POWER GEN, PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, DISCO,
RES, FREO,45Hz. FFEO, BESP, dB. ............................. PRICE c37.59 + 83.s0 P&P
12'1OO WATT C121OOTC TWIN ER WIDE BESPONSE, P,A,, VOICE, DISCO.
RES,FREO,45Hz.FBEO,BESP, 00d8................ ..PF|CEe38.58+83.50P&P
12'2OO WATT C'I22OOB HIGH P BOARDS, DISCO, P,A,
RES, FREO, 40H2. FREO, RESP, TO TKHZ e65.79 + e3.50 P&P
12'3OO WATT C,I23OOGP HIGH POWER TAR, KEY ISCO, ETC,
BES, FREO, 45H2. FREO, BESP, TO sKHz E87'51 + e3 50 P&P
15" IOO WATT C'Is1OOBS BASS GUITAR, CY, P.A,,
RES,FREO,40HzFBEORESP,TOsKHzSENS,gSdB PR|CEC5505+84.00P&P
15'2OO WATT C152OOBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS
RES,FREO,40HzFREO,RESP,TO4KHzSENS,99dB PR|CEe7510+C4.00P&P
'I5' 250 WATT C1525OBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS
RES,FREO,4oHz.FREO.RESP,TO4KHz.SENS,99dB...................... PR|CEe8254+f4.50P&P
15" 4OO WATT C154OOBS VEBY HIGH POWER, LOW FREOUENCY BASS,
RES, FREQ,40Hz. FREO, RESP, TO 4KHz. SENS, 1 02d8. ....... PRICE e96 47 + 94.50 P&P
18'4OO WATT Cl84O4BS EXTREMELY HIGH POWER, LOW FREQUENCY BASS,
RES,FREQ,2THzFREO,RESP,TOsKHzSENS,99dB PR|CEe17206+e5.00P&P

ate dual mpedence lapped A 4 & I ahn )

BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED FOAM SURROUND
8" 50 WATT EB8.5O DUAL Ii'PEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHIV BASS, HI-FI, IN-CAR
RES,FREQ,40Hz FREO,RESP,TOTKHZ SENS,97dB PR|CEeS.gO+E2.OOp&p
1O'50 WATT EBIO-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BA3S, HI-FI, IN-CAR
RES,FREO,40HZFBEO,RESP,TOSKHZSENS,99dB PR|CEe12.0o+e2.soP&P.IO' 

1OO WATT EBlO.IOO BASS, HI.FI, STUDIO
RES,FREO.3SHzFREO,RESP.TO3KHzSENS.96dB PB|CEe2?.76+e3.50P&P
12, 50 WATT EB.I2.60 BASS, HI.FI, STUDIO
BES,FREQ,28Hz FREO,RESP,TO3KHz SENS,92dB PR|CEe21.00+e3.00P&P.I2, lOO WATT EBl2NOO BASS, STUDIO, HI.FI, EXCELLENT DISCO,
BES,FREO,26Hz.FREO,BESP,TO3KHzSENSi93dB..................... PB|CEe3875+C3.50P&P

FULL HANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SUBBOUND
s%',60 WATT EB5-60TC (TW|N CONE) Hr-Fr, MULT|-ABRAY D|SCO ETC
RES,FREO,63HzFREO,RESP,TO20KHzSENS,92dB PR|CEt9.99+e150P&P
5%',60 WATT EB6-60TC (TW|N CONE) Hr-Fr, MULT|-ABRAY D|SCO ErC
BES,FREO,3SHzFREO,RESP,TO20KHzSENS,94dB PR|CEe10.99+el.50P&P
8" 60 WATT EB8-60TC (TWrN CONE) Hr-Fl IIULT|-ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES,FREO,40HzFREO,RESP,TOIEKHZSENS,SgdB PR|CEe12.99+el50P&P
1O',60 WATT EB10-60TC (TW|N CONE) Hr-Fr, MULT|-ARRAY D|SCO ETC
BES,FREO,35HzFBEO,RESP.TOI2KHzSENS,S6dB PR|CEe1649+e2.00P&P

THE VERY BEST IH OULTV Tf, I LI

POWEB RATINGS OUOTED lN WATTS RllS FOf, EAOI a,r'3li€-

oMP 12-1@ (100W 100d8) PBTCE e159 9S PER PAIF

oMP 12-200 (200W 102d8) PBICE e209 9e PEH PAF

SECURICOR DEL:- n2m EH PlF

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS - I'OTOROLA
Jo n the Piezo revoluUon The low dynam c ma$ a ,:.:E :a : : ::-: -+--= :.-crt- a -:.:!{ translent
Iesponse wfih a lower d slol(lon eve than ord na.r f - a- : -.--- :: : :-s]-?- s E 

=: 
r =: :.*e unlts can

beaddedloerstrlgspeale.sysle-so'Jp'c:XA:::-:=::--'--. =l=it>-A\AtOnYLEAFLETS
SIJPPLIEDWITHEACHTWEETER rypE A (KSN2o36A i :-r: ..- :.:'?-/e wire

STEREO DISCO MIXEF wth 2 x 5 band L & Fl

Price El34 99 -- e4.00 P&P

PROVEN TRANSUITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOABD AND HIGH OUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT ANO INSTRUCTIONS

3II/ FII TRAI{SilMER 80.1O8MHZ VAEICAP CONTFOLLED PBOFESS ONAL PEH.
FoBMANCE BANGE UP T0 3 MILES, SIZE 38 x 123mm, SUPPLY 12V @ 0 sAMP,

PRTCE t14 49 + tl 00 PtP
Fil tlICRo TRAtlSil[IER (BUc) 100-108MHz VABICAP TUNED CoMPLETE WITH

VERY SENS FETMIC, BANGE 1m.300m, SIZE 56 x 46mm SUPPLY 9V BATI, PRICE

POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDEB T1 OA M\NIMUM OFFICAL OBDERS IIELCOME FFOM

SCHOOLS COLLEGES, GO\TI BODIES, EIC PRICES NCLUSIVE OF V A T SALES COUNTEF,

V SA ACCESS ACCEPTEO BY POST PNONE OF FIil
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Blueprint is a column intended to provide suggested answers

to readers'electronics design problems Designs are only
canied outfor itemsto be published, and wilJ notbe prototyped

by the columnist Circuits published in Blueprint are believed

to work, but may need minor alteration by the reader after
prototyping Individual conespondence will not be entered

into, save as necessary to prepare iiems for publication

lueprint is expanding. One page is only
enough to answer readers' enquiries
very briefly, without looking at ways in
which the solutions can be used by other
readers with different applications.

Often a piece of circuitry in one design can be
lifted out and used, perhaps slightly modified, in
another class of design. It is my aim in future columns
to explore circuits in a way that will make it easier to
adapt parts for other uses. In this, the transitional
month, I will complete the design of the furnace
controller started last month. &

Timed Reduction
The block diagram published last month showed in
outline how to reduce the power of the heater over
aperiodof 24 hours. Figure l showsthedetailsof the
circuitry, using 4000 series CMOS.

You will notice the power supply here is shown

the maximum speed of which CMOS is capable with
a 5V supply, there could be a propagation problem,
in which the carry out from IC2 would not arrive at
IC3 in time; but with 50Hz clocking there is no
problem.

I{ counters are to be cascaded in this way in an
application requiring high speed clocking, it is

important to read the data sheet carefully to find out
whether the chips are at one end of their tolerance,
if that's the case, the carry signal could anive too late.
The problem is greater the more counters there are
in the row.

Possible solutions could be to increase the power
supply voltage to increase speed. to use 74HC (or
even 74LS) logic, or. i{ the appLication permits, to
ripple cascade the counters ln this type of cascading,
each counter is clocked from the final Q output of the
preceding one. Don't forget that the counter at the
far end could be clocking much later than the one at

l..l

FROM 50Hz CLOCK

NOTE:
lC1 = 4O20
1C2,3,6,7 = 4029
1C4,5 = 4O63

o1
02

c3 03
6;i

CP
PE

B/O

U/D
PO

P1

P2
P3

A<B O

A=B O

A>B O

41 81

A2 82
A3 lcs 83
IA<B O

lA=B O

IA>B O

PE OO

BlD 01
U/D A2
pO lC6 (}3

CP
PE

B/D
U/D
PO

P1

P2

P3

as 5V, although I showed a 12V supply in the previous
issue. When I actually came to work out the details,
there was nothing which could not run efficiently on
5V and why use a higher voltage when a lower one
will do the job? It turns out that 5V is convenient for
the next phase of the design as well.

The top row of counters, IC2 and 3, are wired
as binary up counters, and are cascaded via the carry
out and carry in connections to give an 8 bit
synchronous counter. If these were clocked at near

the near end. Indeed, the system may never settle
between one clock pulse and the next Though
adequate for frequency dividers, this will not do for
any application requiring va)id parallel data.

The lower row of counters, lC6 and lC7, are
wired similarly, save that when the counters reach
i1111111, they are prevented from counting round
to 00000000 by means of feedback from the carry out
of lC7, to the carry in of IC6. These signals are both
active low, so inverting the second carry out signal

ETr IANUARY r99r



prohibits further counting via the carry in, just at the
point at which the next counter in the chain, if there
were one, would clock on one The upper set of
counters, clocks round and round continuously.

The block diagram last month showed a divide
by 18000 circuit providing the clock signal for the
lower counter. For the sake of simplicity, I have used
a divide by 214 (which is 16,384) This will surely be
close enough for the process control required.

Digital Comparison
'fhe binary outputs of the two 8 bit counters are fed
to an 8 bit binary comparator consisting of two 4 bit
comparators cascaded. Note that, as with the
counters, the order of cascading is from least
significant to most significant The significance of this
is ihat if the most significant 4 bit comparison is
unequal, then the output will immediately assume the
correct state, and carry signals {rom less significant
comparisons cannot affect this. Only if the most
significant 4 bits are equal can the output change due
to a carry propagation, and only the 'equal output can
glitch

When the power is first applied to the circuit, the
upper counter will immediately start to clock round
It may start in any condition, because no power up
reset is supplied, but in this application that does not
matter.

The lower counter may also start up in any
condition, and, if not at 11111111 will count up, but
this does not matter either, because the output of the
whole circuit ls initially inhibited. On power up, the
flip flop made with two parts of IC8, is set via the time
constant of C1 and R2 so that pin 10 of ICS is at logic
1. This forces pin 4 to remain at 0, leaving Q1 switched
off. This feature ensures that a brief power failure,
which would scramble the contents of the counters,
cannot cause a sudden dramatic increase in heater
power.

When the heater is required to be activated, the
Start switch should be pressed. This willreset the flip
flop, and will also load the lower counter chain with
00000000 As ihe greater than ancl. the equals outputs
of the binary comparator are gated together, the
heater will remain on all the time in this initial
condition, even when the upper counter chain passes
through all zeros.

I{, as I suggested last month, it is necessary to start
the power reduction sequence with the heater at less
than maximum power, it would be possible to rewire
the parallel load inputs of IC6 and IC7, to load a binary
word which sets any specific lower power
Alternatively, a pair of hex thumbwheel switches could
be used to set the starting power

Automatic Adjustment
The querant initially expressed doubts that a
thermocouple controlled system would be practical.
I would suggest it will be easier to guarantee an even
thermal profile over time if thermocouple control is
used because of the uncertainty as to exactly how
much heater power is needed to maintain thermal
equilibrium at any given temperature.

The cjrcuit of Figure 3 does exactly this. In this
design, an 8 bit counter, just like IC6 and 7 in Figure
1, is used to provide a digital word which specifies the
required temperature at a given time. This is converted
to an analogue signal which is compared with the
temperature measurement signal from the
thermocouple, and the result of this comparison
controls an analogue burst firing circuit. The overall
complexity of this circuit is no greater than in Figure
i, although the presence of a digital to analogue
converter may make it slightly more expensive

ETr IANUARY t 99 t

Figure 2 shows the typical response of a
thermocouple. As can be seen, the output signal over
the normal range of operation is 40V per oC. Whlle
measurable, this signal is too low for most electronic
applications, so the first task is to amplify it. The circuit
shown in Figure 3 incorporates on its input an
amplifier which raises the signal level to approximately
2mV per o1C.

Before proceeding further with the circuitry, we
must consider what the thermocouple is actually
doing. At the junction of two dissimilar metals, where
electrons are bound more strongly in one than the
other, any thermal excitation will cause a transfer of
electrons from one metal to the other. This transfer
will continue untilthe voltage between the two metals
is sufficient to counteract thermal transfer.

Of course, any attempt to measure this voltage
with circuitry at the same temperature will prove
fruitless, because in any complete loop all at the same
temperature the sum of allthe thermocouple voltages
will cancel. If this were not the case, conservation of
energy would be violated

In practice, a thermocouple can be used to
measure temperature because it is used in situations
where one end of a pair of thermocouple wires is at
a very different temperature from the other end, and
the net voltage in the loop corresponds to the
temperature difference between the two ends.
Thermocouple wires have high melting points, so the
business end can measure the temperature of an
environment for most other temperature measuring
devices, while the other end remains at room
temperature.

This property of measuring temperaiure
difference can give rise to errors. If the room
temperature changes, then the reading will change.
It is possible to incorporate circuitry to measure the
room temperature and compensate for this, but this
is not necessary in the application here, because that
level of precision is simply not required. If it were, then
one would probably add in a signal from a semicon-
ductor temperature sensor such as the LM335 to
compensate for the told junction temperaturel

The Circuit
The input amplifier uses an OP07 to amplify the very
low thermocouple signal without adding significant
offset or drift This is probably the cheapest op amp
suitable for the job. A 10M resistor, R1, pulls up the
input to give an apparent high temperature reading
if the thermocouple becomes disconnected. This is
a safety feature to prevent overheating in the event
of a fault

The output from the OP07 is summed with the
output of the DAC (digital to analogue converter)
which determines the aiming temperature. The gain
of the summing amplifier, IC2, is set to give a 2V
output swing for a 10oC difference between aiming
temperature and measured temperature

The output from IC2 is fed to a comparator, the
other input of which receives a triangle wave signal
of 2V peak to peak. It is the comparison of these two

Nickel Chromium/Nickel Aluminium Thermocouptes
Thermocouple E M F developed vs temperature difterence

betw6en ther6ocouple temperarure and 0 C .eterencc

Thermocouple EMF
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signals which sets the burst firing ratio, with a period
equal to that of the triangle wave, over a 10oC span

The ramp generator consists of an integrator
using lC2 pins 5,6, and 7, followed by a comparator
with hysteresis set so that its switching points occur
at close to 0V and 2V.Theoutput of the comparator
is inverted to give the correct phase, and fed back to
the input of the integrator. The comparator changes
state when the output of the integrator falls close to
0V or rises to 2V thus setting the limits of the
waveform

The frequency divider and counter which sets to
aiming temperature, with the surrounding reset and
output inhibit circuitry, has been recycled from Figure
i, so needs no f urther explanation. As with the other
circuit, the inputs of lC7 and ICS can be rewired to
give a different starting temperature. This does conhoL
temperature rather than heater power, and the heater
power will adjust itself to maintain the desired
temperature regardless of exactly how much power
is required.

You will notice the counter is an up counter, even
though the requirement is for a steadily reducing
temperature. Seeing there was a choice, I used the
negaiive current output of the DAC so the DAC works
on negative logic, thus avoiding the need to redraw
the counter circuit.

Hunting
Several other design points need to be made. First of
all, depending on how much thermal delay there is
between the heater and the thermocouple, the system
may tend to overcorrect itself before infcrmation about
the change of temperature has percolated as far as the
thermocouple If this happens, and there is no better
place for the thermocouple, then the gain of the

feedback loop should be reduced by reducing the
value of R15

This reduces the change in heater power for a

given temperature error, and therefore reduces the
tendency of the system to oscillate This is much the
same effect as an amplilier oscillating from too much
negative feedback. The mathematics is of the same
form. The same reasoning can apply to any contro
system which incorporates feedback, which shows
that if you have a good enough knowledge ol
electrical engineering you can easily understand a

number of other areas of science and technology.

Important Note
The power requirements of this circuit are differeni
from those of the completely digital design. Most ol
the ICs stillrun on 0 and + 5V. but lCl and IC4 musi
run on -/+5V Note also the reference for IC4 is

derived from the power supply, so the supply musl
be well decoupled and properly regulated. I have nol
shown a split rail power supply circuit because this is

so simple. Perhaps the best approach would be to use

an LM317 adjusted to exactly 5V for the positive
supply, and a 79L05 for the very low current required
for the negative supply

The DAC has a logic threshold connection (pin
i) Because the logic operates relaiive to 0V, this pin
should be connected to 0V.

All this circuitry should work, but has not beer
prototyped. Therefore some component values may
need to be changed for optimum performance, or
there may be an error of logic polarity somewhere Or
past history, there is an 807o chance that the circuir
wjllwork as shown, and very litile chance that ma;or
alterations will be needed
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NEWS
A f7000 Prizefor the best ap-

Aprau,,on oI erectronlc, erec-
trical or software engineering
techniques for helping disabled
people was announced by the
Institution of Electrical Engineers
(rEE).

The Prize will be awarded in
1991. Applicants need.not be
Members of the IEE and applica-
tions will be welcomed from any
part of the world. The closing date
for entries is 31 May 1991.

The aim olthePrize is to pro-
mote awareness of the needs of
disabled people and to highlight
the vital role that electrical
engineering can play in meeting
these needs.

This is the fourth IEE Prize to
be offered since its launch io 1982
and Sir James Redmond, Chair-
man of the Pize Adjudicating
Panel is confident that entries for
the 1991 award will be of the
same high quality as those for
prevrous years.

"Advances in technology" he

said "have transformed almost
every aspect of our daily lives,
both at home and in the work-
place. These advances offer im-
mense benefits for us all. For the
disabled they can provide the key
to a richer and more fulfilling
quality of tife".

The first award made in 1982,
was for a joystick control system
which enables severely disabled
people to drive. In 1985 a joint
award was made: one for an elec-
tronic bladder control device for
paraplegics; the other for an eye-
gaze operaied computer deve-
loped in Australia.

The Third IEE Prize uas
awarded in 1988 for a Swedish
radio distributed electronic news-
paper for blind people. As a resuli
of this IEE Ptize, the system has
been modified and introduced
into the UK by the Royal National
Institute for the Blind. (See ETI
Aug) '

An Adjudicating Panel under
the chairmanship of Sir James
Redmond, Past President of the
IEE, willludge the applications for
the 1991 award.

Further details on the tEE
Prize and information on how
to apply is available from:
Christina Dagnall, IEE, Savoy
Place, London WC2R 0BL. Tel:
071-240 t87t.

fhe Elementary Spellmaster
I contains the complete data-

base from the Oxford Children's
Dictionary. This latest electronic
dictionary will allow a child or
mum and dad to spell check
words quite speedily. A unique
feature of the Spellmaster is a
page index which provides the
child with an on screen page ret
erence number to enable them to
quickly find the word definition in
the companion Oxford Children's
Dictionary (included).

There are games too. Learn-
ing has to be fun and the Spell-
master makes learning fun for the

child by incorporating several
games like Hangman, Spelling
Bee and Anagrams . . .

Another unique feature will
allow the c_hild to enter his or her
weekly spelling list so that they
can test themselves against the
Spellmaster.

Franklin Computer have ex-
perience in the field of Linguistic
Technology and their spelling
devices have an exclusive phon-
etic capability.

They have been designed for
6 to 12 year olds with the full
backing of the Oxford University
Press.

I lpha Electronics announce
Arn" ava,aolllty oI a new
Microwave Leakage detector that
is simple to use. The model meets
RS 5175 requirements relating to
the Safety of Commercial Elect
rical Appliances using Microwave
Energy for heating foodstuffs.
This new tester is a hand held,
battery operated device with both
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visual and audible warning
devices and self test.

The unit is handy for Industrial
and Household microwave appli-
ances

Simple visual indication of
Ready. Safe and Danger is via a
series of coloured LEDs together
with an audible warning when
levels are above the safety limit.
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launched in the UK by Southern
Peripherals for applications rang-
ing from notebook and portable
computers to standalone drives
and peripherals.

The low cost disk drive is UL
and GSA approved and has a
formatted storage capacity of
747 4.56k6yles. Power consump-
tion is just 1.15W in operation or
0.025W in standby. Supeilhin
operates from a single 5V supply,
making it idealfor portable appli-
cations.

The drive rotates at 300rpm
and provides a track to track
access time of 3ms with an
average access time of 94ms.

The disk drive has a soft read
error rating of l}e /bit and a hard
read error rating of 7012/btt.
Seek error rating for the drive is
!06 /seek cycle Design life is five
years with an MTBF of 10,000hr

Further information, contact
either Derek Southern or Richard
Etheridge at Southern Peripherals,
i7C tondon Street, Basingstoke,
Hampshire RG21 1NT. Tel0256-
8t9221.

f f fordsafe. the world's first
Wderk-top multi-channel
voice logging recorder incorpor-
ating helical scan technology, has
been unveiled by Racal Recorders
Limited. Wordsaie is the first com-
munications recorder to provide
up to 32 channels and more than
24 hours' continuous recording
on a standard VHS cassette in a
compact machine.

Wordsafe is suited to general
office environments where there
is a need to record all tele-
phone transactions, and space
is restricted - for example, in
financial institutions or despatch
offices. The hlgh level of security
offered, will also appeal to longer-
established users, such as the
emergency services and air traf-
fic, harbour and seaway control
installations.

Wordsafe is less than half the

size of the nearest comparable re-
corder This perm)ts the recordet
to be positioned on a desk-top or
to be rack-mounted.

There rs 25 5 hours recording
capabiJity and a chojce of channel
configurations ranging from 4
to 32 voice channels

All units include a real-time
clock recordjng time-code gen-
erator and automatic search facili-
ties, Additional fast record loca-
tion facilities are given by an
activity search feature and a new
feature. llarker Search, which
marks the tape during recording
so that a passage can be easily
iocated for replay Any number of
channels may be replayed simul-
taneously through either of two
independent outputs.

Prizes range from around
t5,000 to f15,000, depending
on the number of channels.

tl usinesses within the M25
ID ur"u now have access to a

new high-technology mobile-
communications system, follow-
ing a remote-control switch-on of
the london-based network from
an exhibition in Telford, Shrop-
shire.

Now in commercial operation,
Radionet offer business users all
the benefits of the latest'Band III'
trunked mobile-radio technology,
but unlike other 'Band III' net-
works is not limited to vehicle-
mounted radios Instead, users
access the network through com-
pact, lightweight handportable
radios, allowing them to com-
municate via Radionet when on
foot, in buildings or out on site.

This extra flexibility is expected to
make the network especially
popular among business users

10

such as security companies and
courier operations Compared to
older-generation mobile radios or
'walkie talkiesi the new Radionet
handportables offer high speech
quality. more reliable communic-
ations and wider coverage. AIso,
compared to handportable
mobile phones using cellular
radio networks, they ofler ex-
tremely cost-effective communi-
cation based on just a flat-rate
monthly subscription - there are
no call charges for individual calls
made over the network.

Unlike 'walkie talkie' users,
businesses using the Radionet
network do not have to apply for
a government radio-operating
licence, and can start using the
network simply by signing up with
any of Radionets newly appoin-
ted lervice providers' within the
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London area.
The first of these, Commend

Communication System (UK)
has already signed up courier
operator, World Courier as one of
the first major users of the new
network.

Radionet users can also access
the network using any of the new
'Band Ill' handportable radios
now coming onto the market.
The first of these, from UK radio
manufacturer Key Radio Sys-
tems, is being used extensively on

the new network atthe moment.
Radionet is operated by leading
mobile-communications operator
RT Radiophones, which also
operates several other mobile-
radio networks around the UK.

It is believed that it has been

the success of the company in
operating regional networks thai
has persuaded the government to
license it to operate Radionet in
London, the first 'Band III' net-
work to be geared exclusively to
the new handportable radios.

new entrant into the home
entertainment market,

Epson is launching a family of
high quality, portable, colour LCD
televisions. Top of the range is the
'Vision System' - a Mini TV with
3.3" screen combined with active
speakers on a speaker stand.

The TVs are the first consumer
electronics product to take advan-
tage of Epson's leading role in
liquid crystal display technology
developed for its portable com-
puter systems. The range consists
oI the 2.6" screen Pocket TV
priced at !199.99; the Mini TV at
f299.99, and the Vision System
ar 1369.99.

The Vision System uses two
high efficiency, wide range, active
loudspeakers which widen the
'sound stage', enchancing pro-
gramme content.

Using Epson's own Active
Matrix image system, the TVs
give a better picture quality far
superior to other small screen

LCD TVs available. The SAM
system packs a much higher den-
sity of pixels into each screen,
giving a wider viewing angle,
sharper image and brighter col-
ours. The display element is a
hansmissive twisted nematic LCD
with an MIM active mahix, backlit
by a built-in cold cathode fluore-
scent lamp.

TV channel selection is via a
touch-button auto tuning sytem,
which scans to locate an accept-
able signal for a station. The TVs
can also be connected through a
jack socket to a video camera or
video cassette recorder.

Both TVs and speakers are
powered by dry or rechargeable
Nicad batteries, or run from a car
battery or AC power via adaptors.
Each has a telescopic rod aerial.
In addition, the Mini TV comes
with an AC mains adaptor and
external aerial cable to take full
advantage of the existing dome-
stic aerial system.

tFhe recentlv enhanced DPM
I aOOO Series of panel meters

from Anders Panel Instruments
now includes a 4-20mA input
version, true RMS and 4r/z digit
display options These improve-
ments, coupled with existing high
specifications, mean greater ac-
curacy and resolution with no
change in size.

Input ranges, for the 4-20mA
type are switched and an exitation
voltage output terminal is pro-
vided for powering transducers

and sensors
True RMS versions make the

units ideal for non-sinusoidal
waveforms, typically associated
with electronic and thyristor con-
trollers

Power supply is from
l\0/220V AC and sample rate is
2 5 times per second. Accuracy is
0.17o plus one digit. The DIN size
panel cut out is 96 x 48mm.

Contact, Anders Panel Instru-
ments, Bayham Place, London
NW1 OEU. Tel: 071 388 717.

Communications and GTP,
today took the wraps off com-
munications for the 21st century
with 1S-channel TV, phone calls,
and videotex

Up to 400 homes and bus-
inessess in Bishols Stortford,
Hertfordshire, will be taking part
in the world's first practical
demonstration o{ the networks of
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ritish Telecom, and its part- the future
ners BICC Cables. Fulcrum Phone calls, TV pictures and

text are sent direct to the home
down hair-thin strands of ultra-
pure glass as high-speed pulses
of laser"light. The TV pictures
will include satellite and cable TV
programmes as well as the four
broadcast channels; all will be free
to viewers during the trial

The homes and businesses
are taking part in a multi-million

pound, two-year trial to demon-
strate the technical feasibility of
these advanced systems which
have been developed at British
Telecom's Research Laboratories
at Martlesham Heath, near
Ipswich, and are being provided
in collaboration with the other
partners in the project; BICC
Cables and GPT.

During its two year run, the
trial willprovide valuable data for

planning advanced commercial
communications systems for the
next century. It will enable British
Telecom and its partners to com-
pare and contrast the operation
and cost of two distinctly different
fibre network systems developed
by its research engineers.

BICC Cables designed and
made all the optical cable being
used in the trial.

In the first phase of the trial,
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TV pictures are being sent to
morci than 100 homes. The
system is also being tested to
confirm its abitity to carry
telephone calls as well

While these tests are being
carried out, customers will con-

tinue to make calls over their
existing copper cables.

The fibre for the network was
installed by the end of February
using an award-winning blown-
fibre technique

Installation of the electronic

equipment was completed in July
and testing started immediately
afterwards.

An optical fibre centre has
been built at Biship's Stortford to
demonstrate the advanced com-
munications services made pos-

sible by fibre networks. It is now
able to show domestic and bus-
iness uses of the advanced tech-
nology being used in the trial.

Lfews has come to us of the
II latest in PNP transistors.

ThenewZTXT 76 200v trans-
istor from Zetexhas a maximum
saturation figure of 0.5V at 1A
and a gain of 50 at 500mA, is
designed with telecomms appli-
cations in mind. Besides being

significantly smaller than TO92,
the silicon packaging provides
excellent thermal transfer proper-
ties and high resistance to severe
environments.

Despite its small size, given an
ambient temperature of 25oC the
776 can dissipate 1W, while on a

lin2 PCB its dissipation rises to
1.5W. Mounted on a PCB, ther-
mal resistance of the junction to
ambient is 116oC,/W.

Under pulsed condition, the
776 handles up to 24 of collector
current. It has a 30MHz transition
frequency and an output capaci-

tance of 20pF, given a collector-
base figure of -2OV and a fre-
quency of 1MHz.

With a maximum operating
temperature of 200oC, the device
is suitable for a wide range of mili-
tary, industrial and commercial
environments.

PEA\rTA SHOW REPORT
fhe annual Hi Fi Show at rhe
I Heathrow Penta Holelis a surreal

experience; people lurk in darkened
bedrooms, trying to entice you in to
listen to their latest products lti the
audio equivalent of an Arabian bazaar

At thts years show'Lifestyle' hi-fi
seemed ready to take off in a big way.
Meridian, Bose, QED and Revox
all had multi-room, 'life enhancing'
products on display, for those wanting
to control the hi-fi from thejacuzzi
Meanwhile, Arcam and Yamaha
were integrating audio and video
(Arcam with a neat NICAM decoder,
which slots into a system like any other
source component)

The star of the show was the new
turntable from SME Bold, black and
apparently mounted on suspender
belts, this was so new and exciting
that you couldn't hear it It was
displayed on a pJinth, in the middle oT

a room, and you were expected to
worship in silence

There was the usual helping of
overkill products Vast, heat
producing power amps and huge
Ioudspeakers dominated tiny hotel
bedrooms, making the worst of
already poor acoustics I assume
somebody buys these L-eviathans In
healthy contrast, there were more
smaller-cotlage-industry compdnies
than I remember from recent shows,
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including a few kit and component
m anufacturers:

PM Components mustbe doing
good business; I lost count of the
n umber of tube amplifiers I
encounlered PM Iaunched their own
Gold Dragon valve range,
manufactured by Shuguang in China.
Availabie through dealers or direct to
the public via mail order.

Lynwood Audio exhibited a
range of mains conditioners (which
were cleaning up ihe poor quality
240v supply in several other rooms),
plus an interesting looking valve RIAA
preamp

Peering at the innards of the
Audio Synthesis preamp, you
wouldn't suspect it was a kit Designed
by Ben Duncan. AMP-02 is very
professionally produced, each PCB
looked good enough to frame and
hang on your wall The preamp
consists of a slim mainframe case and
a number of plug-in Eurocards
offering RIAA, line and headphone
stages, plus full remote control The
latest board is a digital to-analogue
converter which accepts the digital
output from CD or DAT players. You
can build either a Bitstream or a 16
bitx4 oversampling version
Comparing them over Stax
headphones, I thought Bitstream won
hands down Each AMP-02 module

can also be built as a stand-alone unit
Graham Nalty of Audiokits was

exhibiting under the guise of Sonic
Link, the name of a new integrated
amplifier and a range of audio cables
The f30 mains cable was going down
very well To confuse matters further,
he was also displaying the 1kVA, a
100 watt all-MOSFET power amp,
under yet another name - Care
Music. Research into the lkVA led to
the MOSFET Virtuoso power amp
featured in ETI

Bandor Designs manufacture
50mm aluminium cone mid/treble
and 160mm metal cone bass units
and these were cropping up in loud-
speakers by Pentachord, Seventh
Veil, Welsh Esoteric Audio and
Nefer (the latter using sixteen 50mm
units per channel in a 5' high line
source to create an extraordinary
sound) Similar to the units pioneered
by Ted Jordan (whose own 160mm
metal cone bass unit appeared in the
Elite Townshend speakers), the
results seemed a bit variable But the
drivers are available to the DIY market
so you can experiment for yourself

Excellent news Ior inveterate
loudspeaker fiddlers with the arrival of
Madisound, the US speaker kit
suppliers. Many of their drive units are
manufactured specially for them and
their very professional approach

extends to running a computer
bulletin board for audio enthusiasts.
A British version will be available
when they open an office in london
early next year

Madisounds catalogue lists some
interesting kits based on Dynaudio
drive units and Dynaudlo
themselves were just across the hall,
seeking a Brltish distributor for their
finished speakers As thjs room
produced some of the most pleasant
sounds at the show, I look {orward to
trying one of the kits.

Also making music (as opposed to
noise) was the Petite, a small, two way
design by Darlington specialist
dealers, Neat Hi-Fi. The aim of the
designers, Dererk Gilligan and Bob
Surgeoner, was to emulate the sound
of their favourite panel speakers -
Magnaplanars and Quad ESL63 - in
a smaller box

Wittiest exhibit? A video screen
flanked by a huge pair of Cerwin
Vega loudspeakers At one point,
their simulation of an earthquake had
protesters emerging from rooms all
down the corridor When I went to
investigate, I was greeted by a
deafening pop video A sign by the
video screen read: QUIET PLEASE,
DEMONSTRATION IN PROGRESS

Colin Shelbourn
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MODULESAND EQU]PMENT
For Projects & Applications in:

*AUDIO * SECURITY * INDUSTRIAL * DIGITAL VOLTMETERS

FULLY BUILT AND TESTED

DVM 356 VERSATILE
3.DIGIT PANEL METER

The DVM 356 is a low-cost module offering
3-digit perlormance with an FSD of + 999mV and
- 99mV Supplied with a
comprehensive Data Sheet
No bezel available

Sensilivily 0-i 1.999V
Accuracy Wilhin0.l+ldigit
lnpul lmpedance 100M ohm
Supply Vollage 8V-12V
Dimensions 95.5x55x l lmm

This exciting new module provides a
large, bright digital read-out with an

accuracy within 0 1 % lt incorporates a
buil!in regulator which allows it to be

used from an unregulated supply of
between 8V-12V Full over-load

protection is included and the unit is
supplied with a mounting bezel and

filter, together with lull application
instructions showing how to extend its

range and measure resistance, current
and lemperature

MINIATURE PASSIVE INFRA.RED SENSOR.RP33
Switchable Dual range, detects inlruders up to 6 or 1 2 melres

This advanced sensor operates by detecting the body
heat of an intruder moving within the detection tield

Slow ambient changes such as radiators, etc are
ignored. Easily installed in a room or hallway. Providlng

reliable operation from a 12V supply, it is ideal for tl5e
with the CA 1382 or equivalent high quality control unit

sizeSox 60x /tom- ^ Supplied with lull instructions.--""" Quantity discounts start at 3 units

Easily lnstalled ADVANCED CONTROL UNIT.CA 1382

Automalic Loop Test & Switch On * Aulomatic Siren
Re-Sel * Audible Enlry/Exil Warning Buzzer * Two

Separale Loop lnputs + 24-hr Circuils *
Eas ily I ns la I led, Fu I / I ns I rucl ions Suppl ied.

This advanced control panel provides effective and
reliable control lor all security installations, yet its

operation is sheer simplicity lor all members of the
family, and is supplied with two keys. Housed in a steel

case with an attractive moulded lront panel, it compares
with units costing twice the price

LOW.COST CONTROL UNIT-CA 1250
This tried and tested control unit provides the finest

value lor money in control systems, with many
thousands protecting houses all over the country.
A suitable steel enclosure is available separately

fhe unit ollers lhe lollowing lealures Builtin eleclronic
siren, drives lwo loudspeakers incorporaling exft A
entry delays * Anli-tamper and panic facilily * Screw
conneclor lor ease ol inslallalion, elc elc.

FULL RANGE OF SECURITY ACCESSORIES STOCKED PROVIDING
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO PROTECT YOUR HOME

DIGITAL ULTRASONIC DETECTOR.US 5063
Crystal controlled movement detection module operating

at 50kHz with an eftective range up to 20tt Suitable for
)eration in household or vehicle security systems 12V

operation and buil!in timing makes it suitable lor a
wide range of applications

DVM 456 HIGH PERFORMANCE
3% DIGIT PANEL METER

DT1 O TEMPERATUBE MEASUREMENT
A simple, though elfective module which when

constructed provides a linear output ol 1omV/'C
over the temperature range 10 to + 100'O

e3.95 + vAT
PS2O9 DUAL POWER SUPPLY

Fully built ma#rs power supply providing two 9V
outputs olupto2S0mAeach Suitable lor usewath

either DVM modules and other equipment
G6.65 +vAT

AL 12580-125W POWER AMPLIFIER
A rugged, high powered module that is ideal lor
use in discos & P A Systems where powers ol up
to 125W, 4 ohms are required The heavy duty
output transistors ensure stable and reliable
perlormance lt is currently supplied to a large
number of equipment manulacturers where
reliability and performance are the main
considerations, whilst for others its low price is the
major tactor. Operating from a supply vdltage of i ,T
40-80V into loads from 4-16 ohms. t

AL s()7()-ULTRA LOW DISTORTION
s(lw AMPLIFIER
Provides sound reproduction of the highest quality with
distortion levels below 0 02%, this module ollers

AL 2s5O.COMPACT LOW.COST 25W AMPLIFIER

AL 1O3O-RUGGED l()W AMPLIFIEB
This low cost unit provides a powerful 10W output making it
ideal lor all medium power applications requiring quality

superlative pertormance in all types ol audio equipment
load protection nS .Itii;[$H=l"@-16 ohms.

One of our most popular audio modules with tens ol
thousands installed. ldeal lor domestic applications
where low distortion and compact size are
the prime requirements, Used with supply
rails of 20V-50V into loads ot 8-1 5 ohms

1"","1il'J:x3: [[i J:fl:tffi*'"T?i 
"",X[?3:" ffilrom aluppry of 1 6V-3OV rnto loa;s oie-r O ot." !fl

MM lOO-BUDGET 3.INPUT MIXER
With a host of leatures includi ng 3 individual level controls, a master volume and
separate bass and treble control, it provides lor inputs lor microphone,
magnetic pick-up and tape, or second and yet costs
considerably less than competitive units
This module is ideal for discos and public
address units and operates lrom 45V-70V

As l\,lM 100 wfh two guitar + 1 microphone
input inlended lor guitar amplilier appliGtions

s()FT INFRA.RED BEAM.IRl 470
The 1R1470 consists of a separate transmitter
and receiver providing a beam of up to 50tt
which, when interrupted, operates a relay in the receiver which
in turn may be used to control external equipment The system
requiresonly65mA from a l2Vsupply Size: (each unitlS2x 52x

This module uses ultrasonic techniques to detect movement at
distances up to 5 metres with an operating range ot60" Supply
voltage 10-14V(12mA) Size: 147 x 52,5x 1smm

STABILISED SUPPLY & SWITCHING UNIT.PSl265
ThePSl265providesstabilisedl2VoutputforcurrentlevelsuptoT00mA Addilion-

ally it incorporates a high
impedance input lor switching
loads upto 1kWat240V
without timing

TIMER SWITCH & POWER SUPPLY.DP3s7O
The 0P3570 consists of an adjustable timer switch and 'l2V

ted by the normally open or normally closed inputs

GENERAL PURPOSE ULTRASONIC
MOVEMENT DETECTOR US4O1 2
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LETTERS

Tuner lllods
ff aving read Mr Ohlendorfs
I I letter in your August issue, I

thoughtld pass on my own obser-
vations on the excellent Linsley
Hood tuner design, on the off
chance thatthey mightbe of some
interest to constuctors.

I built the Hart kitrecently, and
found it audibly superior to my
'audiophile'tuner; needless to say
lhere were gremlins to be dealt
with, but that's half the fun of
electronics isn't it?

Since I have a very good signal
reception in my area, I encoun-
tered Mr Ohlendorfs signal meter
problem; in fact I could get a stereo
signalwithoutthe aid of the aerial!
Not only was it impossible to set

the AGC level, as even weak
signals put a crowbar down across
the front end, it was also impos-
sible to mute the bursts of noise at
the skirts of the main stations. So
I decided to reduce the IF amp's
gain. This is best achieved by
means of apotentialdivider atthe
output of the ceramic fiher CR3
and kept loaded by about 300R.
The attenuator needs to be capa-
citor-coupled. Components can
be squashed around the redun-
dant CR4 position. In my case
dividing by about 30 proved suit-
able.

The omission of the centre
tuning meter was a bit too spartan
even for me, so I drilled a hole in

the front panel for the LED and
drove it from a simple junkbox
circuit which gives a narrow pass-
band (circuit is available by send-
ingan SAEto ETI-Ed).1hasten to
add here that I built the FM only
tuner and so have plenty of room
for the scattering of auxiliary cir-
cuits.

Lastly a minor detail; if the
tuner is supplying a pre-amp with
a lower input resistance (mine is
about 15k with the tape deck in
circuit) this will alter the 50ps de-
emphasis time constant signifi-
cantly as R17 and R23(3k3) will
now be shunted. So a slight in-
crease in the values of the de-
emphasis resistors or capacitors

will be necessary to preserve the
tonal balance. Also the output DC
blocking capacitors might need to
be raised in value if a very low bass
response is required and the pull
down resistors reduced accord-
ingly

All in all, I'm quite pleased.
The implementation ol the tuner's
innovative circuitry was clearly no
mean feat for either the designer
or the kit manufacturers. The
choice oftuner head seems a good
one and of-course adding one's
own modifications always affords
inordinate self satisfaction.

D Fleet
Beccles, Suffolk.

The Parts that Others Can't Reach
f write regarding the correspon-
Idence in November's ETI
concerning Graham Nalty's earlier
letter on amplifier parts. I'm sure
Mr Nalty's quite capable of
defending himself, but Id like to
voice an opinion on the subject.
My only connection with Mr Nalty
is as a satisfied customer.

Firstly, I don't think Mr Linsley
Hood needs to feel insulted at the
suggestion that his amplifier could
be improved. I don't recall him
saying anywhere in his text that it
was perfect. In his letter he
mentiions the need for com-
promise in design. One area of this
is cost versus performance. If
someone later makes a different
decision on that point, it doesn't
invalidate the original one. As
there is no way of measuring the
sound quality of an amplifier,
there is no way of quantifying, in
those terms, the cost of using a
component considered'adequatd
by other criteria. If it's later found
that an equal-value-but-better -
quality replacement improves the
sound, why should the designer
by upset? The idea that "the
designer knows best so don't
tamper" (also hinted at by Mr
Milligan of Hart Electronics) , is not
strictly true. His decisions may
have been based on different
criteria.

Secondly, the suggestion that
carefultests should be performed

14

after the changes have been
made, to verify the performance
hadn't been degraded, is crazy.
Higher quality, closer toleranced
components cannot degrade the
performance of a properly
designed amplifier. Therefore, no
such verification is necessary. All
onethen need do is listen, and if it
sounds better it's improved!
Where's the problem? Tests of this
type have been reported in hi-fi
magazines in the past (UK and
US). It seems that the people
complaining either haven't read
them or haven't done similartests.

Thirdly, much is made of the
cost ofthe upgrade components.
Surely, Messrs Linsley Hood and
Milligan are aware that high
quality components cost more
than standard types partly
because of the greater care taken
in man ufacture and/or the use of
better materials. Bulk foil resistors
were designed for applications
where closer tolerance, lower
temperature coefficient, lower
noise and the like are required.
Designers dont quibble at their
cost when high-performance
measuring equipment is being
designedl as they know that q uality
has a price. As these are also the
best 'sounding' resistors around
(for reasons I haven't seen fully
explained, but probably to do with
quality of materials and con-
struction), they are recommended

for use in high-performance
amplifiers. But, in this application
their cost compared with standard
types, is considered outrageous
Why? Surely, here too, quality has
its price!

Mr Banham must have mis-
read the letter. The stripping of the
PVC insulation was suggested as
an experimentto show the effect it
has on the sound of the cable, not
as an alternative way of using the
cable. I'm sure Mr Nalty knows
why cables have insulation!

Mr Banham also states that in
a well designed circuit there
should be no need for exotic
components. Mr Nalty, and
others, are saying that there IS a
need and the difference is audible,
though it doesn't show up in
conventional measurements.
Presumably, this means it doesn't
exist! Interestingly, Messrs
Banham and Linsley Hood agree
with the use of capacitors with low
dielectric loss. To the best of my
knowledge, this property has
neverbeen shown to improve the
measured performance of an
amplifier, but many articles and
reports have testified to their
superior sound. Aren't these
gentlemen being a little incon-
sistent here?

What's wrong if a supplier
publicises his services on the letters
page of a magazine? Especially if
his letter is in response to a point

raised in that same section by
someone else Maybe he should
have said "ln reply to your letter,
see my ad on page xxx." Very
helpful.

I too. disagree with Mr Nalty's
use of the word 'disastrous' in
describing the sound of the PVC-
insulated cable. But surely we can
forgive him! There can't be many
hi-fi enthusiasts out there who, on
upgrading a component and
comparing old with new, haven't
wondering how they managed to
listed to the previous'noise' for so
long Obviously this is because it
wasn't noise, just less good than
the new sound. It seems that
through spending a lot of time
listening to components and
cables, Mr Nalty has developed a
high sensitivity to their differences
and an obvious likingforthebetter
sounding ones. It's a pity he hasn't
developed an equally high
sensitivity in his use of the
language to describe them.

ln my 22 years as a hi-fi
enthusiast, I have built amplifiers
and speakers from magazine
articles, using the recommended
components. Out of curiosity I first
modified an amplifier about 13
years ago. The results were a
complete shock as my electronics
training had conditioned me notto
expect any change. I haven't
looked back since. overthe years
I've built and modified many
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amplifiers using higher quality
components and each time there
has been a genuine improvement,
readily discerned by myself and
non-technical friends. Others
have reported similarly in hi-fi and
electronics magazines. Respected
engineers such as Martin Colloms,
Ben Duncan and Dr Malcolm
Hawksford have published tech-
nical articles either reporting the

results of controlled tests or
proposing theories to explain the
differencesreported. I've seen no
letters or articles refuting the
theories, yet people continue to
demand 'proof that differences
exist and/or question the statistical
valueof publishedfigures. So, 15
or more years after starting, the
Great Amplifier Debate is no
nearer a settlement! Do engineers

ever learn from experience, or
only from text books and technical
journals? Can they hear sound
quality differences between any
two pieces of equipment or can
they only see the meter on a

measuring instrument or percent-
age points on a spec sheet. Are
they afraid of hearing something
they can't explain, thereby eroding
their status as 'experts'?

I'm sure Mr Nalty would be
more than willing to demonstrate
the superiority of his version of the
Audio Design amplifier over the
standard item, 'but I wonder if
Messrs Linsley Hood and Milligan
would be interested.
Lancelot Dow, [.ondon.

Ringing The Changes
I I fith reference to Mr Finbarr
Wning's (!) letter (JULY 90)
regarding the phone lock. I would
like to cover his points one by
one.

First of all BABT approval,
while he is right that equipment
connected to the line should have
BABT approval, users of non
approved equipment have never,
to my knowledge, been pro-
secuted. What I was attempting to
do, by making the unit BABT
approvable was to create a safe
unit that would not harm the
network. The only reason that
this unit would not get approval
would be because it was not built
in a BABT inspected factory,
which by it's very nature it cant be,
it is after all a project for an
electronics enthusiast. I am not
advocating that people actually
connect it to the line, but if
enough people want it and it is

commercially attractive I will get
it's successor (more of this later)
approved.

At no point in the Phone lock
and Logger article was the
disassembly of the master socket
envisaged, let alone encouraged.
This unit was designed as an
additional unit and may even be
plugged into a parallel socket
with, say, afax so the fax can have
unlimited access to line and the
phones could have limited
access. It ls not a good idea to

disassemble the master socket as
there are various terminating
components within that could
effect ringing or the protection of
subsequent equipment.

Regarding the 999, yer he is
right, in fact just after the article
went to press I came to the same
conclusion which is one reason
why I have not sent out any kits
(the other is that no-one could
find me, the address is printed in
full at the end of this letter if you
want to contact me) In fact I am
working on a new version which
will be line powered, rather than
powered from an external supply.
This one will allow 999 calls and
operator/fault/enquiry calls
(even at 40 odd pence each!) and
may be connected to a PC via a
special R5232 link, so a
lime/d,ate record can be kept on
disc. It is hoped that this PC will
be able to monitor quite a few
units, so a complete record of,
say, an office block is possible.

The design is ongoing so I
would appreciate any ideas/com-
ments/suggestions etc to make
the unit into something that suits
your needs.

Either contact me direct or via
ETI.
Kevin Kirk, Pendre, Hafod
Ponthydygroes, Dyfed SY25
6DX

An IIlWind
fwould like to complain over
lhaving some difficultg in read-
ing an article in ETI. The item
concerned was Harnessing The
Wind in your July 90 issue. The
heaviness of the printed back-
ground made the enjoyment of an
otherwise excellent article some-
what tiresome to read. Please
avoid this in future.

D Oaks
Peterborough.

I agree entirely. The intention was
to create a very pale background
of 5% printing density against a
100% printed word. It seems that
tolerances in the printing industry
are attimes very large on a cold-set
press. Sometimes I think we ask
forthe impossible. Cbst la vie! Ed

those of you interested in the work
of Tesla (and that seems to be a
growing band of readers) there are
at le ast fo u r to fi ve books avai I ab I e
o n the s ubject. The best way to fi n d
out the ISBN numbers and any
other books available is to look
them up yoursel{ on 'microfiche'in
any large reference library or large
bookseller. Ed.

The address for the two
books reviewed is:
Camden Miniature Steam
Services,

13 High Street,
Rode, Nr Bath,

Somerset BA36MZ
Tel: 0373 830151

Interesting
Books

ith great interest, I read your
Book-look section in the

November issue on Tesla as I am
especially interested in his work. I
tried to order these two booksfrom
a large bookshop in York but they
cannot trace any address for
'Camden Miniature Steam Ser-
vices' as mentioned in the text, and
can only suggest ordering it from
the States direct, which would
undoubtedly cost more and take
ages!

Anychance youcould let me
have their address?
G Smith, York.
Yes certainly, butbefore that let me
just say Camden Miniature Steam
Services is not apublishing house
but a book importer and they
regularly advertise in our sister
magazine Model Engineer. For

-4 Tfln**y Cl.;otrnar to o//,,o
re crle ri, co ntoil ilori anJ alue rtite ot
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Inf erak 1

UILD YOUR OWN COMPUTER

r
['
I
I

i
I

I

i

ol outlay. Bare
ponents, or buy
or custom chips

Go as lasl or as slowly as your tunds and snthusiasm permit,

lho inside. Full circuitAnd honestly, can you
e co w what's inside and
iil te

Solid ongineering construction - something to be proud ol. 19" 3U
rack mounting, plus in circuit boards and modular construction
keepq obsolsscence at bay

Flourishing lndependsnt Users Group, and newsletter Hundreds ol
programes on disk at littlo or no cosi lrom ihe Users Group
Prograrn in machine code (Assembler), Basic, "C", Forth, etc.
Dalabase, Word Processing, Scientilic applications.

Cas operation or disk (up to 4 drives, 1 Megabyte 3.5"
avai us, but you can add 3", 5.25", 8" it you want). Oisk
opo em CPIM Plus.

64K RAM, 280 based at present wiih potenlial lor expansion lo a 16
Megabytss address space and Zilog's latest 280280 in lhe tuture,
Needs no specialised knowledge to construct, and we will happily
get you out ol a iam if you get into one.

Avai16bilily o, personal and individual alter sales service, impossi
to obtain from large companies, who are only alter your money.
Securily ot supply - trom Greenbank Electronics, establish€d
in 1970. ./

Greenbank
For more details write
Greenbank Electroni 01),460 New Chester Road,
Rock Ferry, Birkenhe eL422AE. Tel: 051-645 3391.

E[ertroports
TV Video . lllectronic clpareo . lmport 6 lixport

342 Pinnq Rosd, Nort6 Horrow
Midilesgl-flr'Jt4 LB

M 081-472 5778 / O81-86t 4286 . Fas: 0S1-S61 4277
liuper clervice
Competitive Drices
c!pecdy Delivcry

Credit Card
Orders Welcone

Q4rr.tity Combonents
&'

East Sqvup

Please phone or write for catalogue. Enclosing 50p A4 SAE.
1 minute from North Harrow tube station

ItH HOG BAPH flTS2 Recordor T6st Se{ lrcm C200
THURLSYP.3zOMDTuce30vouadModDiqd. e200
TELEOUIDMENTCD1 CUfoeTIaceI - T25I)
MAFCoNT TF2000 U nivoEal LCH 8r dge. Bauery trcF C I 25
llAFCoNl TF23,A Automelrc D6tonion ltlorer400HZ1(HZ tt00
MAHCON|MoDMete6TF2300;TF23O0B TF2303kon e10O
MAnCON|TF2603FFMllivollmeler5oKHZ.1SGHZ .. S75
MAFCON|TF2430DigtalFrqCounter10HZ-80MH2 .. CEoMAFCON|TF2430DigtalFrqCounter10HZ-80MH2 .. CEo
MABCoN I TF11 521 RF Pow6. Melor 500MHZ 10/25W 50oh m . t25
MABC0NtTFS9&qAFPower Meler20HZ,35KHZ20mwi0W c20
EACAL 9915 Frcq Counl€r 1G520MHZ Crystar Oven I t 50
FABNELLPSUH301000-30V0-1mA 1750

LEAoEF LMV18MTrc Ch Mvneler5HZ.500KHZi 1mV.gOoV fi00
KIKUSUI AVM23 AC Voltm616r Dual Ch 10HZ-{OoKH2,3muV.10N r7r

SOI{E BFUEL & KJAER EOUIPfiIEtIT
ALWAYS AVAILAELE _ PLEASE ENOUIBE

LEVELL TM3B AC MicDvollmeler 1 HZ-3MHZi 5uV-500V C60
LEVELL TMOA AC Millivollmeler 1 HZ.3M llzi 5uV.500V f40
LEVELLOscillarorTG!523h2-300KHZSrne/Sq to-i5S
LEVELLoscillalorTGIsoM.'.5PZr50KHZ.S1eWave . C2(,
LEVELL Decade Osc TF66A 0 2HZi 22MHZ Lowoistodion ,romms

TEKTRoNIX 2fl5 tour Trace 150MHZ Dual TB
TEKTF0NIX 2245A FourTrace 100MHZ 0uat TB
TEKTBoNIX 2235 Dual Trace l00MHZoelay Sw
TEkTnONIX 2215Ouel Tra..60MH7 Dpl,viwa

r1200
cl000
r650
r450
t550

.e450

. t65o

TEKTSoNIX 491 Sp*kumAnalyser 1 512 4GHZ
kofrf1,000,11,400

H P 14lTSpecfiumAnalyser Sy$em wilh
....... .... c3,750HP h

2.... .... t2,500

s650
$s0
t250

r mobase t792
HAMEG OSCiLLOSCOPE HM&40!alTracemMHZ DelaySweep

q610
HAMEG OSCI LLOSCOPE H M203 7 Duai Trace 20MHZ Conrcnent

Tesler . fi38
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE HM20s3 Dlat lracs 20MHZ Digilat

Sloraqe .t-Elo
All othermodels available - all oscdloscopessupptid w(h 2 Hobss

BUCKSTAR EOUIPMENT (P8P al unrc e5)
APOLLO 10 - 100MHZ CounterTims Raio/Periodff im6 tn16ryat

etc t222
APOLLO 1m - 100M HZ (tu abovo wilh more lunctons) !295
METEONlOOFFEOUENCYCOUNTEF]OOMHZ ., iIOg
METEOB MO FHEOUENCY COUNTER MMHZ qI35
METEOR 1OOO FFEO U ENCY COUNTE F lG HZ !I 78
JUPITOF SOFUNfrION GENEFArcH O lHZ,sOOKHZ

S ne/Sqfir elto
ORION COLOUR MB GENERATOF PafiVruideo Emg
Al ol her Black Slar Equlpmonl available

igit Hand heid2Eang€Einctudrng
. .(PIPS4)89.$

carrytngcas' rorabov€ 
s! 50

OSCI LLOSCOPE PROBES Sw lchable r1; n 0 (PE P E3) !1 1

l -wiln 30daysq!aranles ManualssuDplie(
rcCK 9qEorT€lephonelorls6.Ptsasirch
untsll6 VATIo&add€d toTohlolGoodsS

-E- UO RTJil'E,IR"I!RU"' E
Tel: 0734 68041. rs welcome 9am-5 30pm Mon-Fri (until Bpm Thurs)

..t lt lltr H I f, I :ll
m

Arangeof high qualilykits assuppliedtoleading UKsecurity companies. all in_housedesigned
and produced, notto beconfusedwith cheap imports. All kitscome fullydocumentedwith coicise
assembly and setting-up.details, fibreglass pCB and all component!. All transmitters are fuily
runeableand can be monitored on a normar vHF radioortuned higherforgreatersecurity. Buird'-
up seryice available if required.

MfX Micro-miniature audio transmitter, 17mmx17mm, 9V operation. 1oOOm range ... tl2,95
W500 Hi-power audio transmifler 25OmW output. 20mmx40mm. 912V operation. 2-gOOOm

VXT Voice aclivated transmitter. Variable sensitivity, 20mmx6/mm. 9V operation IOOOm

scRx sub{arrierscrambled audiotransmitter. cannot be monitored withoutdecoderfittod to
radio. 20mmx6/mm. 9V operation. IOOOm range ..,,..........,.,....................,,,..-..,...,,. eZt.SS
SCDM Sub-carrier decoder unit for monitoring SCBX. Connects to radio earohone socket,
Providesoutputlorheadphones.32mmxTOm;9-12Vopera|i0n..............,-.1.....,..f2f.gS

ll-YI400 Mains powered audio transmitter Connects directly to 24Ov AC supply 3Omm x 35mm.
500m ranoe .....................

TLxTlro Micro miniature telephonetransminer connects to line (anywhere) switches on and ofl
utn phone use. A[ conversations transmifled.20mmx 20mm. powered kom line. IOOOm range

lor P&P G.oodsdespatchedASAp allowingforiheque clearance. Oversiascustomerc

orders accepted on 0827 n4476,
lor sh i p me nt. C red it card

Send 2xlsl class stamps tot the new lggl Catalogue,

C0600 Professional bug dete
signal strength with variable rat
localised bug transmission
70mmx'100mm. 9V operation

UKcustomes please se!1d9h-e:t.ugs lO !ot registercd cash. please add et.50 perordet
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Fading Lights
fJere is an original circuit, designed primarily for
I luse with Christmas decorations, but ir could be
used for any application where two lights would be
required to fade on and off alternately (a beacon or
warning light for example).

The circuit works with two sets of Christmas lights
which both fade on and o{f, with one set fading on
as the other set fades off (inverse). It does this by

comparing a very slow ramp waveform (generated by
ICla and IClb) with a saw.tooth waveform which has
a frequency of 100H2 (generated by ICld, Q1, C5 and
RV3), this is then fed through a differentiator and into
the gate of the thyristor The opposite channel
compares an,inverted slow ramp waveform (lC1c)
with the same saw-tooth waveform, this then goes
through another differentiator and into the second
thyristor
Gary Price, Stafford.

NOTE:
lC1 = OUAD OP AMP
lC2 = DUAL OP-AMP
01 = ANY NPN
D1 = SIGNAL DIODE
ZD1 = 12V ZENEB DIODE
8R1.3 = BRIDGE RECT|FIEH
TH1 3 = THYRISTOR

c4 J.cs47p T 22On

Flashing lree Lights
f his circuit was originally designed to flash two sets
I of Christmas tree lights on and off, so that when

one set was on the other was off and visa versa This
circuit can be used to flash any kind of lights'on and off.

When considering the idea of designing the
circuit the obvious answer seemed to be to use a relay
to switch the lights, bui after giving the idea more
thought I found that the relay has two major
drawbacks. They use large amounts of curuent and
have a maximum electrical life oi around 100,000
operations, which may seem like a lot but when the
relay is being used once every two seconds {or 5 hours
a day this electrical life is soon reached

So a different device will have to be used namely
an optically isolated triac This works in the same
manner as a relay, but uses an infra-red emitting diode
to activate a light triac, which will switch 240 volts AC,
up to 100mA. This component needs 3 volts at 15mA
to trigger it, and can always be used to trigger an
additional triac, (as shown in Figure 2) to achieve
higher current ratings.

The main circuit consists of a 555 timer. used in
its basic astable m5de io supply an outpur pulse. the
timing of which is set by R1, R2 and C1, to control
each opto isolated triac. The formula for the frequency

t.44
Frequency : 

(R1+2R2)C1

As the output pulse of the 555 timer goes high
Tiiac 2 is activated, and when the output falls then
Triac 2 goes off and Tiiac 1 is activated. This gives ihe
flashing effect, and can be controlled by adjusting R1.

If the flash rate is still too fast try replacing C1 with a
larger value capacitor.

Resistors, R3 and R4 are used to control the
amount of current entering the infra-red emitting
diode. '

If only one output is required then omit R3 and
Triac 1, the circuit will then only control the one triac
flashing only one set of lights on and off.

The circuit can be powered by a transformer with
an output voltage of between 6 and 12 volts or by a
9 volt battery

Remember that the circuit does have mains
voltage present-on it and so should be housed in a

plastic, or well earthed case.
Matthew Blackwell, Cambridge.



Printed Circuit
Boards

Th" opper from I-
I etc ic chloride h n
solutio stened subs g
the etc

This poses a problem to those who prefer to
process their own circuits at home, where the etching
bath is usually a shallow tray of surface area such that
heat-loss is significant during the time taken for the

soldt{i's 
*,,"1;[']:,:""T:,iJ.;,:?#lixJ!il*f?;:iri:

OUtSide wires are clean and bright. then ericase it in kitchen-
foil, and apply heai from the flame of a match or gas-

LJo* many of us have suffere6 those frustrating lighter for a few seconds
I loccasions when it is necessary to solder an The heat generated within the foil wrapping is
electrical connection whilst out-oI- doors, such as on sufficient to raise the wire.joint to the appiopriate
an antenna wire or when working on the car electrics, temperature whilst melting the solder andilux which
onlytofindthattheexternalenvironmentdefeatsthe 'flows'into the strands und tin, them, to create a
heating-effect of the electric soldering iron? perfectly soldered connection.

Improved expensive sub - miniature iron is to tightly wrap a few
turns of say 12-18 swg tinned copper-wire around the
existing'bit'while it is unheated. leaving about 10mm
of free wire protruding from the tip to act as an
extension-bit.

Heat flows by conduction from the main-bit to
the extension - bit. The remote end of the improvised
'bit' must be pre-tinned with resin-cored solder before
use.
E Chicken, Morpeth, Northumberland.

Miniature

etching process.
The use of an electrically powered hair-drier

speeds up the process to the point where the copper
removal is clearly visible.

Simply play the warm air-stream from the drier
onto the exposed surface of the etching iluid, whilst
slbwly sweeping the surface by moving the drier from
end to end of the bath. This creates a shallow wave
which precedes the air-stream, so ensuring the copper
face is continually traversed by warmed etching-fluid
whilst also keeping the fluid refreshed by the mixing
action of motion

Bearing in mind the corrosive nature of the
etching fluid, care must of course be taken to avoid
splashing by over-zealous application of the blower.

Soldering Iron
fhere are occasions when the 'bit' of the electric
I soldering - iron is too large. cumbersome or hot

for a delicate task.
An effective yet simple alternative to an

B4
200R

R5
1008

Ein/1O

Ein/1Oo

Meter Tester
I ,*;;;::T
wi ked. It was
this thought that prompted me to build this simple
meter tester.

The device was built to allow quick and easy
testing of analogue and digital multimeters. The tester
enables a number of DC voltage, current and

resistance values (accuraie to 1 % ) to be presented to
the meter under test. Analogue meters can be
checked at or near full scale deflection as well as at
low or medium scale readings.

Figure compl
Resistance g is a
switching in jate res
An extra resistor (10R) is provided on a separate
socket to give a total of seven close tolerance resistors
(R10 to R16).

Precise DC voltages can be
set up using resistors R1 to R9
which form an accurate poten-
tial divider chain The input
voltage (Ein) can be derived
from a stabilised supply with
digital readout, or it can be set
up with an existing digital multi-
meter Note that such a multi-
meter could then be tested on its
lower voltage ranges. The total
resistance of the potential
divider chain is reasonably
small This avoids any signi-
ficant loading effects when used
with meters of 20,000 ohms per
volt or greater sensitivity.

The remaining compo-
nents form a precision constant
current generator. The refer-
ence voltage for this generator
is provided by the potential
divider chain (C out). One of
the reasons why a CA3140 was
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used for IC1 is that this reference voltage can go very
close to the zero volts line. Since IC1 and Q1 form a
unity gain amplifier, the voltage appearing across R22
is the same as the reference voltage on pin 3 of IC1.
R22 is a close tolerance 1k0 resistor, therefore by
Ohm's Law the current through it in mA will be
numerically equalto the refrence voltage. If R20 and
R21 are switched into the circuit by SW3, the constant
current is multiplied by three. The circuit provides for
a range of currents from a minimum of 50prA to a
maximum of 45mA. Connections to a milli. or
microammeter is made within the feedback loop of
the amplifier. This anangement ensures that the value
of the constant current is not effected by the resistance
of the meter under test. Having connected the meter,
a reading is taken by pressing the normally closed
press button switch SW2.

R17 and R19 limit the input current to IC1 in the
event of any abnormal operating conditions. Under
normaloperation these resistors have no effect on the
circuit because their values are miniscule in
comparison to the MOSFET input resistance of IC1.

Provision is made to balance out the offset
voltage by RV1 andlR'18. This is necessary because
an offset of 3 or 4 rnillivolt on top of a low reference

voltage willproduce a considerable error in the value
of small constant currents. It is quite easy to set up
RVl. Apply 5V to the device, switch SWla to Ein/ 100
and switch SW3 to Ix3. Now, wtth the aid of the
digital meter on a millivolt range, adjust RV1 so that
the voltage across R22 is the same as C out. If you
do not possess a millivoltmeter it would be worthwhile
breadboarding a non-inverting op-amp amplifier with
a voltage gain of 50 and an input resistance of about
100k or more This could then be used with an
analogue meter on the 3 or 5V range to set up RV1.
Note that such an arrangement does not need to
accurately measure the voltage, since it is only
necessary to compare the reading across R22 with
that at C out and adjust RV1 so that they are the same.

During the testing of the device, it was found that
with E in at 5V and SWla switched to Ein/2. the
constant current value showed a large error. It would
seem that the particular IC used requires a clearance
of more than 2.5V between the input terminals and
the positiye supply lines Therefore, for current
checking, do not use the Ein/2 setttngwith anything
less than a 6V supply.

A S Hughes, Holywell, Clwyd.

Beeper Timer
f hope the following little electronic cameo will
Iinterest readers. It's one of those things that can be
adapted for many different purposes, depending on
your inclination.

My intention in building it was for "eyes off the
clock'situations when making adjustments to timing
circuits, or dark room processing, or as a test tone
source for rigs.

The whole thing can be built with scrap box or
off shelf components on a piece of strip board 2"
square and costs less than a fiver (excluding battery,
case, audio amp). The construction time is a couple
of hours with plenty of coffee and QSO breaks.

The heart of the wee beastie is a quad nand
schmitt IC (4093). Each 2 input and gate of this four
gate chip is used in the configuration of three
oscillators, and one mix/invertor. The output from the
board being fed to a small amp.

A few seconds after switch on (settling,/start up
period) one second beeps can be heard lasting for 15
secs, then a continuous beep for 10 secs, repeated so
no matter what job you are doing some idea of time
elapsed can be appreciated without having to clock
watch.
P Wilkinson, Alford, Lincs.
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Brian Kendal
describes aircraft
landing sysfems -past, present and
future.

he travelling public has long since come to
expect that their flights will be punctual
and safe with even the most inclement
weather conditions causing only minor
inconvenience.

.. Because the greater proportion of any modern
jet flight takes place at high altitudes, {ar above all but
the most severe weather, this expectation tends to be
encouraged.

nd with a final approach
ilot must, regardless of
he aircraft accurately on

For this, the pilot's most useful assistant is the
Instrument Landing System (lLS), the internationally
approved approach and landing aid whjch is installed
at all the major airports in the world.

This equipment was originally inhoduced in the
second world war, and has been in civilian use since
the mid 1950s. However, the accuracy of the early
ILS equipment bears little resemblance to that of its
modern counterpart which now has the ability, when
coupled to the aircraft flight director, to land the aircraft
more than ten times more accurately than a human
pilot.

Although ILS is very accurate, it does suffer from
certain disadvantages and in the next decade it will
p-robably be replaced by Microwave Landing System
(MLS).

In The Beginning

The principle of this system was that two
horizontal aerials (AA and BB) were erected such that
their alignments varied by a few degrees. Each aerial
was energised such that a 'null' appeared at right
angles to the wire.

Due to the variation in alignment, the polar
diagrams intersected and a straight line couid be
drawn where the radiation from each aerial was of
equalintensity. To either sjd
from one transmitter or t
Scheller also suggested that
transmitter was being heard
and the other, dashes. The dots and dashes were
interlocked such that when both transmissions were
of equal strength, a steady tone would be heard.

over the next
introducing a
z in the early
e world.

The this into
Standard usedby
the RAF t hdrawn
from civil

The basic principle of this system is shown ln
Figure 2. A vertical dipole was located at the down-
wind end of the runway. At either side of the dipole
was mounted a reflector with a relay contact at its
centre point. The relays were wired such that when
one was closed, the other was open. The effect of this
was to direct the ra pole first to one
side and then to th qui-signal zone
accurately aligned

As an airc h
horizontal and a
successful app e
L-orenz made u e
transmitting aerial.

I--l naorrrroru rnon
L__l AERTAL BB

RADIATION FROM
AERIAL AA

POLAR DIAGBAM
OF AERIAL BB

POLAR DIAGRAM
OF AERIAL AA

\
\
\

Fig. 1 The Scheller Course Setrer Of 1907.
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Fig. 2 The principles of the Lorenz Approach and Landing systim which were also used in the
Beam Approach used in the UK.

The aerial system was mounted at the downwind
end of the landing ground at a height such that a single
vertical lobe was radiated The aircraft was equipped
with a sensitive signal strength meter Distance
indication was given by two marker beacons,
operating on 38MHz and located approximately
1000ft and 2 miles from the aerodrome boundary.

The pilot approached the airfield on the
alignment indicated by the beam at a height of about
600 ft. As he passed the outermost beacon, he
commenced descent so as to maintain a constant
reading on the signal strength meter until either the
ground was visible or the wheels touched down.
Although this was the limit of what was achievable ai
the time, it was never very satisfactory and was never
used in the United Kingdom.

Although the Lorenz system gained the highest
acceptance, many others were developed, one of the
more notable being the Dunmore system. The
azimuth guidance, operating on 330kHz, radiated
interlocking tones of 65Hz and 86.7H2 instead of dots
and dashes, which made meter presentation easier.
As with the Lorenz system, vertical guidance was
provided by flying a contour of equal field strength
from a dedicated 93MHz transmission.

On Sept 5th 1931, Pilot F S Boggs used the
Dunmore system to make the first of over a hundred
totally blind landings onto a 2000 by 100ft runway.

For a test pilot to achieve a totally blind landing
is one thing. Acceptance of the system for general
operations was another. Whilst adequate azimuth
guidance was available from both MF and VHF
systems, the use of a contour of constant signal
strength for a glide slope was highly unsatisfactory. It
required the aircraft to begin descent at an unnatural
angle and this angle was not constant throughout the
approach.

The azimuth guidance was also subject to
problems, because lhe l-arenz system required the
transmission to be beamed alternately from one side
to the other of the runway. The radiated energy could
therefore impinge on hills, buildings or hangars which
would reflect the signal, enhancing it in certain areas
and causing an apparent bend in the approach path
There used to be asevere 'kink' in the approach path
to Stansted Airport caused by the hangars to the north
of the runway

As a result of the dissatisfaction with the systems
available, a requirement was raised in the United
States in 1938 for a system operating on VHF which
would give both instrument presentation and a straight
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Fig. 3 The principle of mechanical modulation systems
for lLS. Originally developed in the late 1930s,
these remain in use today.

line glide slope. lt was also required that the signal
carrying the directionalinformation should be beamed
along the approach path in order to minimise
interference effects caused by signal reflections.

Extensive work on this project was carried out
by the U.S. Army Air Force and consequently for
many years the system was known by its service
designation - SCS 51.

The SCS 51 system was used by the USAAF
throughout the war and for Iong afterwards through-
out the world. It was eventually replaced by a post war
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eneric name
general use.
equipment

times, with
consequent increase in accuracy and reliability, but
the general principles remained constant. It would be
possible for an aircraft equipped with wartime
equipment to land on an airport using a modern
installation, or for a modern aircraft to land at an
airport with wartime equipment.

The SCS 51
The required azimuth radiation pattern of the SCS 51
equipment was a beam aligned with the runway in
which a modulation of 90Hz predominated to thqleft
of the approach path and 150H2 to the righi. See
Figure 3.

This pattern was produced from a linear array of
ten Alford loop aerials. These were fed with a
mixture, in varying phase and amplitude, of Carrier

(CSB), a modu_
on, and (SBO),
suppress mbined

in the air to produ
In the aircraft,

to filters on 90Hz
drove DC amplifier
the vertical needle of a cross pointer meter. The
direction of the needle indicated the direction
necessary to attain the centreline of the beam.

The localiser (azimuth) equipment operated on
six frequencies between 108.3 and 110.3MH2.

LS uses the same frequency band, but
now been extended, and ranges from
9MHz.

Of particular interest in this equipment was the
method of generating the 90 and 150H2 tones for
both the amplitude modulated carrier (CSB) and the
Double Sideband Suppressed Carrier (SBO) trans-

achieved by using a system of
ges. The first bridge divided the
and a second bridge recombined
the bridges, next to each line was

a quarter wave section, at the top of which was a vane,
one of which had three blades and the oiher five.
When the vane was rotated, the blades alternately
tuned and detuned the quarter wave section. When
the section was on iune, it absorbed the energy from
its adjacent line, but when detuned it had no effect.

Due to these absorption effects, when the shaft
to which both vanes were attached was rotated at
30H2, one path was modulated at 90Hz and the other
at 150H2. On recombining in the second RF Bridge,
the resuit was CSB at one output and SBO at the
other

This mechanicai modulation system proved
extremely reliable and was used on almost all
subsequent ILS designs until the mid 1980s, when
they were superseded by microprocessor-controlled
systems Even today, the most ILS systems in use in
the world still use mechanical modulation.

It was. however, in the design of the glide slope
that the greatest breakthrough was

nstead of a contour of field strength, the
transmitter uses the characteristics of the

vertical polar diagram of a horizontal aerial. Such an
aerial radiates a number of lobes, the number being
equal to the height of the aerial measured in haif
wavelengths

Two aerials were mounted at different heights on
a mast, the lower at about 1 5 wavelengths and the
upper at about seven wavelengths above the ground.
Due to their relative heights, the lower aerial radiated
three vertical lobes and the upper fourteen. Of these,
the lowest lobe was from the upper aerial. However,
at an angle of elevation of about 3 degrees, this was
of equal intensity to the lowest lobe of the lower aerial.

rier

:;:
The same condition also occurred at several

higher angles, but an aircraft attempting to use any
of these would soon be aware of its error due to the
extremely high descent rate necessary on all but the
correct path. This system is known as the equi-signal
glide slope.

The glide slope equipment operates on fre-
quencies in the 330MHz band which are 'paired, with
the localiser frequency in use.

The SCS 51 system was completed by three
dlstance markers operating on 7SMHz, located at
approximately 3.5 miles, 1 mile and 200 feet from
touchdown point

The SCS 51 airborne glide slope receiver
operated in a similar manner to the azimuth except
that the output was coupled to the horizontal needle
of the cross pointer meter. See Figure 5

Post War Development
The SCS 51 system was a major advance on all
previous approach and landing systems, but
nevertheless, certain weaknesses remained For
example: although the locaiiser beam was much
narrower than those previously used, its width was still
sufficient to impinge on other objects and the
subsequent reflections cause course bends

Furthermore, the glide slope equipment was very
susceptible to the ground conditions for a considerable
distance in front of the aerials Much of the subsequent

", 4

MULTI-LOBE lSOHz PATTERN
FROM UPPEB AERIAL

90Hz PATTERN
FROM LOWEB AERIAL

Fig. 4 The use of the verticar porar diagrams of aeriars at different heights to
achieve a straight line glide slope.

Fig. 5 The indicator needle action during approach.

HEIGHT 1O TIMES EXAGGERATED
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development has been to minimise these problems
In the early post war period, several firms

attempted to develop systems using electronic
modulation in order to avoid paying royalties to the
American firms who held the patents for the
mechanical system. This proved unsuccessful untilthe
introduction of digital electronics

The first major improvement was to reduce
localiser course irregularities by narrowing the
transmitted beam. This was achieved by dispensing
with the loop aerials and replacing them with an array
of horizontal dipoles mounted against a vertical
reflector transmitting a narrower unidirectional beam.
The number of dipoles which may be used depends
largely on the site and the accuracy required, twelve
being a common number and twenty four being
installed when maximum immunity from refleciions
is required.

With this improvement other problems came to
light. One of the most serious of these was 'beam-
pushi As the aircraft entered the beam, the beam
apparently moved away from the aircraft. This was
eventually deduced to be due to the vertical
polarisation component on the horizontally polarised
transmission. Many years ago, I carried out tests which
showed that errors up to 20 degrees were possible due
to this cause. Redesign of the transmitting aerials
eliminated this problem.

In more recent equipment, the dipole and
reflector arrangement has been replaced by a similar
number of aperiodic beam aerials which give an even
narrower beam, but the principle remains the same.

With the achievement of very narrow beams.
navigational guidance outside the main beam was
very poor, making location of the beam difficult. This
was overcome by radiating an additional very wide
beam on a closely adjacent frequency. This is known
as the tlearance' signal. Both signals are within the
bandwidth of the receiver When outside the main
beam coverage, the clearance signal predominates,
giving a full scale fly-left or f ly-right indication. On the
final approach, the main beam predominates,
delineating an accurate approach path.

The clearance signal may be radiated from the
three centre aerials of the localiser array or
alternatively from a separate aerial system located
behind the main array. The photograph in Figure 7
shows such an array

The original design for an equi-signal glide slope
equipment, although a major advance orlallprevious
designs, was still unsatisfactory, being particularly
susceptible to siting difficulties. This resulted in a

number of different designs, all of which depended
on the original concept of the interaction of the
radiation patterns of two aerials at different heights.
Even today several types of system are in use, the type
chosen for any particular location being largely
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dependent on site conditions
The most common systems in use today are:

o ThgNul Reference
This is the simplest of current systems and is used on
relatively unobstructed sites. SBO is radiated from the
upper aerial and CSB from the lower.
a The M-Array
This array is characterised by a third aerial. The
complex pattern is less susceptible to ground reflection
signals due to an absence of radiation below 0.8
degrees elevation.
The Sideband Reference
This type of aerial may be easily recognised by the
location of the aerials on the mast. The upper is about
three times the height of the lower and both are
significantly higher than with other systems. Sideband
reference systems are particularly suited to sites where
the terrain falls away in the vicinity o{ the airfield.

The 75MHz approach markers are still used at
most installations, although most large airports also
provide Distance Measuring Equipment, a secondary
radar system, as an additional distance-to-run aid.

The accuracy of present day ILS installations is

such that the centre line of the runway will be
delineated with an accuracy of better than 12 inches
The touchdown point can be determined to an
accuracy o{ about 50 feet, although this will vary with
the position of the receiving aerjal on the aircraft Such
accuracies make landing possible in conditions of
extremely poor visibility. However, for various
reasons, not all airports need to meet the highest
standards. For example, some airports in the tropics
will only experience fog or a cloudbase below 500 feet
perhaps once a year. To maintain equipment for
visibilities of only a few hundred yards is not
economically viable. In contrast, airports in Northern
Europe regularly experience very poor weather

Fig. 7 An ILS localiser aerial, using multiple aerials to
generate the azimuth beam. (Photograph
courtesy of Racal).



Fig. 8 A typical glide slope aerial. (photograph courtesy
of Racal).

conditions and the maintenance of the highest
possible standard is essential if regular services are to
be maintained.

For this reason the standard of the ILS equipment
is categorised at one of three levels Category 1
equipment is suitable for approaches down to a
decision helght of 60 metres with a visibiliiy of 800
metres along the runway and Category 2 f.or a
decision height of 30 metres with a visibility of 400
metres. Category 3 is again divided into three.
Category 3A has no height restriction but requires a
visibility of 200 metres, Category 38 has no height
restriction but requires a visibility of only 45 metres,
and provides guidance along the runway. Category
3C has no height or visibility restrictions and has
guidance both along the runway and to the parking
buy.

Most northern European airports are now
equipped to Category 2 standard and majoi inter-
national airports, such as Heathrow and Gatwick, to
Category 3A. As far as I am aware, there are no
airports equipped to higher standards.

With such close tolerances on the airport
equipment, the aircraft have to be equipped to similar
standards Most public transport aircraft are cleared
for Category 2 operations, which require duplicate
receiving equipment coupled to the flight director On
the approach path, the aircraft is effectively flown by
the ILS equiprnent down to decision height. However,

in this simple form it is not considered to be of sufficienl
integrity for an automatic landing.

For aircraft to be deemed suitable for automatic
landing, triplicate receiving equipment must be fitted,
with the flight director system taking instruction from
a two receivers in agreement. If one of the three
receivers fails or provide erroneous information at a
critical stage of the approach, it is ignored and the
approach may be completed. The possiblility of two
receivers failing is considered to be so low as not to
merit consideration, but should this happen, the flight
director will cause the aircraft to overshoot and return
control to the pilot. The possibility of this is calculated
to be less than 10,000,000 to one.

Microwave Landing Systems (MI.S)
made in ILS,
, notably that
be provided,
for all the

installations which are required and that, due to
mountainous terrain, some airports cannot be
equipped with the system.

In 1972, the International Civil Aviation Or-
ganisation published a requirement for a new system
operating in the 5GHz waveband. Various proposals
were examined in 1978 and the American Time
Referenced Scanning Beam (TRSB) was selected.

Despite the decision having been made, im-
plementation has been very slow and only very few
airports, mainly in mountainous areas, have yet been
equipped.

The basic principle of the TRSB system is shown
in Figure 9. A highly directive beam of energy is swept
across the approach path and then back, known as
the'to and Trd scans. Any aircraft within the coverage
of the system will therefore receive two pulses at a time
interval which corresponds to the bearing of the
aircraft from the facility.

The same sequence is then repeated in the
vertical plane, enabling the aircraft to determine its
elevation angle. Distance from the facility is
determined from an associated DME installation.

Having determined its azimuth, elevation and
range, the receiving equipment can then calculate the
required course and descent angle for a successful
approach.

At present the ground facility provides only
information, enabling the aircraft to determine its
position accurately. The aircraft equipment can then
use this in any way required In its simplest form this
may be a meter presentation for manual control or it
may be coupled to the flight director for an automatic

eith
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facility to provide guidance for curved approaches.
The system also provides guidance for flare and

missed approach procedures, in addition to basic data
which includes the installation parameters such as:
minimum selectable glide slope, azimuth coverage
limits, and so on. Further information is transmitted
for suitably equipped aircraft, which can include
runway conditions and siting data

In order to economise on frequency space, only
one frequency is used, with the various elements of
the transmission being radiated using a time division
multiplexed format as shown in Figure 10.

The whole sequence occupies 84ms with each
scan (to or fro) taking only 4ms. With such scanning
speeds, mechanical methods are impractical and
electronic scanning is necessary. The signal is radiated
from an array of horns energised from a system of
electronically controlled phase shifters which control
the beam position and movement. The number of
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TIME INTERVAL IS
DIRECTLY RELATED TO

AZIMUTH ANGLE d

Fig. 9 The principle of TRSB Microwave Landing System.
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horns can vary widely, and depends on the site and
the consequent beam width required.

MLS will be categorised in a similar way to ILS
but at present few installations exist and I know of
none cleared for better than Category 2 operation.

Future Development
MLS has many advantages over ILS, but installations
are expensive and most airports have heavy invest-
nrents in ILS. This is leading to a thicken and egg'
situation, Airports do not feeljustified in investing in
the new technology until the majority of aircraft are
suitably equipped, while aircralt operators will not
equip with MLS until it can be used at a majority of
airports!

A further factor has recently arisen which may
be detrimental to the MLS programme. The Global
Positioning System (GPS) satellite navigation system
is proving to be both reliable and highly accurate, This
provides a long term accuracy base for updating
Inertial Navigation System (lNS) equipment which is

carried by many long haul aircraft. The accuracy of
the combination of these two systems is being
examined and it is anticipated that at least Category
1 accuracy will be available over the vast majority of
the world. This will eliminate the necessity of ground
based approach and landing systems at many of the
world's airports.

With the consequent reduction in demand, this
puts the future of MLS in question.

MLS is a brilliant concept, but the time taken for
its development ha : been such that it may well be
overtaken by events, leaving the older ILS systems in
situ until they are no longer economically viable to
maintain.

Fig. 11 The Azimuth transmitter of the MLS installation
at Port Hawkesbury, Nova Scotia. The
equipment is mounted on a tower to ensule
coverage over a hump in the runway. The
vertical aerial to the left of the main array is for
Distance Measuring Equipment which gives the
aircraft its distance from touchdown.
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CAR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
Can you supply car electronic components, both new
products and replacement parts wanted, everything
considered. Well established automotive parts marketing
C OM PA N Y C OV ERIN G SO UT H EAST ENGLAND

SEEKEXTRALINES,
Write with details to:-

The Marketing Manager

POWER STEERING SERVICES
Unit 5 Brookmarsh Industrial Estate

7), Norman Road Greenwich S.E.10 9QE
or FAX 081-851 7505

Millions of quality components
at lowest ever prices.

Plus Tools, Watches, Fancy Goods.
Mail order only.

Allinclusive prices NO post, or
VAT etc to add on, UK only.

Write or phone for catalogue/clearance list at least
1,800 offers to amaze you.

Brlan J Reed Electrlca!
6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell

Epsom, Surrey KTl7 3EO
Tel: O(7)1 223 5016
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Alba digital au I
LW car stereo ol
APPSS on lape. 25 watts per channel output,
with line output for car components use.

RTVC HAVE DONE IT AGAIN!
We have stocks of nearly new factoryrefurbish h manuiacturer approved, aiunrepeat We also offer a 6 month
guarantee with all units (this only appltes lo
products marked * on this page.)

Sparkomatic Auto reverse AM/FM car stereo with
tone, volume and balance control

*f44.2O+12.80 pp

IN.CAR STEREO BOOSTERS
ln Car Stereo Hi-power
booster ampifiers 4O0W
output.200Wx2in-
puts for low power car
slereos and phono in-
puts short circuit protec-
tion

fl10.95+ez pp
15OW output 75 x 2
inputs as above

f46.00
+f2.U) pp

IN CAR WOOFERS
6'h" 4OW Nominal, 60W Max, 4 ohm Goodmans
woofer. f9.95 + f1 .90 pp
8" 60W Nom 90W Max, 4-5 ohm Richard Ailen
woofer f33.80+ f3.50 pp
10" 'l 00W Nom 1 50W Max 4-5, ohm Richard Ai
len wooler f41.50 + f3.50 pp
1 0" 1 50W nom, 300W max 4-5 ohm Eminence iub
woofer f43,50 + f3.50 pp
12" 100W Nom 250W Max, 4-5 ohm Richard
Allen woofer f43.50 + f4 pp
1 2" 1 50W nom 300W max 4-5 ohm Eminence sub
woofer f45.00 + e+ pp
15" 200W Nom 400W Max, 4-5 ohm Richard
Allen woofer f60-(Xl + f5 pp

TWEETERS AND MID RANGE FOR
IN.CAR USE

4y," 1OOW 4-5 ohm sealed back mid-rangecoodman f5.50+f1.50 pp
2%" 65W 4-5 ohm Ferro lluid cooled dome rweeter
wilh housing Audax f5.00 + f 1 .20 pp
3%" 100W 8 ohm Fero fluid cooled dome tweer6r
for 4-8 ohm use f6.90 + f0.80 pp

IN CAR 3.WAY 2OOW STEREO
CROSSOVER NETWORK

Electronicly divides the sound output from car
stereos into bass, mid and treble speakers crossover
points 800H2 and SKHz (6dB per oct) 4-S ohm
imp Size 200 x 135 x 55mm fl9.50 + f1 .80 pp

30 + 30 WATT GRAPHIC EOUALISER
, BOOSTER AMPLIFIER

lmprove output of your
car stere 60 watt graphi
booster. controls so can
select th of the music a
control to adjust the Iront to back volume; LED
power display and slereo headphone jack

f24.20 + f1 .80 pp

As illustrated above with 7 slider conlrols
fl9.90 + f1 .80 pp

;tf79.40+12.30 pp

ACOUSTIC REAR PARCET SHELF
sound from your car wo
parcel shelf with one of
s, tailor made for your
fixrngs. When orderrng

model, and year of Reg f39.80 + f 6 pp

AUSTIN ROVER SHELF MOUNTING
1 5 watt pod speaker. Moulded in black plastic housing for
vertical or horizontal use, contains 4%" Goodmans drive
unit with a good siz" .agner f6.95 pair + f 2 pp

HIFI WOOFERS
1 0" round 1 00 watt Ooodmans Hifi woofer 2' coil, papet
cone, foam rubber sufiound 4y2' magnel, lrame size j 0,0"
imp 8() fl 7.50 + f2.80 pp
8" round 100 watt Audax HiIi woofer 1" coil with
frtted phaseplug. Hrteck TPX polrmar core wilh rubber
surround 4 o magnet, die cast chassts, sze g%" 8Q
imp p
8" square i,polypropyle t,
chassis size
8" round 7 3
paper cone, p

5%" 4s watt Audax Hrli woorer 1" "flt'"t?J^11,::B:cone, JUbber surround, 4" magnet, 8() imp f9.80 + tS pp
5%" 35 watt Goodmans Hifi wootet '1" coil, treaieb
paper cone, rubber sutround, 3%" magnet, 8(?rmp t7,2O + C.z.so p9
4v," square 35 wan Audax Hifi wooter. 1in corl, pap;r
cone. rolled surround,2L" malnel Soimp f7.50 . f2.S0
pp

HIFI TWEETER AND MID RANGE
4rt' square 100 watt Goodmans sealed back mid
range, 1" coil, treated paper cone, 27s" magnet, 8r,
tmp
4" square 75 watt Audax sealed ba
treated paper cone, Ferroflutd cooled
8O rmp

4" round 1 30 wart peerress 1 " ."rTl'33J"t',ifl
coil, 21,' magnet, rec. crossover freq

f15.90+f1.60pp
watt 3,' direct drive dome tweeter. Ferrofluid
ce corl rec crossover, freq 4.SKHz as above
ace plate

f6.90+ft 30pp

MOTOROLA PIZO CERAMIC TWEETERS
the use of
ing mass
ortion with
duce bass

3j! round, 50 watt pizo horn tweerer 
€5'95 + zs pp

2 'x 6" wide dispersron 4oo watt przo h"f?;]"1",*'u "
fl1 .95 + rr pp

MULTIBAND RADIO
VHF 54-1 76MHz +AM CB BANDS 1 -80

LiStEN IO: AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL.

f17.e5 i[3iffl,i09,tB:
, POSTAGE RA

i f2.85
i "suBBEB DUCKAERIAL,

!se, ger 1 2v c d,
earp soclet b nthold (barrs not otvoru ievrsron.

Fully retractable telescopic
aena I

Headphone/earphone
lack socket
Size 23OH x '1 50W x 65D
Rel RE-5500
Brand new
Listed price over f30 00
el4.95 + 12 80 pD

4.5" ROSS MONO TV
WITH AM/FM RADIO

4 5' Ross mono Televrsron with AM/FM Radro for batteryTmains

*f49.95+t4ropp

2 CHANNEL HAND HELD
WALKI TALKIES

ldeal for sports or any outdoor
activities. Built-in squelch and
volume control, range 1.5Km
maximum; 27MHz 2 channel
crystal controlled superhet circuit
with built-in condenser mic and
speaker Size 172 x 60 x
33mm f39.90+150pp

VIDEO SENDER
With this handy unit you can transmit the out-
put oJ your home video, video camera or satel-

VHF RADIO TRANSMITTERS
100mW.mini bug. Builr on a neat little fibre glass
pcb with condenser mic. Fully tunable ovei the

this page are not licensable in the UK, pO.A.

An easy to build amplificr with a good specifica-
tion. All the components are mounted on the
srngle PCB whrch is already punched and back-
pflnted.
o 30Wx2(DlN4ohm)
o CD/Aux, tape l, tape ll, tuner and phono in-

puts
. Separate treble and bass
o Headphone jack
Size (H W D ) 74 x 400x'lg5mm
Kit enclosed: case PCB, all components, scale
andknobs f36.80 *f3.50pp.
(Featured project in Everyday Electronics. Agril
1989 issue). Reprint Free with kit.

OUICK START BELT-DRIV
VARI SPEED DISC TURNT
* Ouick start, ideal for scratching
* Pilch control
* Target lamp
* Counter weighted tu

tone arm with plug-in
shell

t 2-speed lull manual c
I Remote start stop
* 7SKg

(max power tnto 4 ohms)Sensrtrvrty . .. .. ..450V at 22K ohmsProtection Electronic short-circuit and fusesPower 220-24Oyac SOHz
Chassis dim 435 x 'l 25 x 28omm

fl42 +f700pp
GEMINI22OO DISCO MIXER

f89.95 + es pp

AMPHONIC 125+125 POWER AMPLIFIER
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REPAIR/ATG
OSCLLOSCOPES

RG are just big valves, and as such need
to be biased in the same way They
have a cathode exact)y the same as a

valve. They have a single grid (actually
a disc with a hole in it) They also have

two or three anodes, labelled AI, A2 and A3 Al is
closest to the cathode and A3 the furthest. These
anodes form what is called an 'electron lens'. a means
of focusing the beam to converge at the face of the
tube The entire assembly so far described is called an
electron gun and it's purpose is to generate a beam
of electrons The electrons generated by the gun are
sent towards the face of the tube The tube face is

covered with phosphor, a substance that glows when
hit by electrons As the beam travels towards the tube
face it can be bent or deflected by the use of metal
plates. These plates run parallelto the beam and have
a voltage apphed to them. As the beam carries a
negative charge it will be repelled from a plate with
a negaiive charge and attracted towards a plate
carrying a positive charge In practice there are two
sets of two deflection plates (see Figure 5) . One set
shifts the beam in the X axis and the other shifts in
the Y axis As the beam is affected by charge, no
current is drawn by these plates. Any CRT will have
a deflection sensitivity' in mm/V This is the spot
deflection on the face of the tube for 1V across the
plates A typical figure is 0.5 mm/V this means that
a signal of several hundred volts peak-to-peak is
required to give a trace that spans the tube {ace. This
form of deflection is knovn as'electrostaticl the other
kind being'electromagnetic'. Electromagnetic is only
used on TVs, scopes always use electrostatic
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The brilliance of a CRT is dependant on it's grid-
cathode voltage, the grid always being negative, just
like a valve. The practice on early'scopes was to keep
the grid at a fixed voltage and vary the positive voltage
on the cathode. As this also affected the cathode-
anode voltage, this meant that changing the brilliance
often affected the focusing and even the deflection
sensitivity (see'Scope Performance'). Better quality
valve 'scopes and most transistor types use a variable
negative voltage on the grid whilst keeping the
cathode fixed.

Whichever type of intensity control is used, the
remaining circuitry is very similar Each electrode, as
you progress away from the grid, requires a succes-
sively higher positive voltage. Al is always at a fixed
level A2 is the electrode that controls focusing, the
value of DC on this anode determines the focal length
of the beam. A3, if the tube has one (small or early
ones may not), can be at a fixed level. It can also be
used to control 'astigmatismi This changes the shape
of the spot and is used in conjunction with the focus
control that adjusts the size o{ the spot. In practice
there is always some interaction between these two.
The astigmatism control might be on the front panel
next to the focus control or it might be inside the
equipment as a preset adjustment. Sometimes Al is

connected to A3.
The cathode-anode voltage might be anything

between 1-2KV. Older 'scopes generated this by

stepping up the mains. Working on these circuits tends
to concenhate ones attention due to the large currents
available.

After about 1960 this fell out of favour and hence
after the EHT (Extra High tnsion, 'tension'being an
archaism for voltage) was developed by inverters

Bringing an old 'scopr
ta life can be very
rewarding and a
bargain too! Sirnon
Russell presents tlre
final part on giving life
to a valuable service
toal

CATHOOE C
FOCUSSING
ANODE A2

ANODE A3

I

ELECTRON GUN SECTION:
CATHODE PLUS INTENSITY
AND FOCUSSING SYSTEM

SIGNAL
VOLTAGE Vy
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similar to the line output stages in monochrome TV
sets.

Sorne larger tubes require PDA (Post Deflection
Acceleration). This, again, is very similBr to TV tubes
in that the inner surface between the deflection
assembly and the face is covered by a carbon deposit
(sometimes called Aquadag'). This is kept at an very
high voltage (typically + 10kV) It's purpose is to give
enough energy to the electrons to strike the face of
the tube. This is always generated by the use of
inverters, as in TVs and is taken to a separate
connector on the side of the tube.

Another feature that is only found on more
sophisticated tubes is a 'geometry' electrode. This
appears after the deflection assembly and com-
pensates for pin cushion or barrel distortion, see
Figure 7. This electrode will have a high voltage
applied to it which is set by the geometry preset

All tubes have a metal casing around them. This
is to prevent external magnetic fields (from mains
transformers and the like) from causing unwanted
deflection of the spot. The metal is of very high
magnetic permeability so as to thort circuit' any
rnagnetic field, in a similar way to lightning hitting an
aeroplane and carrying on towards earth. The metal
is a special alloy of nickel called mu-metal. Any dents
in this screen will cause magnetic fringing and will
allow interference to take place. If your screen is
dented then you must very carefully straighten it to
make as smooth a surface as possible. If there is no
trace or spot on the face of the CRT when the initial
tests are made then you may have a fault in this area

One of two things could be causing a problem. Either
the electron gun has not got the correct voltages on
it or the spot is being deflected off the face of the tube.
ib check that the latter is not occuring you must
measure the voltage across the Y deflection plates.
Use an analogue meter if you have one, set to it's
highest range (this goes for all CRT tests as
unexpected high voltages are the kibs of death for a
DMM). Adjusting one (or both) Y shift controls you
should be able to set this voltage to zero. Do the same
to the X plates. If, in either case, you are unable to get
a null then there is a problem in the respective X or
Y amplifier. To confirm this you might care to short
out the offending plates with a jumper, switching the
equipment off first. When you switch on again and
wait for the tube to warm up you should see some-
thing on the CRI unless there is also a fault around
the gun (this has happened to me). If you find a fault
in the deflection amplifiers then go to the 'X and Y
deflection amplifiersl

Let us now assume that there is no deflection

COBRECT ADJUSTMENT

Fig. 7 Effect of geometry control

fault. The very firsi thing to check is that the heater
is intact. Switch on the'scope and wait about a minute.
You should then be able to see an orange-yellow glow
around the base of the tube. If you do not then there

tube.heater is merely supplied by a separate winding
on the mains transformer you ought to get a low
resistance If you don't then the winding could be burnt
out (new transformer), the wiring between it and the
socket could be faulty or the socket could simply be
dirty. What ever the problem, you must get the heater
going before the CRT will work correctly.
glows then carefullv check all anode v
reference to the cathode. There should
couple of hundred volts on each. The voltage on A2
should vary with adjustment to the focus control and
that on A3 should be affected by changing the astig-
matism conhol. Check the grid voltage with reference
to cathode. This should always be negative, though
not by more than, say, 70V Adjusting the brillianie
control should affect this voltage, it being most
negative when the control is fully anti-clockwise.

Check the voltages on all other electrodes of the
CRT and compare them to what the circuit diagram

Fig. 6 aICRT bias network used in older 'scopes
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says they should be. If your tube uses PDA, this must
be checked. If you have a high voltage multiplier probe
then simply pull off the cap on the side of the tube and
measure the voltage. If you have no probe then there
is no way of checking the voltage accurately. You can,
however, use an old TV engineer's dodge to check
there is something there. You willneed a long (at least
10") screwdriver with an insulated handle at least 1.5"
thick. With the equipment switched off, care{ully pull
off the cap on the CRT and bend the wire so that you
have clear and easy access to the clip on the end o{
the wire. Keep the clip at least two inches away from
any part of the 'scope. Switch on the scope and,
holding the insulation of the screwdriver handle, touch
the tip of the driver against the clip which should now
be at some 10kV As the tip comes into contact with
the clip you should see a dark blue/violet spark
appear between the two. At all times whilst making
this test, keep the metal shaft of the driver at least 1 5 "
from any other part of the 'scope. If the spark appears
then it is more than likely that EHT is being generated
correctly. Switch off the equipment and re{it the clip
onto the'scope. At all times, even when switched off,
you should avoid touching any part of the EHT
circuitry.

If all voltages around the tube appear to be okay
then you have, in allprobability, a fault within the CRT
itself. This is something equivalent to a horse with a
broken leg.

TBIGGER
MODE

TBIGGER Ac
INPUT 

c/'--{
DC

+
TRIGGEB

LEVEL

TO X PLATES

Fig. 9 Modern Timebase generator

'....--
SPEED

*

Timebase and trigger circuits
There are two basic types of timebase generator
circuits that were in common use. One of these was
dependent on a valve characteristic and so is not used
any more. This is the simplest and is to be found on
most older valve scopes. It was known as the Miller-
transitron or Phantastron oscillator and a general
circuit is shown in Figure 8. The pivot point of this
circuit is the capacitor between the screen and
suppressor grids, this gives the pentode a negative
resistance that is required for the circuit to work. All
normal electrode voltages are present so this circuit
should be easy to get working It is triggered by the
cathode of the diode being pulled to earth, or to be
more precise, the circuit is allowed to start sweeping
the instant the cathode is taken up to the suilply rail.
If your 'scope fails to trigger then there will probably
be no square wave or pulses at this point. The
preceding circuitry is just a very high gain amplifier
used as a clipper with a variable threshold. This circuit
had serious drawbacks, the two biggest ones being
slow flyback and poor linearity. It stopped being used
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about 1960.
The second method for generating a sawtooth

is shown in general form in Figure 9. This was used
for the better vaive 'scopes and all transistor types. This
setup has the trigger circuit as an integral part of the
timebase generator. The trigger circuit generates a
pulse waveform that is integrated to produce a

sawtooth.
If you cannot get a trace rhen the fault could lie

in the trigger circuits or the integrator. The best way
for determining which is at fault is to set the trigger
select switch to 'EXT] inject a lkHz square wave at

10V p-p into the trigger input and observe the
waveform appearing at the input of the integrator lt
ought to be a pulse or square wave. This form of
timebase generation is much more sophisticated than
the first and there isn't enough space to give proper
description other than the diagram. Note that in
AUTO'triggering mode the pulses atthe Input of the
integrator are free running when there is no signal to

Fig. 10 A typical long tailed pair circuit
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Fig. 11 Typical valve deflection amplifier

trigger from.
A common fault with timebase generators of both

types is non-linenrity of the trace. This is normally d ue
to Ieaky timing capacitors in the ramp generator. Apart
from this problem, timebase generators are qenerally
quite reliable.

X and Y Deflection Amplifiers
The hat take the low voltage signals
to d n plates and bring them up to
leve purpose (typically 100V RMS).
These are basically DC coupled high gain amplifiers
(whose output stage can operate at high voltages, in
the case of solici state equipment). There are generally
two outputs, one for each plate and they operate in
a push-pull relationship. The circuitry has not really
changed much over the years, the basic building block
being the long tailed pair (Figure 10). A typical valve
deflection amplifier is shown in Figure 11. If a fault is
suspected within either the X or Y amplifiers then you
will have to use another 'scope to follow the signal,
stage by stage, to the deflection plates.

If there is no display on the CRT face then you
may have come to the conclusion that there is an offset
on one set of plates. This indicates a biasing fault and
can be found using a DMM. With valve equipment
the most common cause of this sort of fault is open
circuit cathode, anode or screen grid resistors. With
transistor based equipment it is far more likely that a
semiconductor device has failed. In the case of the y
amplifier you might well find that the actual sensitivity
bears no relationship with the front panel indicator.
This might be due to a shift in gain within the amplifier
or it could be symptomatic of low tube EHT. The
reason for this is quite simple. A reduced EHT will
mean that the electrons that make up the beam travel
slower than intended, and thus spend more time in

the inJluence of the deflection plates. The more time
they spend there, the further they will be repelled or
athacted, thus increasing the deflection sensitivity and
so the apparent gain of the deflection amplifiers. A
clue to ihis situation is an increase in gain of both
amplifiers and possibly reduced brilliance. Try not to
get caught out by this one.

Generally the deflection amplifiers are quite
trouble free apart from noisy pots and switches. this
more-or-less completes the description of the main
circuits of a scope and their quirks.

CRT Faults
What if your CRT is faulty? This is not quite as bad
as first appears. Obviously, the only thing to be done
is to replace it New tubes can be obtained from
commercial suppliers (see 'Useful addresses,) but this
could cost you anywhere between f30 and f60. The
next best thing is to look out for another ,scope 

of the
same type. This will probably be faulty as well but you
ought to be able to get one working'scope from two
duff ones. You will also have spares should the
equipment fail again. Quite often, it pays to buy any
CRTs you should happen to see at junk sales and
auctions, you can normally get them for a matter of
pence.

The above comments also apply to any custom
made components that you will not be able to replace
easily. A common one is the mains transformer.

The mains transformer in most tcopes has
multiple tappings and windings lf this fails tt is
extremely unlikely that you will get a new one.
Another common problem with that
of matched valves. Sometimes y to
select valves that had a particu will
eventually fail Unless you have access to a valve

in same type
av in the past
n is usually

Some 'scopes use delay lines between the y
plates and the output of the Y amplifier This enables
the observation of the rising edge of the waveform you
are triggering from. If one of these should go open
then you may be able to rewind the coilthat formsthe
part that failed.

Fig. 12 Voltage calibration circuit
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Notes On Performance Of
Valve Scopes
So, you've got your'scope working. There are alew
things you might notice about the performance of the
equipment. If the 'scope is of the early valve type then
you might find that altering the brilliance control has
an affect on focus, or even a shift in the beam. This
is a combination of CRT and circuit design and, so
long as the effect is not to pronounced, must be lived
with.

On some valve 'scopes I have also noticed that
it is possible to saturate the Y amplifiers before the
trace is deflected off of the face bf the tube. Again, this
may have to be put up with.

Older equipment may have very rudimentary
triggering and this may give poor performance
compared with modern'scopes.

A word about calibration. Once all parts of the
'scope appear to be working you must check the cali-
bration. This is not as difficult or as complicated as it
rnight sound, the two most important parameters
being sweep times and vertical sensitivity.

Normally you should not atiempt io calibrate a
'scope unless you have a manual that will give the
correct procedure If you have an accurate source of
{requency and voltage then calibration should be
simplicity in itself. It is more likely that you will only
have a DVM and a signal generator. To check the Y
circuits use the test circuit shown in Figure 12. Each
input sensitivity setting on the 'scope may have a
different attenuator so, starting at the lowest range, set
up a suitable voltage across the DVM and check that
the 'scope gives a corresponding deflection. Repeat
this procedure for all ranges as necessary.

The sweep times are just as easy to set up, but
you must use a frequency counter or another'scope.
Set up as in Figure 13. Set the generator to produce
a square wave at exactly lkHz (use the counter or
scope to set this accurately). Adjust your scope to give
a correct display (i.e two horizontal squares per cycle
when set to 0.5 ms,/div). Note: when making time
measurements always use the tube face between the
first and ninth horizontal square, any non-linearity in
the trace will appear at the beginning or end of the
trace.

Appearance
When repairing a'scope, your prime concern should
be getting the equipment electronically perfect.
Hopefully, you will be able to do this. You might then
turn your attention to the appearance of the front
panel and the case.

In all probability the 'scope will have been
neglected for many years and will, at the very least,
be extremely dusty. Another common problem is
missing or broken knobs, there seems to be a pre-
occupaiion amongst amateurs to use the knobs of
perfectly good equipment for their own projects.

If you intend to clean up the front panelthen you
should first remove all knobs and any other part that
will come off easily. The knobs may be the push on
type or they may be the collet type It is most likely
that they will be kept on by grub screws, either slotted
head or hexagonal Allen key'type screws. These may
be particularly difficult to remove as the knob tends
to.seize up on to the shaft. The best way to remove
these is to place a flat bladed screwdriver under the
knob and apply some Ireezer spray to the shaft.
Hopefully lhe freezer spray will cause the knob and
shaft to contract and so allow you to very gently lever
the knob off

Once the front panel is as clear as it can be you
should use a weak solution of washing powder (yes,
washing powder) to clear all the muck off.
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Once the front panel is clean you can turn your
attention to the tube face and graticule This tends to
get very dirty and a bit of window cleaner generally
does the trick. Try to clean the knobs up by soakino
them in a weak solution of washing up liquid over
night. Grnished metalcan often be cleaned up by wire
wool followed by metalpolish. Quite often sticky labels
will have been put on. These are fairly easy to remove,
if you are patient, by gently rubbing with a toothbrush
and a solution of washing up liquid

With patience it is not difficult to get the kit
looking like new

This lust about concludes my little discussion on
an often overlooked source of cheap test equipment.
A lot of the comments I have made apply equally welJ
to all valve test equipment Just because it's the size
of a telephone box and needs a small power plant to
run it. doesn't mean to say that it will not perform all
the functions of a solid state equivalent.

I have tried to cover most eventualities but this
is only a small article and by far the best way to learn
is to spend ) few hours aciually working on a piece
of equipment.

Fig. 13 Timebase calibration circuit

Useful addresses.
Two suppliers of new valves are:
P M Components Ltd
Selectron House
Springhead Enterprise Park
Springhead Road
Gravesend
Kent
DA118HD
Telephone 0474 56052t
and
Colormor (Electronics) Ltd
170 Goldhawk Road
London
wt2
Telephone 081 743 0899
They both offer an excellent range of valves and CRG
P M Components will accept Access and Visa orders
24 hours a day.
A useful source of manuals and/or circuit diagrams is:
Mr Bentley
27 DeYere Gardens
IIford
Essex
IG13EB
Telephone 081 554 6631 most evenings.
The information is always a photocopy but a good size
manual will cost around f5.
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lncludes mains supply and horn
sDeaker.Ixrzs e2r.95

PROGRAMMABLE ELEGTRONIC LOCK KIT

Keys could be a thing of
the pastwith this new high
security lock. Secure
doors to sheds, garages,
even your home or pre-
vent the unauthorised use
of computers, burglar
alarms or cars. 0ne
4-digit sequence will op-
erate the lock while incor-
rect entries will sound an
alarm. The number ol in-
correct entries allowed

SUPER-SENSITIVE
MICROBUG

Yiltr,":5';i;E;,',"J;" ?,fli'."Ji
Il,.i \ --'r<-

Only 4 uding built-
-in mi tandard FM
radio). 0m depend-
ing on by 9V PP3
(7mA). ldeal tor surveillance, baby
alarm €tc. t6.35

R DE. fts15, llo..oF.l

REMOTE CONTROL
DIMMER KIT

INFFA FEO

3s,,
OUAL TY
P6

lmagln€ contolling ihe brlghtness ofyour I

or gwitching lhem-on or oll kom lhs comlr

uouroei:{
FFONT PLATE

IR TRANSMlTTER
KIT

D€sloned lor uss w[h lhe
xK1!2 and com6e
compl6tg with a pro.
drillsd box. A PP3 0 volt
battery is reau red

MK'l2 lR n.c!1vcr..,..,..,...,,.,.,...... 
"..810,95MKl8 lhn.m1tt.,......,,........,....,..,.... E8.05MKt .,.,.,..,...........e2,75MK'to ...,...,"...,.,.....t206

601 I ltt!r..........,...e2,t5

Mk6:...,,,,.....,..........,.,.....,.......... r4.96

xKl38 IOUCH OTMMER KtT,,.,,,,,,....8t2.06

VERSATILE REMOTE
CONTROL SYSTEM

requires a box and
knob to complete .,.. t39,S5

1000K 4-way chaser features
bi-directional sequence and
dlmming 1kW per channel...E23.95
Dl-A/'l (for DL & 1000K)
upilonal op-to rnput allowing audio
'beavli0ht response ............,.95p
DLg000l( 3-channel sound to lioht
kil, zero voltaoe switching,
automatic level conkol and built-in
mic. 1kW per channel ..,...,.81S.55
XKt39 Unidirsctional chaser zero
voltage switching and built-in audio
input,.....,.,..,...,.....,..............,,., C12.95

POWER STBOBE I(IT

Pro
tis!
van
ot '1

lncl
PCB, components,
connectors, sws strobe tube and
assembly instructlons. Supply:
240V ac. Slze: 80x50x45,
xKl24 STRoBoSCoPE KrT, tl7.25

OISCO LIGHTIl{G KITS

DL8000K 8-way

ARE YOU HEATING YOUR HOUSE

which,its insidelh€ box Bnd c0ntainsa
contacts, Up lo3 oxtra relayscan be accommodated on the

and full assembly instruclions measures 16x10x5,5cms,

CI6000K ClocUTlmer Klt t59,95
optlonal htu XXl14RelryKli06,90,701 312R01ryt13E,3031049VF.ch!80!bl0BrttoryC5.20

ETECTBONIC WEIGHING

i€coiD u0

tuDt0ttt

PROPORTIONAT IEMPERATURE
CONTHOLTEB KIT

Uses burst fire

making, etc.
Maximum load 3kW (240V AC).

Temperature range up to 60'C.
Size: 7x4x2.scms. XK140 ..,....,.88.95

E]I vrsA ItIl

L-;sI

TK ELECTRONICS
13 Boston Road
London W7 3SJ
Tel: 081-579 9794
Fax:081-566 1916

ORDERING INFORMATION All prices INCLUDE
VAT. Free P&P on orders over t60 (UK only),
otherwise add e1.15. Overseas Customers divide
total order by 1.15 then add P&P: Europe t3,50,
elsewhere 810.00. Send cheque/PO/Visa/Access
No. with order. Giro No.529314002. LocalAuthority
and educational institutions orders welcome. Mail
order Mon-Fri 1Oam-spm. Shop Open: Tuesday-
Thursday 10am-5pm. Saturday 10am-4pm,

ORDERS: 081-567 8910
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BD13

ONE POUND BARGAIN PACKS
1 each.Notethellgureontheexkemelefl isthe
er and the nexl ligures is the quantily of items in
ly a short descnption.

BD2 5 13A spurs provide alused oullet lo a ring main where device
such as a clock must not be switched oli

809 2 6v. lA mains translormers upright mounting with fixing
c amps

CODEB. Nicely cased, mains powered wjth 8
mallspeakerdirectlyorcould be led inlo Hl Fl s!61em
12P22.

ES periorqualiiy,made
mth atonly€3each.Our
C11. user10fort2o.Our

ELECTRONIC SPACESHIP.
Sound and impact conlrolled, respondslo
claps and shouls and reverses when it htls
anylhing. Kil wrlh really detailed rnslruc-
lions. ldeal presenl lor budding young
eleckician. A youngsler should be able to
assemble butvou mavhave to helowth lhe

soldenng ot the corponenls on the pcb. Complele krt fl0. Our ret lOpgl.

2KV 500 WATT MAINS TRANSFORMEBS. Suirabte ror
highvoltageexperimentsorasaspareloramicrmavemnetc t1000 Hef:
10P93.

MlNl MONOAMPonp.c.b.size4" x 2" (app)
Fitted Volume control. The amplifier
has lhree transistors and weestimate
theoutpultobe2Wrms More
technical datawill be included
with the amp Brand hew, perlect
condition, olfered al the verv low
Drice ol Cl.15 each. or 13 lor Cl2.

NEW MAINS MOTORS. 25 watl 3OO0 rpm made by Framco
approx 6" x4" x3" priced atonly t4. Bef 4P54.

Approx 3" squareavatlable in 24V
pul shattand 2 fixing bolts. Price is

M S. Complete with
we cookinotime. ldeal
for

SURFACE MOUNT KlT. uakes a super high gain snoopinq
amplifier on a PCB less than an inch square! 17 Bel 7P15.

INDUCTIVE PROXIMI eywett
these unitsare brand newand a;tion
of the r normal price. 10-36V D 2p20.

!991 CATALOGUE NOW AVAILABLE PLEASE
SEND 6" x "9 SAE FOR FREE COPY

BULLELECTRICAL
Dept. ETl,2s0 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE,

BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 5OT.
MAI O

Serv C

c0m

Phone(0273)203500 Fd2307

POPULAR ITEMS _ MANY NEW THIS MONTH
J-OYSTICKS for BBC. Alari, Dragon. Commodore. C64onty. AI t5each
All brand new, statewhich requrredi

BOSCHERT SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLIER.
+5at 15A +12at3A -12 at2A -24 at2A22O\ ot ltOvinoul Brandnewand

guaranteed. Belarl price is t1801! ours t20. Fet. 20p3d.

SUB-MlN PUSH SWITCHES Not much biooer lhan a otasric
lransistorbutdoublepole. PCBmo.nting Th.eeforft-burretBDbSB.

AA CELLS. Probablythenoslpopu d.ollnerechargeabteN|CAOtypes
4 lot 14. Ov rcl 4P44

20 MSPEAKERWrrro,,tt ntweelerBeailvwettmadeunit owe,anolheouallyio.h,.fr.6lrndra.pricet5.Ourrel
sPl rcl4}n.

MlNl RADIO MO squarewithfe(iteaeriatandsotid
dia lune. wrlh own (noo d oDerates lrom a pp3 batteru and
would drive a cryslal ne t. our .ef 80716.

AN Theotdfaithlut3pin
s pa the sockel is cable
ot! rreiBD715,BD715p

MICROPHONE. Low cost hand he d m crophone wlth on/ollswitch
in handle, lead terminates in one 3.5 ptug a!d une 2 5 plug. Onlytl. BelBDA].

I4OSEETS F AND HIGH
CURRENT D achi.Availabtein
H pack Re,2SJ99

TIME AND TEMPEFATURE LCD MODULE. I rz nour
clock, aCelcius and Fahren rritthermomete( aloo hotalann and atoocold
alarm.Approx50 x 20mr thl2.7mmdig{s.Fequ[esoneAAbatteryand
afrysw;lches.Comesc(,rpretewilhfulldataanddiagram. pricetglOur
rel 9P5

REMOTE TEMPERATURE PROBE FOR ABOVE. T3
Ourref3P60

600 WATT AIR OR LIOUID MAINS HEATER. Smail coith atr or I qutos. Will nol corrode, lasls for years, corts ametalplalelo.easyfixing,4india pricet3.Fel
3 10P76

EX EOUIPMENT SWITCHED MODE POWER
SUPPLIES. Valousma(esandspecsbutgeneratty'85. si2v, ide;l
benchsupply 0nly18. Our rel8P36.

ACORN DATA RECORDER.I\raoe for Eteclron orBBCcomourer
bul surlable lor olhers lncludes rains adaotor teads and book fi2 Fef
12P15.

NSORS.lntra ilswirchupto
made, l2months 5-20m range
er adjustablewat 0nlyl25.01.

GEIGER COUNTER KlT. tnctudes tube, pCB and ail components
10 build a 9V operalton geiger counter Only 139. Hel 39p1.

BBC JOYSTICK INTERFACE. Converts a BBCiorsrtck portro
an Atari type poil. Price 12.Ov rct2P261.

TELEPHONE EXTENSION LEAD. 5M ohone exlension tead
with pluqononeano sochelon tneother. White Pr.ce 13. Ourrel3pTOor l0
leads for only t19l Ref 19P2

LCD DlSPLAY.a .zin digilssupplieo w lhconnecrion oataf 3 Bet3r/7
or 5ior 110 Rel 10P/8

ER NETWORK. S ohm 3.wav tor tweeler mroranoe
lycaseowithconnecr onsna'ked Onlvt2. Ou,.ef 2P255
5P32.

BASE uni-d rectlonaleleclretc li Hz -68dbbuilt
in chime, 5.

MICROPHONE STAND. Very hearychromed mic slano. magnetic
base.4inhrgh.C3rf ordereow,lhabovem.c 0urref 3P80

SOLAR POWERED Nl-CAD CHARGEB. 4 N,caoMbaneru
chargercharges4oalreriesinBhours. Pricet6 Ourrel6P3.

MAINS SOLOERING IRON. pr ce rs ourref 3p65

SOLDERING IRON STAND. price t3 Ourrelsp66

C5 GEARED MOTORS.Conptere rrer grv ng a4lo I reduction and
a loolhed cog oulpul. t40.00. Bel 4Oi8

CAB IONIZER KlT. jrp'ovethea r rn vourcar ctea,ssmokeand hetos
prevenlialique.Case,eq Pr.cetl2.Our ref 12P8.

NEW FM BUG KlT. New destgn with pCB embedded coit 9v
operation. Priced al t5. Our rel 5Pl58.

NEW PANEL METEBS. SOUAmovementwiththreeditferentscales
thatarebroughtinloviewwthalever Priceonlyt3 Hef 3P81

GHTS. fit a standard Ed son screw ghl fiiltng 240v
available in yellow green completewth socket. priceel0
(statecolour reqd).

ELECTRIC SPEED CONTROL KlT. Suilabte for controling
our powerful 12v motors. Price 117 Rel 17P3 (heatsink required).

EXTENSION CABLE WITH A DIFFERENCE. nrslaton
one $de. maxing il eaE to f x ano l@k I dy 4 coe. su;laole io,aarms. plones
elc. 0u.pnceonlyt5 lor 50m ree Bel5ot53

METAL PRoJECT BOX. tdeat tor batte.y charger, power suppty
etc.,sprayed g'ey, sireS x .l x I . loJvreo for venl.lation Pricet3. Fril
sn5

Wl li{l withhea k,. hear
sou tn,

VIDEO SENDHF ll N lT. Trar: 1s both sound and audio sionats
from a video recorder or canera to a1e , sion. l\4ax range i00,f12.d0 rel
12P35.

RADIO TRANSCEIVEBS. Parr 0twalkie talkies with a maximum
rangeofl.5k.lomelres Complelewlhaeflalsandcases 0urpilcet300O
tel30P12.

12 30 watl u can makewitheth relayetc.etc
2 2swall
2 \rcao co"slantcurre.icha.gesadapttochargealmoslany

nrcad batterv
2 Humid ly swilches, as the a r becomes damper the

membrane slretches and operates a m croswitch
5 l3Arockerswrlchlhreetaqsoonioff orchangeoverwith

cenlre ofl
1

5

1

24F' t1-6 5s;1.1r. e\-Electrcrty Board, aulomat,cally
adlusl lor lengthen ng and shorten ng day.
Neon vaLves wrlh seles,esistors. these make good night
lighls

ector. one !se ts for an eleclric ltgsaw puzzle,
u tdiagramlorth s. Onepulse into moto( miles
uqh on pole

Slck of biow operaled pressure swllch, or ll can be
operatedbyany owpressurevarationssuchaswaterlevel
in water tanks
6v 750\rA powe'supoly .rcely cased wilh inpul and output
leads
Slrlpperboard containsa400'/2Abridgerectrfier
and 14 other d and rectil ers as well as dozens of
condensers etc
plaslic borcs aporox. 3 cJbe wrh sqLare ho'e hrough top
so rdea tor ntetrupted beam switch
l\4otors for mode aeroplanes, spin to start so needs no
swit.h
6i2'4OHM Speaker 10watt ratinq.
ful cropnone ,1se4s - nagnetic 

-490 
ohm also act as

speakers
Feed relay krlsyou qet 16 reed swilchesand4coll setswith
nole and other Aadaels
Sale s - prevenl lh6se nquis,lrve
litlle hocks
Neor rndrcalo.s rn paner roLnt,rg holoers w lh lens
5amp 3 prn flJsn rou"hng sockelsmakesalowcosldtsco
panel- need cablecl ps
Mainssoleno,dve'yDowerfulhasl" pullorcouldpush f
mcdriled
(eyboa o switcnes - made lor comp"ters bul have many
otlier appl calrons
E ectricclock mainsoperated putlhis in a boxand you need
never be ate
12v alarms make a no se about as loud as a car horn
S ighllysol d butOK
Panostat, contro soutputoibo llng (no komsimmertoboil
Leads wrlh push on % " tags - a mlsl lor hook ups -ma ns connectrons elc
Oblong push sw lches fo' bell or cnimes, these can marns

could be foolswitch ffitted into paltress
for record player W ll a sochangespeed
m010r

BD1O3A ]

80120 2

8D132

BD]34

2

r0

1

6

4

6

6

6

1

I

5

1

50

2

1

80199

BD2O1

8O211

80305 I Tubular dynamlc mic wilh optlonal table rest
80653 2 l\,4inaturedriverlranslormers.ReiLT44 20kto1k.cenke

lappeo
qq!{ 2 3.5voltrelays.eachwithtwopairschangeovercontaQts
80667 2 4.7u1, non-polarised block capacilors, pcb mounting
Thep are over 1,000 ilems in ourcatalogue. Ityou want acomplele copy
please request this when ordering,

PERSONAL STEBEOS Aga,r custorer relJrns outcomptete and
w lh stereo head prrones. A oarga,n at only f3 eacn. 0ur ref 3P83.

MAIN D E
PANE H S sha
wilh a bL youl nd j
level.Co rlsof icah
6P18

EOUIPMENT WALL MOUNT. Mutri-adjustabtemerat bracker
lor speak, etc. 2 for t5 0ur rei 5P]52.

STABILISED POWER SUPPLY KlT. +-+/V2 oA contains
PCB translormerand a I componentsexcludjngcase etc OurpriceisC2O
Rel20P25.

KEYBOARDS. Brand new uncased with 84 keys plus PCB w th
several lCs.0nly t3. Bef3P89.

SUB-MlN TOGGLE SWITCH. Body size Smmx4mmxTmm
SBDT wrth chrome dolly fixing nuts. 3 for 01. 0rder ref B0649.

COPPER CLAD
longxS%in wide. Doubl
(about 1/16in) so lhiswoul
lorm a cha$islo hold a m

POWERFUL IONISER
Generales approx 10 limes more IONS lhan the ETI and similar
circuits. Wrll refresh your home. offrce. workroom etc. Makesyou ieel
better and work harder - a complete mains operated kit, case
included. tl8. Our ref 18P2.

STC SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY 22OV ol
1 1 0V operation giving 5V al2A +24at.25A +12at.t 5A and + gOV at 4A.
112.00 each. Rel: 12P27

COMPOSITE VIDEO KITS. Thewconvertcompositevideo into
separate h-sync, v-sync and video. Price t8. Our refSP3O

372 in FLOPPY DRIVES. We sitl haw rrc models in sl@k: Single
sided, 80track, byChinon. Thisisinthe manufactureremetalcaswith lea-ds
and IDC connectors. Price t40, reference 40P1. Also a double sided BO
track, byNEC Thisisuncased Pncet6O, relerence60P2. Bolh arebrano

YUASHA SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES 6V loAH
only E900each or2 lortl500 Hef: 15P3/.

SINCLAIR C5 WHEELS
lnclJd,ng ,!ner tubes ano tyres. 13" and 16" drameler spoked
polyca.bonalewheels finished in black 0nlvC6each. 13" rel6p20.
16" ref6P21.

PC STYLE CASES 18" x18" x5". Comoterewithfanandonl
illmrnated power switch and lECltltered power inpJt plug. priceo at o-nty
t15.00 Fel: 15P38.

LT MOTORS. t/3rdHorsepower
car butadaptable to powera go-kart,
Brand new Price t20. 0urrel20p22.

PC POWEB SUPPLIES. Brand new with buitt rn fan and power
swtchonlheback +5 -5 +12 -12 l50wattmadebyAZIEC. t25.0Oeach.
Bel: 25P18.

PHILIPS LASER
Thisishelium-neon and
so long as you do not loo
couldresult. Brand new,f
power supply for lhis tu
running. Complete kit wi

O ER is a th musical keyboard. I isbe lull size (pian has gold plated contactsan bboncablea nector Canbeusedwith
manycomputers, requestinformationsheet Brandnew, onlytl5plust3
postage. Our ret 15P15.

N M in black and white, used
deup rameandhasopenside.
puter mostothers. Brandnew,

. Japanese made. The popular
heeleclronically run fansnotonly
do not cause lnterterence as the
mpulers, etc., orforacaravan. eB

BD22
BD30

8032

BD42

BD45

BD49

BD56

80221

80252
80259

8D263

8D268

08137
80139

8D148

8D149

BDl80
8D193
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REMOTE COATTROL
TIMESWITCH

#" is

The Main Contrcl unit Construction.
on the main PCB (*ve to 3), then check the
following:
o No 3.125kH2 pulses to pin 17 of IC5 socket.
a 50 Hz very short duration pulses to pin 16 of IC5
socket.

The Display PCB Assembly
Fit all the componentsto the display PCB (exceptthe
LED's) as shown in Figure 14. Start with the resistors,
diodes and capacitors Next fit the key switches,
complete with capacitors ensuring the correct
orientation. The pins of the switches should be pushed
through the PCB only far enough to enable ihem to
be soldered. You may find it easier firstly to solder only
two diagonally opposite pins. Once the switch
alignment is satisfactory the remaining pins may then
be soldered.

Mount the LCD display unit to the PCB with 4
small nuts and bolts, using 1/8" spacers between the
module and the PCB Connect the LCD module to
the PCB using short lengths of tinned copper wire.

PLEASE NOTE:- the LCD display unit is a
CMOS device and the same anti static precautions
should be taken. You should discharge yourself to an
earth point before handling the device, and use an
earthed soldering iron. Once the LCD display is wired
to the PCB, treat it with the same care.

Finaliy, wire the display PCB to the main board
with stranded wire as shown in Figure 15. Then check
the wiring ar.rd soldering very carefully

Further Testing
At this stage in the assembly further testing is
advisable. The remaining IC's should be inserted into

he assembly of the main PCB is
straightforward. First, fit the 15 wire links
as shown on ihe component layout in
Figure 13. It is essentialthese links are fitted
first, and checked, because some of the

links go beneath the lC's and it would be difficult to
make any changes later The components can then
be fitted to the PCB, starting with the smaller
components such as resistors and diodes. IC sockets
should be used for allthe integrated circuits, but at this
stage, don't fit the IC's into the sockets. L-engths of
stranded wire should be soldered to the eight
connection points as shown. The wiring to the display
PCB (connection numbers 75 - 28li may be
terminated on 0.1" push connectors or soldered
directly to the PCB, if desired.

At this stage it is advisable to do a number of
preliminary checks. First, check the PCB for short
circuits and dry joints very carefully. as any faults,
particularly on the address and data lines of the CPU
are very difficult to trace, and could prove fatal Insert
IC1 into its socket, then connect up the transformer,
or an AC bench supply to the circuit. Check the 5 and
i2 volt supplies and that the 5 volt supply is present
to all the IC sockets

Disconnect the power, then insert lCb 2,3,4,9
and 10 into their respective sockets. Reconnect the
power and check for the following pulses using either
a logic probe or a 'scope:
o A 1.8MHz clock pulse to pin 6 of ICS socket
a 3 725kHz very short duration pulses to pin 17 of
IC5 socket.
a 50Hz very short duration pulses to pin 16 of IC5
socket

The next step is to disconnect the AC supply and
connect a 7.5 Volt DC supply to the points 3 and 4
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their respective sockets on the main PCB.
Connect up the power and check the LCD

module forthe display message - (C) 1990 .... If the
display remains blank, or shows black squares, adjust
the contrast with RV30 until displayed message is

clear. The usual setting for RV30 is close to the
minimum. Should the display show randonr patterns
or remain totally blank, regardless of the contrast
adjustment, then switch off and check both PCB's for
short circuits and dry joints. The data and address
leads are particularly suspect at this point.

lf all is well, the timing circuits can now be
calibrated.

Calibrating the Timing Circuits
For the circuit to function correctly, the frequency of
the two CPU interrupt signals must be accurately
adjusted. Built into the timeswitch software is a
calibration program. The setting of these signals must
be carried out in the correct order, as the accuracy of
second adjustment is dependent upon the first.

Connect the power to the timeswitch, and ensure
the copyright message - (C) 1990 ... is scrolling
across the display. Press both system set keys together.
The display will change to - Adj to ZERO - 000:
Adjust the variable resistor RV10 untilthe digits show
a constant zero. The arrows next to the number
indicate if an increase, or decrease in resistance is

required. Allow the circuit to settle for a few seconds
between each adjustment.

Once you are satisfied with the adjustment of
RV10, disconnect the power. Now carefully remove
diode D11 and capacitor C1 from the circuit. Now
reconnect the power and the message (C) 1990 ...

should again scroll across the display. Press both
system set keys together to re-enter the calibration
mode. The display should again change to - Adl to
ZERO - 0001 This time adjust the variable resistor
RV3 until the display is zeroed.

Finally disconnect the power and replace diode
D11 and capacitor C1 The calibration of the timing
circuits is now complete.

The Transmitter PCB Assembly
There are no problems with the assembly of the
transmitter PCB. Again assemble the components in
size order, starting with the smallest. Take care to insert
the isolating transformer coil (T20), the correct way
round as shown in Figure 17, For safety reasons it is
advisable to insulate the leads of capacitors C20 and
C21 with sleeving, and also to make a cover for the
fuse FUSE 20 with a small piece of plastic. Again
check the PCB carefully for faults, once assembly is
complete.

Testing the Transmitter PCB
Connecta +5Vsupplytothe PCB, Also connectthe
transmit control Iead to +5V DO NOT connect the
mains supply to the transmitter output Monitor the
output of IC20 with a logic probe or 'scope, checking
for a 180kHz square waveform. Connect a digital
meter or a'scope to the junction of resistor R20 and
capacitor C22. Adjustthe core of the hansformer T20
with a plastic trimming tool until the signal is
maximised. This should be around 2V peak to peak
on a 'scope or around 30mV on a digital meter.

Final Assembly
Complete the inter-PCB wiring as shown in Figure 15
noting the connecting numbers in Fig.14. Fit the
transformer, transmitter and main PCB in the case
and secure with small nuts and bolts as shown. Y+"
spacers should be used to support the PCB's. The
mains cable should enter the case through a smallhole
in the rear, and be fitted with a rubber grommet.

The top panel should be cut as shown in Figure
18. Tiansfers can be used to label the panel as shown.
Next fit the two LED clips to the top panel and push
the LED's into place, ensuring the leads are the correct
for the PCB. Don't fit the securing collars. Glue a thin
piece of acrylic sheet to the inside of the panelto form
a protective window for the LCD display.

Position the display PCB behind the top panel,
feeding the LED leads through the appropriate holes
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in the PCB at the same time. Secure the PCB using
4 small nuts and bolts with the appropriate spacers
as required, so the display module is pressed against
the window. Finally solder the two LED's into position,
to complete the assembly.

HO\v IT WORKS
REMOTE SWITCH UNIT

The Tone Receiver.

The 180kHz canier tone superimposed on the mains supply by the

main control unit, is filtered out by the tuned circuit formed by the

transformer T2 and capacitor C 3, This tone is applied to the amplifrer

section, formed by transistors 01 and 02,

The amplilied signal, now in the lorm of large positive going

pulses is fed to the rntegrator circuit and is formed by resistor R 5 and

capacitor C 5, Transistor 03 switches in response to the output from

the integrator, to re-create the coded signal. Transistor 04 inverts this

signal to provide the conect logic levels for lC2,

The Signal Decoder.

The logic signal received at the lnput ol lC 2 is shown in F gure 9, This

signal is decoded by the lC and compared with the code preset by

the DIL switches SWl - SW8 and the links LK9-1K12, lf a match

is achieved in 4 consecutive received frames, the output of lC2 will

go low Ior 60ms, lf further matching frames are received w thin this

time the output will remain low for 60ms after the last conect 
,fr'ame

is received, The timing of this output is important to determine if an

'0N' or 'OFF' command is being sent by the main control unit,

Besistor R16 and Capacitor C7 provide the timing reference

frequency for the received signals,

The 0N/0FF Detector.

The 0N/0FF control detector is formed by lC3 which is a dual D type

flip{lop. lC3a along with transistor 05, resistor R17 and capacitor

C9 outputs a pulse of fixed duration, every time it is triggered, The

circuit is triggered by the output oi lC3 changing from high to low

level,

This pulse is fed to the clock input of the second flipJlop lC3b,

The 'D' input ol lC3b is taken from the output of lC3. The effect of

this arrangement on the output of lC3b is as follows:-

lfthe output ol lC2 remains low for a period longerthan the pulse

generated by lC3a, then the output of lC3b will go high at the

end ol the fixed pulse period,

lfthe outputof lC2 remainslow Iora period shorterthen the pulse

generated by lC3a, then the output of lC3b will go low atthe end

ol the fixed pulse period.

Figure 21 shows this more clearly, An overrde switch SW1 is

provided to toggle the output of lC3b, and thus the switching relay,

The Switching Relay and Power Supply.

Transistor 06 provides a driver circuit for the mains switching relay,

The LED indicates when this relay is operated,

The power for the remote switching unit is derived from the mains

by transformer T1. This reduces the voltage to approximately '12V

which is rectified by diodes D3-D6. The resulting voltage is smoothed

by capacitorC6, lC1 provides a regulated +5 volt supplyforall the

other lC's in the circuit,
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Fig.14 Display PCB Layout
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Fig.15 Main Control Unit - lnter PCB wiring

C8

C9

22pl25V single eneded elec
'1n disc ceramic

1N4001

1N914

BZY88C 9V1

BZY88C 5V6

74'1 op-amp

TLC555 CUI0S 555 timer

74HC'14 Hex schmitt trigger

Z84C00A C[il0S 280 lVicroprocessor

27C64 C[40S 64K EPR0M (Programmed)

6116i 446 C[/0S 16k static RAM

74HC373 Octal Latch

40'l'l Ouad 2 iip NAND

0pto isolator

BFY5l

BClO8

1.842MH2 crystal

25OmA 20mm fuse
(2 otf)

1x40way 1x28way 1x24way 1x20way

2x'14way2x8way
M1005 156x91 x47mm (lVlaplin LH63T)

miniature '12 Volt 250mA

SEMICONDUCIORS

012,3,4

D 5,7,8,9,11,12,13

,14

D6

D10

tcl
tc2,3

rc4

rc5

rc6

iL/
rc8

tc9

tc10

01

a2

MISCELLANEOUS

XTALl

FSl

Fuse clips

liC sockets

Case

Transformer

USENo

1 12V AC SUPPLY
2 12 AC SUPPLY
3 BATTERY +VE
4 BATTEBY _VE
5 -5V60v

15 +5V
16 ADDRESS A1
17 DATA D7
18 ADDRESS AO
19 DATA D6
20 DATA DO
21 DATA D5
22 DATAO1
23 DATA D4
24 DATAD?
25 DATA D3
26 0V
27 KEY
28 ENABLE

Fig.16 Transmit PCB Layout

PARTS LIST

RESISTOBS {alt 0,SW 5%} '

R1

R2,11,1r'

f 3,6i7,15

H4

R5,13

R8

R9

810,10

R12

R14

RV8

fiv10

CAPAC]TORS

t 1,5

v!.
uJ,4,1

C6

47k
osee text

680R

220k

tKl
22k

27k (Fig, 4 H12 should be labelled 27k)

3308

47k (horizontai min preset)
'l0k (horizontai min preset)

10n disc cerarnic

220y125Y singie encied eiec
'100n 

disc caramio

330p ceranric

PARTS LIST
...:

5%1 
.

CAPACMBS

c20,21

c72
c23
c24

220n 250V AC working iMaplin JR350|
47n polyester

1n disc ceiamic

100n disc ceramic

50R

3k9

4N7

H20

R21

R22

1k

1k

020
lc20

SEMIOONDUETONS

VDR Transientrsuppressor lMaplin HW13P}.|. '.: .:
MISCELLANEOUS

BClO8

TLC555 Cb10S 555 timer

Transformer coil {Maplin FT55K}

250mA 20mm fuse

1 xB way

T20

FS20

iC socket
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AO 42 TANK COIL
VIEWED FROM BELOW

PINS 3,4 49 5 TURNS

PINS56TTURNS

Fig.17 Coil Transformer pin layout

PARTS LIST
OISPLAY PCB

fiESISI0BS lall 0.6W 57oi

R30,3i, 82oR

832i 22k

l0k (horizontal min preset)

NDUCTOR$

032.33,34;36,36 if,l914

030, , 8C108

LED30 Smm yellor,i

LED31 5mm red

MISCELTANEOUS

Diipfav mqdule EA-Di601sAF (src part No, 0296628)

SW31_SW36

Caps ior

switchBs

LED clips ,,

Ctiok effeet push switch. 16 offl (l\4aplin

FF87Ut

Black lMaplin FF88V} (0 offl

NOTE
lC1 = 78L05
o1-4 = 8C108
Dl = 1N914
D3-6 = 1N4001

LrvE our-

LIVE IN

240V AC

NEUTRAL

Fig.19 Remote Switch Unit - pSU and Tone Decoder

utrtrtrtrtr
"":1":,..""$t.i.sFig.18 Top Panel details

N OTE
lcz = LtM3750
lC3 - 741574
A5 6 =, 8C108
02 = 1N4001

Fig.2O Remote Switch Unit - Decoding and Switching
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Fig. 1 Widescreen (16:9) aspgct ratio tubes are now being manufactured for use in enhanced systems.
Courtesy Philips Components.

Jam,es Archer laoks at
the possible
intermediate, steps
the television indus
is taking to the
ultimate goal of HDTV.

Enhanced Television
the half way house?

ince it will be several years before an
HDTV system providing widescreen
pictures can be introduced, and it will
probably be some years after that before
reasonably priced receivers appear in the

shops, manufacturers are looking at ways of
introducing receivers that can provide improved and
enhanced pictures before HDTV appears. We saw in
a previous article that source and display standards
can now be independent of each other, and one
nrethod of taking advantage of this is already
appearing in domestic receivers.

If a receiver is fitted with field storage and
interpolation circuitry, then a 625-line progressive
scan picture can be built up from the incoming inter-
laced signals, using the technique shown in the last
article. This enhanced television picture provides a

significant improvement in perceived resolution, and
eliminates inter-line flicker, without any change being
made to the basic MAC transmitted signal. Effectively,
this is making use of the second step of the step-by-
step approach to HDTV explained last month, where
an improved system using a 625/50 display was
introduced.

!Ui{99c1_e_en witho ut waiting
for HDTV
The marketing men in the receiver industry are keen
to see the early introduction of widescreen receivers,
because they are convinced that the noticeably
different shape of the screens will persuade those

people who must have everything that is new and
different to rush out and buy such receivers. One of
the more cynical salesmen was heard to say that'the
Joneses' would buy such a receiver because their
neighbours would be able to tell the difference, even
when it is switched off! ForJunately there is no need
to wait for HDTV before such widescreen pictures can
be transmitted, and the British DBS operator BSB is

already providing widescreen transmissions of feature
films, which being originally intended for the cinema,
are already originated in a widescreen format. We
trave seen earlier that as far as viewers with MAC
receivers are concerned, widescreen transmissions are
fully compatible with ordinary 4:3 aspect ratio
receivers, so audiences for these films should be high,
since they will not be restricted to viewers with wide
screen recetvers.

After seeing demonstrations of 16:9 aspect ratio
widescreen pictures on receivers that provide a pro-
gressively scanned 625-line display, many viewers
have expressed the view that these pictures are as
good as they could want, and some people even feel
that there is no need to make the final move to'proper'
HDTV for home receivers

Extended definition without
waiting for HDTV
It is even possible to extend the definition of 625-line
MAC pictures so as to provide some increase in the
horizontal resolution of the 625-line widescreen MAC
pictures, with no loss of compatibility. This work was
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pioneered by the research engineers of the IBA , and
the basic idea is to increase the transmitted luminance
bandwidth from its normal 5 6MHzto around SMHz,
which results in a channel base bandwidth after
compression of about l2MHz, rather than the
8.4MHz of a normal MAC transmission. Special non-
linear pre-and de-emphasis circuitry has been
developed, which automatically alters the ampli-
lLttde/frequencv response according to the level of the
signal, and using this technique the extended MAC
signals can be transmitted over a normal satellite
channel with no significant increase in noise or
interference to other channels. A standard MAC
receiver, which may not initially be fitted with the
modified de-emphasis circuitry, still provides first class
pictures, which actually appear slightly sharper than
normal MAC transmissions because of an edge-
crispening effect which occurs.

This type of enhanced 625-line MAC system can
provide good results when viewed on screens with a
diagonal of about 1 metre at a viewing distance of
three times the screen height, some people, including
a technically knowledgeable Member of Parliament,
have suggested the UK government should stop
contributing money to the EUREKA EU95 project,
and should instead concentrate its resources on
encouraging British industry to concentrate on the
development and production of enhanced television.
The argument is that most viewers will not be able to
tell the difference between true HDTV and the
enhanced pictures, so it might make sense to begin
compatible enhanced 625-line transmissions very
soon, delaying the jump to a full HDTV system until
such time as new digital HDTV systems are devel-
oped. A completely new digital system would not
suffer from the political disadvantage of being
associated with any current system, so it might be
possible to gain agreement on a single world standard,
and even CCIR groups that are currently working
towards a common analogue HDTV system recognise
the long term future for HDTV lies in the digital
domain Possibilities for future digital HDTV systems
are discussed later.

Whatever the suggested final outcome to go no
further than extended definition before taking a digital
path to HDTV and it seems to me most unlikely that
the UK would take such a different line from its
European neighbours, it is beyond doubt that first class
results can be obtained from 625-line MAC pictures,
with the techniques described, and it may well be that
large-screen improved definition images of this type
will prove to be the next commercial step along the
road to our eventual goal of HDTV The EUREKA
EU95 system with its goal o{ HD-MAC has many
advantages over other systems, but its trump card
must surely be that it has compatibility at every step.
We have seen the steps up to HDTV from the
production point of view, so now we end this article
with the step by step approach as it may affect the
viewer. We must remember that viewers (and
manufacturers) will not necessarily have to take every
step, they can stay where they are or can jump over
one or more steps, as they wish; they can choose the
improvements they want and are willing to pay for,
at a time to suit their needs and budgets We can only
hope viewers will be able to obtain all the information
they surely need to help them to make informed
choices: at Ieast the MAC chip set will provide.the full
choice of all the available sound systems, so the viewer
will not have to choose between them!

A step by step guide to receiver improvments
towards HDTV for an HD-MAC viewer are:
| 625-line MAC interlaced 4:3 aspect ratio display,
perhaps using an existing PAL receiver with a satellite
adaptor feeding the receiver with signals via a
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peritelevision socket.
2 625-line MAC progressively (sequentially) scanned
4:3 aspect ratio display.
3. 625-line widescreen interiaced 16:9 aspect ratio
display.
4. 625-line widescreen progressively scanned 16:9
aspect ratio display.
5. 625-line widescreen progressively scanned 16:9
aspect ratio display with extra processing in the
receiver to improve the display of moving parts of the
rmage.
6 1250-line HD-MAC HDTV widescreen interlaced
display.
7 . 7250-line HD-MAC HDTV widescreen progres-
sively scanned display.
8. 1250-line HD-MAC HDTV widescreen progres-
sively scanned display with extra processing to
improve the display of moving parts of the image.

Enhanced television - The
Japanese have it too
ln parallel with the European work on enhanced
television, the Japanese have been developing a
method of providing better quality pictures from their
525-line NTSC system for those viewers who are
prepared to buy new television receivers equipped
with extra processing circuitry The system is called
Clear Vision (their HDTV system is Hi-Vision) and the
pictures are actually originated using the HDTV
1725/60 studio standard. These pictures are down-
converted in the studio to 525-line form, and generally
have higher resolution than conventional 525-line
pictures. Special signals are inserted in the vertical
blanking period of the 525-line pictures, to eliminate
reflections and ghosting which are picked up along
the transmission path.

The Clear-Vision receiver is fitted with frame
stores to display a 525-line progressive scan picture,
giving increased perceived vertical resolution in
enhanced MAC receivers. The ghost-cancelling
circuitry in the receiver compares the timing (position)
of the received pulse that was transmitted in the frame
blanking interval with the sync pulses and an internally
generated pulse, The circuitry calculates the delay of
the reflected signal and cancels out the ghost image
Receivers are also fitted with sophisticated filtering to
give better separation of the NTSC colour from the
black and white image. The overall impression is of
very much better pictures than are normally seen from
NTSC. These transmissions are of course totally
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Fig. 2 Principles of the Extended-PAL system.
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compatible with the existing 525-line receivers; apart
from the ghost cancellation pulses the transmitted
signals are virtually the same as normal NTSC trans-
missions. Just as with the European enhanced MAC
transmissions, some Japanese pundits are aheady
saying that Clear-Vision pictures are so good there is
no need to progress to the Hi-Vision ll25/60 system.
Work has already begun on finding ways of adding
extra sides to the 525-line pictures in a compatible
way, so widescreen pictures can be transmitted

Enhanced Television - It doesn't
have to be MAC
Enhanced television systems with many different
characteristics are being looked at in broadcasting
research laboratories throughout the world, as broad-
casters realise that if their existing PAL, SECAM, and
NTSC services are not as'second-class'in comparison
with widescreen HDTV pictures from cable and
satellites, something must be done,to improve them.

Extended PAL
As far back as 1981 the BBC described and developed
an extended PAL system which virtually eliminated
cross-colour from the PAL signals, and gave an im-
provement in resolution for viewers who were pre-
pared to buy new receivers. The BBC intended these
signals to be carried over DBS satellite channels, but
as mentioned earlier, the UK government eventually
decided that MAC would be used for this purpose.
The system made use of the extra bandwidth,
available over a DBS satellite channel, and it was
reasonably compatible as far as viewers with existing
receivers were concerned, but reduced the visible
detail in some pictures. The system gave rise to a small
reduction in the signal to noise ratio of the pictures.

The basic idea was to sharply filter the Iuminance
signal at 3.5MHz, which meant the viewer, with a
conventionalreceiver, would see no luminance detail
above this frequency. Although this gave him the
disadvantage of seeing less picture detail, in practice
this disadvantage was overcome by the fact that no
cross-colour patterning occurred The luminance
band frequencies above 3.5MHz were not discarded
after filtering, but were frequency-shifted above the
normal video band to the region 8-10MHz above the
carrier, used in higher quality receivers, and could
provide higher resolution pictures, again without
cross-colour. The noise in an FM satellite channel is
concentrated at the high frequency end, and since the
high-frequency luminance parts of the extended-PAL
signals extend as high as 10MHz, these pictures would
be subject to a higher level of noise than ordinary PAL
pictures.

Other TV techniques
Recently the BBC has come up with ideas for applying
the newer techniques developed for higher definition
MAC-based signals, to PAL pictures. One idea uses
the technique of digital assistance, and at its simplest,
the terrestrialtransmitter would beam a basic 625-line
picture, derived from a higher definition picture by
subsampling. Digital signals hansmitted along with the
ordinary 625-line picture, in the field blanking period,
tell the receiver what information from the original
picture was thrown away in the subsampling process,
also some information about the movement of various
areas of the picture. Using this type of technique, it
may be possibl€ to transmit 625-line pictures from our
terrestrial sources providing almost HDTV quality, and
giving viewers normal PAL pictures.

Q.PAL
The University of Dortmund has built some prototype
equipment based on theoretical work originally
suggested by the BBC, for a system known as Q-PAL,
short for Quality-PAl This manages to eliminate
cross-colour and cross-luminance on specially
designed receivers, whilst providing standard PAL
receivers with compatible signals. To achieve this,
multidimensionalfiltering techniques are used at the
source, giving a true three-dimensional frequency
multiplex between the luminance and chrominance
parts of the signal. The Q-PAL receiver is then able
to separate the two components cleanly It has been
found that such a receiver even provides improved
quality pictures from standard PAL transmissions
because of improved fjltering circuitry. Q-PAL signals
can be received on conventional receivers.

I.PAL
The I-PAL system, developed by the German Institute
for Radiotechnology, (lRT), uses the novel technique
of carrying only full bandwidth luminance infor-
mation, without any colour, on alternate lines of the
television picture. The other lines carry low frequency
luminance, up to about 3MHz, frequency multiplexed
with a quadrature modulated chrominance subcarrier,
similar to a standard PAL system. In the receiver,
information for each line is delayed and then added
to the following line. This girres increased luminance
resolution and eliminates cross-effects. Some prob-
lems in compatibility have been found, and a modified
version called I- PAL-M has been developed to try to
overcome these.

PALplus
Work on improved PAL systems such as Q-PAL and
I-PAL but which can also provide wide aspect-ratio
pictures has led to the idea of a PALplus system, which
could be transmitted compatibly over existing net-
works and yet allow those viewers who choose to buy
enhanced receivers to obtain better quality widescreen
pictures. A PAL strategy group has been formed to
try to reach a consensus amongst European manu-
facturers and broadcasters about the best ways of
moving towards the adoption of such a system.

Many other different methods of compatibly
providing improved quality pictures and widescreen
displays are being worked on with great zeal in
different parts of the world. Much of the technology
described in the following part of this article, about
plans for American Advanced Television services, can
be applied to existing terrestrialtransmissions, not only
in America, but in other countries as well.
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A general purpose
6809 Micro-Controller
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The ETI SBC-09
microprocessor can be viewed in two
different ways For the elec-
tronics/computer enthusiast it is the
heart of a computer, the alternative is an
electronic component and is not

necessarily a computer in the normal sense of the
word. In presenting a microprocessor control board,
this article stays clear of the normal domain of home
computing and adheres to this second definition.

Using a microprocessor in something other than
a home compuiing application is not new to ETI but
this project does, nevertheless, break some new
ground. We have previously published some projects
with a dedicated microprocessor, the firmware for
which was available as a.plug in and go'component.
We have also presented some control boards without
dedicated firmware which can be programmed to
carry out any conceivable application limited only by
the builder's imagination. This project is such a general
purpose microprocessor module but gives the
foliowing ETI'{irsts':
o This is the first control board to use the Motorola
6809 processor, considered by many to be the mcst
powerful 8 bit micro-processor, having a number of
16-bit registers and instructions.
o This is the smallest control board so far at 4 15"
x2.9" yetincludes 20110 bits, 2k or 8k o{ RAM and
16k of EPBOM.
a This is the first time we have guided potential
constructors in the art of firmware development and
assembler programming of the appropriate processor.
a This is the first time we will have actively
encouraged design of dedicated projects using a

control board as a component with the intention of
publishing some of ttrese, contributions permitting.

Features At A Glance
l'he SBC-09 uses the Motorola 6809 microprocessor,
I his is one of the later generation of 8-bit processors.
Those more familiar with the concept of a micro-
processor as the heart of a personal computer, an 8-bit
project may seem rather dated when viewed in the
light of most of today's home computer offerings L-et's

justify this choice. The features which we expect to find
on a 16-bit or 32-bit processor which dif{erentiate
them from the 8-bit counterpart (other than the

obvious one of a wider data bus) are high speed, ability
to access large amounts of memory, a more compre-
hensive instruction set and as we go further still up the
ladder, support for multi-tasking and virtual memory.
Most rules have their exceptions and, in a control
application, the processor is taking the place of a
hand{utof logic ICs to do a comparatively simple task
and so long as the outputs change in somewhat less
than human reaction time when the controls are
operated then everybody's happy - so much for
speed! A simple set of rules doesn't give rise to a long
program and it really is surprising how much
assembler code can be crammed into 2k, let alone the
i6k of program space we are offering. Similarly most
control applications don't need large amounts of data
storage. Clearly sophistication such as multi- tasking
support and virtual memory would find application
in only the most esoteric of control applications and

SFFFF

$c000
$BFFF

$8000
$7FFF

s4000
S3FFF

$0000

Fig.1 Memory map

6116-2K tS0000,$07FF)
oR 6264-8K TSOOOO,SIFFFt

so we are left with the larger instruction set. This would
be nice, especially since the board will most likely be
programmed in assembler language - but is this
alone really worth the higher price tag, the larger
package size and a longer code which would result?
We have chosen the 6809 as a compromise between
S-bit and 16-bit processors This contains two 16-bit
index registers, a pair of 8-bit arithmetic registers which
combine to form one 16-bit register under certain
circumstances and the instruction set contains 16-bit
versions of the load, store, add, subtract and compare
instructions and even an 8-bit x 8-bit multiply, certainly
a rarity in the S-bit world.

Turning to the EPROM, we have gone for the
27128, 16k x 8 device here and very much doubt if



anyone will fill it. We could have put links in to allow
smaller EPROMs to be fitted but when you look at
today's pricings you'll see why we didn't bother -it
actually costs more now for some of the smaller, less
used devices

The pricing situation regarding RAMs is not the
same as that just described for EPROMs and
accordingly, working on the assumption that control
applications don't need much in the way of data
storage area, it was originally intended to provide just
the 6116, 2k x 8 static RAM. However, since one of
the author's first intended applications of this board
is the exception which proves the rule, at the expense
of a link, the board can now alternatively take the
6264.8k x 8 RAM.

The one feature, without which a control
computer could not control is its input and output
facilities. These are provided by the 6821 PIA (ParalJel
Interface Adapter). This chip has 16 general purpose
input/output pins and 4 rather more specialised pins.
The general purpose pins may be programmed by the
processor such that each may be an input or an output
whereas the other four have some additional facilities
such as being able to generate interrupts. All input and
output is at TTL levels but the 6821 has quite a limited
drive capability. This being so, there is a likely need
for some extra circuitry in the form oi buffers,
Darlington drivers and the like, but since this will vary
from one application to another it has not been
included on board Connection to the 6821 is via 20
ways of a 22-way 0.1" pitch socket strip and it is
expected that this will be used to connect to a further
application specific card This can contain all the
interface circuitry and the mains power supply.

The memory map is shown as Figure 1 and this
information will be required when it comes to writing
the firmware. [t may be seen that RAM starts at $0000
and runs through to $07FF if rhe 6116 is fitted or to
$1FFF for the larger 6264 chip. Since this card has
a very simple memory map, which is not fully
decoded, this memory will repeat within the block
$0000-$3FFF. In other words the 6116 will be !een'
asain at $0800, $1000, $1800, $2000, $2800,
$3000 and $3800 whereas the 6264 will have just
one other occurrence at $2000. The next 16K block
is unused and the 6821 is found at $8000. The
second part of this series will describe the PIA in more
detail from a programming point of view, contains 6
internal registers and occupies only 4 bytes in the

Fig.3 Component overlay of SBC-O9 Micro-Controller
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address map due to non-standard register addressing
Since this simple map allocates 16K to it, it repeats
4,096 times within the $8000-$BFFF block. No
volatile memory must exist at addresses
$FFF0-$FFFF of a 6809 processor since this is where
the vectors are stored. This being so, the EPROM has
been put at the top of the address map. The 27728
completely fills its 16K block so there are no "ghosts"
here!

Construction
This is a simple board to construct and no difficulties
are anticipated. To keep the cost of the PCB down it
is a single sided design and it is recommended that
the first task is to fit the insulated wire links which
inevitably result from such a design The various
passive components should then be fitted, leaving the
ICs until last. It would be wise to use sockets for all
the ICs but if it is decided not to do this then do
remember that a socket is a must for the EPROM. If

the firmware is to be developed using an emulator
then an ordinary socket will suffice for the EPROM.
If firmware development is to consist of repeated
erasing and re-programming of the EPROM then a
good quality (ie turned pin) IC socket should be used
as repeated un-pluggings and pluggings could easily
destroy (or make un-reliable) a lesser socket. If this
question of the method of firmware development is
a mystery to you then you'll have to wait untilthe next
part of this article covering firmware development. A
point which should be borne in mind when fitting the
sockets and subsequently the ICs is that contrary to

llrl 
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normal practice, in order to simplify the artwork and
accordingly keeping the board size to a minimum, the
processor and PIA are rotated through 1800 with
respect to the EPROM and RAM (ie pin 1 is at the
opposite end). Failure to notice this will most likely
result in some fried chips! Care should also be taken
if using a 28-pin socket for IC3 to allow either the 6116
or the 6264 to be fitted In this case, when the 6116
is used, 4 pins ol the socket will be unused and the
IC should be plugged into the bottom portion of the
socket (ie socket pins 3-26) . Since the board is quite
compact, the tracks run fairly close together,
increasing the likelihood of generating shorts with
solder blobs It is therefore recommended that the
finished board is subject to more than a cursory glance
before plugging in the ICs and connecting a power
supply. Having built the SBC-09, how is it possible
to tell if it actually works ? This is where the practice
interface board comes in Assuming that the would-
be constructor of the SBC-09 intends to learn
something of the art of firmware development and
6809 assembler in particular then he will need to build
this small practice card as its use is assumed in the
forthcoming instalment on firmware development.
Testing is described in the following paragraph,
following which are details of the practice interface
card.

Testing
ln order to test the SBC-09, the data shown in Table
i should be programmed into the 27128 EPROM
which is then plugged into its socket The practice
interface card is now attached to the SBC-09 card and
power appJied. When the switch is thrown, all the

HO\v IT WORKS
All this is reall[ vcry simple with the comp]lcated circuitry being

confined 1o the insldes of the varjous chips. Most 0f the connections

are betweenrpiirs 0fthe same name on the diflerent lCs, so, the data

bus, D0,07, is parelleted on the processor, RAI/, EPR0UI and PlA.

The same s,trueo! the address bus butsince the space occupied in

the address map is different tor the EPR0M, nA[/ and 'PlA land in

no oase is it the full 64KL not every addrees bit goes t0 every device.

As an example, the PlA, onlr/ needs 2 address bits lA0 and Atlas it

occupies only 4 byte$ (22) tt should be noted that the 2 address

inputs on lhe 6821 PIA are not called A0 and Al but instead are

ielerred tq as BS0 and RS 1 (Bogister Select 0 and 1 ). Ihe EPH0[/,

flA[,t1 and Pl,A each need a CE (Chip Enable) signa],

knqwn asC-S lChip Select) on the RAM, and these are n0t available

directJyfrom the processqr. lnsteAd, cirouitrv needs providing which
genelEtesthese actlve towsignals to give the lequired address map.

So long as we don'ilequire a fully decoded address map (ie one where

devices do ra positionsl which leaves tne maximum

oJ unused r memory or peripheral devjces, this can

be achieved with half a 741S1 39, dual 2 to 4 line docoder. This

functional block takes m the top two address bits, A1 4 and A 1 5, and

givesa low at one af its 4 outputs lor each oithe possible binary

00nrbinations. We use only 3 ol the outputs, Y0, Y 2 and Y3 lor the

RAM, PIA and EPR0[/ respectively. Since tnese are low for lA 1 4 = 0,

A1 5=0), 141 4 =0,At5 = 1 ) and 1A14= l, Al5 = 1 ) respectively it

l s clear th at the e iequ ired ad dress ianges

$0000-$3tFF' 0-$FFFF, Each read/wr:he

device also ne nputs to initiate memory

accesses whereas read gnly devices need only 1 signal, ln the RAM

these signals aie 0E l0utput Enable) and WE (Write

Exable) 'but the EPR0[/ -doest't have this latter one, 0E

and WE initlate read and writo rospectively; are active low and are

required after the Address has been set up. l

lJniortunately the 6809 proeessqr does not generate such signals

as outputs bu1 does have a R/W signal which changes state at the

same tirne,as thg address ,bus and indLcates whether the Curient

mernqry cycle is a read or awrite, The 6809 also outputs an E clock

interrupts, [t has two tuch outputs, lRoA, and JRQB f0( port A,an!] l

port B respectively,

thesetwo signals to

lRO as it is easy lor

any interrupt by rea

so we have connected the two interrupt outputs t t

permissible as they are open collector) and route t
, thQ Uoceisor, Since the interruptoutputs ate open gollectoi, a pul[: r . r

up reslstorls used, ThB other two in-temp! inpu!sonrthsproqqCsql 
-,,.1

(FlR0 - Fast lnterrupt Request and NMI - Non fulaskable lnterruptl

are unused are therefoie connEcied to ths + 5V supply; The 6809 r"

has a built in clock, further reducing the chip count, and only requires

a crystal attaching between XTAL and EXTAL and a 24p capacitor

I between each of these pins and 0V, For a'! lllltz prgqesiotq 4MHe, rr

crystal is required, The BST input needs to be pulsed low to
ieset the proiesior hence causilg $q Cgde atrthe rcset ue[toi . ]l

address t0 be executed. This shoul happen at power on and the

circuitry comprising, D'1, R6 ano C8 is the standard data sheet 
.

configuration to provide power-on reset, HST is alsg rourcd to$e r '
682 1 to reset this at power on, Vaiious unused inputs aie held in their,,.,

inact ve stares which in all cases happens to be high and is therelore

achieved by connectron to - 5V. These signals are D[/A- lDirect

Memory Access), HALT lself evident) and MRDY lfor slow menrcriesl

.:'.:;

c1 +

ffi= |-ffi*,,
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Fig.4 Component overlay for Practice lnterface Card
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LEDs should be extinguished PB1 should now be
pressed and released This will cause the LEDs to
count in binary, LED1 being the least significant
Subsequent presses of PB1 will alternately stop and
start the LEDs counting. lf all this works as described
then there's a reasonable chance that the board is fully
functional. At the very least, you will be able to say
with confidence thai the processor can 'talk' to the
EPROM, the RAM and the PIA. If it doesp't work,
there really isn't too much that could be wrong except
for shorts and open circuits A few minutes looking
at the processor pins with a logic probe and a
magnifying glass should reveaJ any such problems

PARTS LIST
:'.,ttrttrcRltto ctRcutts

rc1

CI2

rcs
tc4
rc5

XTALl

01 ,

6809 (NB not 6809El

27128

61 '16 or 6264

682 1

74rS 1 39

See alternatives given in section on the power supply

SEMICONDUCTORS

lcL 7805

rc 3 7415 14

SEMICONDUCTORS

, oqt)

LED1, IED:8 miniature red LEDs

fEsrsTons H '/+tll, 5%l

'1A 
Bridge Hectifier (0,2" pitch square pin

, RESISTOBS (all %W 5%i

B1 4K7

47k

68R

1 50fi

4k7

1 0k, SlL pack, 8 eommoned resistors

T0220, 21.C/W

8"way, single pole DfP switch

momentary actiori, normalli open push

buttons

R2 10k

CAPACiTORS

C1,C2 24p, Ceramic P ate

C3 100p, 10V, Axral Electrolytic

C4 47ii, 10V, Axial Electrolytrc

C5 C7 10r, Drsc Ceram c

MISCELLANEOUS

PCB

lC Sockets 2x40,2x28,1 x16
0, l " Socket

Strip 1 x 22 way ISK I I

0.1"PinStrip ir2way(PLl), 1x3way{[K2)
0.'1" Jumper Link lLK2)

PBATICE INTERFACE BOARD

INTEGRATED CIREUITS

lc1 74ts240

c oRs

C I , 't0pl16V,Tantalum

C3

C4 25V, Axial Etectrolytic

C5

T1 , I ', CI9V.0{V @ 0,6A Mains tansf ormer

ELLANEOUS

.....1
0. 1 ' Right Angle Pin Strip 1 r 22.way {PL i I

lCSockets, i'' 1xll-way,1 xl4-way

4MHz,HC 18

1N914
R1:,R3

82.R4
Hs-fi12

fl1,3,,, ,,

RP,I :

HeatSink .

5-W1 ' ri I

.PB1,PB2

+5V

RPl't0k

Fig.5 Circuit diagram of Practice lnterface Board

PAO 4
PA1 5

PA2 6
PA3 7
PA4 8
PAs 9

PA6 10
PA7 11

PBO 12

PB1 ,I3

PB2 14

PB3 15

PB4 16

PBs 17

PB6 18

PB7 19

0v1
+5V 22

N OTE:
tc1 = 741S14
tc2 = 74L5240
lC3 = 7805

R1
47k

13

R2
68R

cAl 2

cA2 3

1FF0 C0 0i c0 07 c0 07 c0 07 c0 00 c0 07 c0 07 c0 07

0000 7D 80 00 73 01 01 38 10 cE 01 00 7F 01 01 7F 80

0010 01 7F 80 00 86 05 07 80 01 7F 80 03 86 FF 07 80

0020 02 86 04 07 80 03 7F 80 02 1C ET 7D 01 01 27 T0
0030 7c 80 02 8D 02 20 F4 10 8E 20 00 31 3T 26 FC 39

Table 1 : EPR0M Data for Test Program
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ion to that
tion of this

will vary from one application to another. ln order to
get hands-on experience whilst learning to develop
firmware for the SBC-09, we have designed a very
simple circuit which has 8 LEDs to indicate the status
of outputs, an 8-way DIP switch which provides
inputs and 2 momentary action push buttons (with
debounce) which provide interrupt inputs This board
also contains the circuitry (less transformer) of a

suitable mains power supply This card is so simple
we really don't need to say much about its
construction - just one point and a safety warning
should suffice Firstthe constructional point. The push
buttons are not intended for circuit board mounting.
These should therefore be attached to the board
through large diameter holes in the same way is if they
were being fixed to a panel Connections to the pads
are then made with short lengths of insulated wire on
the rear of the board. Nowthe safety warning. Since

the combination of the SBC-09 and this interface card
is used only for practising firmware development and
6809 programming it is unlikely that it will be housed
in a case. This means that extra care should be taken
to avoid contact with live parts. This means well
sleeving the mains Contacts on the transformer and
ensuring that it has a good earth connection It is also
strongly recommended that both the SBC-09 and the
transformer are screwed to a piece of chipboard to
prevent stress on the interconnecting wires, that strain
relief is provided for the mains cable to the transformer
and that a plastic cover is placed over the mains
transformer

Design Of Interface Circuitry
The principles seen in the practice interface card may
wellbe useful in the majority of applications, the major
difference being the numbers of inputs and outputs
A74LS24O has sufficient drive capability for LEDs
br-rt if something more substantial is to be interfaced
then Darlington drivers would be required. On the
682L PlA, Port B is able to source 2 5mA and is
therefore able to drive a transistor base without TIL
buffering whereas both Port A and Port B outputs are
able to drive 1 TTL load. It may be necessary to
debounce some inputs as are two of the inputs are
on the practice board This is most likely {or interrupt
inputs driven by switches,/push-buttons so as to avoid
multiple interrupts for the same depression. If non-
interrupt inputs are driven by switches, the de-bounce
could be carried out by the software -this willhappen
automatically if they are polled infrequently. Since
there is no timer on the SBC-09. it could be that an
oscillator driving one of the interrupt inputs is required
on the interface board. This will generate regular,
periodic interrupts and could be used for various
purposes including regular polling of inputs. One
point about the physical design of the card: On the

Ptl POWER
c4 cs c6 c7''"'ttffi i3li'd l9'c3la3'

," .IJ-JI rcr,4(ri, rc2,3(14).

SKl,INTERFACE

HHFEBE?

ov.

XTALT

T""T
c1 c2
24p ?4p

+5V

D1

td-t
4k7 

--J- ov
c3

lOOu

Fig.6 Circuit diagram of SBC-09 micro controller
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'NOTEi lC3 PIN NUMBEHS ARE FOR 6264
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lC2 = 27128
lC3 = 61 16 OR 6264
E4 = 6421
lcs = 74LSl39
Dl = 1N914
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the practice card a r.ght angle pin strip was used to
make the boarc sranc up from the processor card. In
the majority oi cases. LEDs, switches etc would be
on a front panei rarher than the interface card and in
the interests of compactness, the interface card would
therefore be required to lie flat (ie parallel to the
SBC-09) , Use of a straight pin strip will achieve this.
Alternative)y. use of ribbon cabie would allow the two
boards to be more widely separated:

Power Supply
We haven't produced a power supply PCB for the
SBC-09 although the practice interface board does
have a built in supply. Most readers would not want
a 3 board solution and would prefer to incorporate
the PSU circuitry onto the application specific
interface board as we have done for the practice
board. The socket strip on the SBC-09 has 2 more
contacts than that required for the 682L, these extra
2being for power connections to a supply on the
interface card , If the PSU is not on the interface card
or if the equipment is to be battery powered, the
power connections can be made to the alternative
connector (PL1). In designing an interface card with
PSU, it is suggested the power supply portion of the
practice board is used as this has been conservatively
designed (the heatsink may need upgrading) so it will
easily power the SBC-09 with plenty spare for the
interface circuitry. The maximum current drawn by
the SBC-09 is in the region of 500mA Allowing a bit
for the interface and for some LEDs it becomes clear
the battery will not last long, unless very large types
are used. So a few component changes are made,
substituting the NMOS parts for their (more
expensive) CMOS equivalents. The specified RAMs
are CMOS but 61 16s and6264s with the -LP suffix

have a particularly low standby current and should
be selected. The 27728 should be changed to a
27C128, rhe 6821 to a 6321, the 74LS139 to a
74HC139 and the 6809 to a 63809 (as with the 6809
do ensure that it isn't the version with the E suffix as
this is not interchangeable) . This CMOS version of
the processor is actually a 2MHz part, the lMHz
version no longer being made but, will run at the lower
lMHz speed, provided the 4MHz crystal is not
changed. The control board should draw no more
than 100mA (according to the data sheet -theauthor hasn't built a CMOS SBC-09 yet) .

While on the subject, one other option should be
mentioned. Although provision for a battery backed-
up supply has not been built into the SBC-09 in the
interests of minimising cost and size, the RAM could
be made non-volatile hence allowing settings to be
retained even when the equipment is switched off .

This is achieved by substituting the RAM chip for an
equivalent device with an integral lithium battery but
Ls more expensive.
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nnovation in recording equipment has been
Sony's business for a long time In 1974lhe
company developed the X-12DIC professional
stationary-head digital recorder, followed in
1977 with PCM-1, the world's first PCM

processor. This was the first chance music lovers had
to sample digital audio. In 1978 Sony marketed the
PCM1600 a two channel digital audio processor,
desigried for use with professionalVTR's for broadcast
application. The PCM1610, which followed in 1980
was not only the worlds first compact disc mastering
system, but to this day over 95ch of CD's are mastered
on the Sony PCM - 1600 series, now the world
standard The same year digitalrecording became an
affordable, portable reality with the Sony PCM-F1.

ln 1982 Sony originated a new idea for a
dedicated digital audio tape format based on the
company's experience with rotary tape deck video and
advanced digital semiconductor research. The first
prototype of a rotating head DAT recorder was then
produced.

In June 1983 manufacturers gathered to begln
discussion on the establishment of a DAT format, 85
are now members of the DAI Standards Conference
with agreed test and technicalspecifications. For audio
professionals 1987 saw Sony introduce studio and
portables machines.like the DTC1000ES and
TCD.D1O.

ln \978 Sony introduced DASH (Digital
Stationary Head) , a multitrack format for
professionals. Towards the end of 1987 Sony UK
began to offer the DTC1000ES to professionals as a
low cost digital mastering medium. This was not as
a replacement of the 1610/1630 CD mastering
system but as a digital alternative to Ya-inch reelto reel.
Since then over 22,0O0 DAT recorders have been
bought by professional users worldwide.

Reliability in the professional market is reportedly
high and BBC Radio t has recorded its entire "Golden
Oldies" collection onto DAI for broadcast. A
concurrent development, between Sony and Hewlett
Packard, is the Digital Data Storage (DDS) computer
back-up medium.

Now in 1990, Sony is pleased to announce the
launch of the first UK domestic DAf recorder, model
DTC-55ES. The new machine continues in the same
tradition o{ audio excellence, with a Serial Copy
Management System and High Density Linear
recording - allowing for the first time direct digital
taping.

The DTC-55ES uses a newly developed vertical
loading and transparent compartment system where
tape operation can be seen through the compartment

lid. A high accuracy tirpe guide system is employed
with chromium plated fixed guides and the drive
mechanism's base unit is made of non-magnetic
alluminium alloy

Two Direct-Drive motors power the capstan and
head drum while an independent BSL motor drives
the reels with direct earthing applied to the drum and
RF amplifier A digital fader permits fades to be set
anywhere between0 2 and 15 seconds during digital
or analogue input recording. The DAT format allows
use of many sub-code functions and these are
exploited in nine different ways For example, Start
ID sub-codes can mark the beginning of each
programme or selection on a tape This can be
performed automatically or manually to allow the user
to write random start lD's during post recording
editing. During recording, Programme Number
automatically numbers sequentially the start ID's
written at the beginning of each selection This allows
direct access to any given selection for playback by
entering the programme number via the numeric key
pad. If start Id's have been added or deleted this can
upset the continuity of previously allocated
programme numbers. The facility RENUMBER,
changes these ID's to give a proper sequence Also
included are Skip ID, End ID, Rehearsal Function,
Erase Function, Shift Renumber and Absolute Time
Codes.

Time Search allows a tape marked with absolute
time to be fast forwarded in one minute intervals for
fast searching RMS play changes the order of
selection playback by entering the track numbers in
the way you want, with up to 60 selections
programmable. There's also AMS Play, Numeric
Keypad and AMS Search/Play Search, Music Scan,
Repeat and End Search An infra-red commander
controls the majority of DTC-55ES functions. It also
synchronizes a CD Recording when used with a CD
player. Point the handset at the DAf unit and CD
player and it starts playing as soon as the DAT units
recording pause is released The basic DAT format
uses a sampling frequency of 48kHz with 16 bit linear
quantization. This standard arrangement allows digital
recording of analogue sources after analogue to digital
conversion The 44.\k mode records digital signals
directly from a CD, and the 32kLP mode offers a
longer recording time.

DTCSSES - Tfire Tet*rnology
Two RDAT LSI's are employed in the DTC-55ES One
functions as a PCM signal processing LSI, while the
other is a so{tware servo/system control CPU. The
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DTC-SSES also features a 1-bit A/D converter with
an internal digital filter and a Pulse D/A converter

All random and burst errors that could occur in
the head system have to be thoroughly analyzed. To
minimise these effects, a double encoded Reed-
Solomon code was chosen as the most suitable signal
processing method for all kinds of error correctionind
compensation. Error correction can be performed
lengthwise if burst errors occur even if one of the two
heads malfunctions during playback

The CXP-80524 consists of three parts, an 8 bit
CPU, 24 Kbyte ROM and 576 byte RAM, so high
speed processing can be performed around 425ns at
9 408 MHz.

An 8 bit A/D converter within the device enables
the conventional analogue values of the ATF pilot
signalto be processed digitally in the micro processor,
This makes the use of resistors and capacitors
unnecessary, the performance of which vary with
temperature. Reliability is also improved.

The serial I/O with RAM buffer reduces the
amount of time the CPU must be used with the
CXD2601 signal processing LSI for subcode and
mode operation even during high speed search.

Servo operations are performed digiially, so time
and temperature dependent variations are eliminated
for more stable servo operation The quality of the
recording system is fundamental to any recording
equipment. The key element in the recording system
of the DIC-55ES is the newly developed High Density
Linear analogue to digital converter. ln the case of
D,AT without oversampling, A/D conversion would
require steep filtering from the ninth to eleventh order.
The use of such steep analogue filters results in phase
distortion, and degrades transient response, both of
which are bad elements in terms of musical fidelity
Oversampling promises benefits here, but because of
technical limitations of the LSl, two to four times is the
typical maximum amount of oversampling with
multibit A/D converters commercially available.
Analogue circuitry occupies a physically large portion
of conventional multibit A/D converters, and it is

difficult to integrate digital filters onto the same chip
Multibit A/D converters also require laser trimming
and adjustment to enhance conversion accuracy, and
a large coupling capacitor. A single bit A/D converter
is an entirely new product that performs accurate
conversion that, due to the very principle of its
operation, does not require additional elements.

Spacq precludes a more detailed examination of
the principle of this device, but the slngle-bit A,/D
converter within the DTC-55ES uses a fourth-order
delta-sigma modulator at 64 times oversampling This
permitted the analogue Iow pass filter employed in this
A/D area to be of a simple first order type Due to the
high order noise shaping some quantization noise still
exists in inaudible frequency bands, the Sony system
uses three stage (1241 orderFlR type digitalfilters. The
result is a ripple level of less than +0 001 dB in the
audible sound spectrum. Total harmonic distortion is

around 0 0015%
Just as the A/D converter is the key component

of the recording section, so the D/A converter is critical
to the playback function. The machine uses a pulse
D/A conversion system free from glitches, zero cross
distortion and differential non-linear distortion. The
pulse D/A converter consists of a PLM pulse
converter, an Extetnded Noise Shaper and a Qirect
Digital Sync. Sound is expressed by an ever changing
density of difierent pulse lengths activated by a one
bit switch. The operational speed is approximately
twice as high as that of ordinary 'high speed' CMOS
IC's, at 45 MHz modulating pulses in high density
resolution. High timing accuracy is achieved by a

Direct Digital Sync incorporated with the IC,
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operating at the very boundary of D/A conversion.
Other user features include a four mode selectable
linear counter. This displays accumulated playing
time, time of current selection, remaining playing time
and absolute tlme.

Optical digital input,/output terminals are
provided along with gold plated digital coaxial out and
line level input/output

Cue and review for playback at 2.5 times normal
speed can be increased to 8 times if required. The
display panel can be adjusted to three different levels,
timer standby and a headphone socket is featured
with independent level control Display off f unction
gives three meter lighting modes - peak level meters
and margin indicators on or off and display off auto,
in which all the indicators go off immediately after
recording or playback starts

The retail price of the Sony DAT recorder is
t549 99

SPECIFICATION

Sampling Frequency 48kHz, 44.1kH2, 32kHz
Modulation System 810 modulation
Transfer Rate 2.46 Mbit/sec
Number of Channel 2 channels/stereo
D/A Conversion Standard: 16 bit linear

Tape
Recording Head
Recording Time

Tape Speed

Error Correction

Tape

liack Pitch

F requency
Response

Signal to Noise
Ratio

Dynamic Range

Total Harmonic
Distortion

Wow and Flutter

Dlgital Audio Tape
Rotary Head
Standard: 120 minutes
Long Play mode: 240
minutes (with DTI20)
Standard: 8.15mm/s
Long Play mode: 1,000rpm
Double Reed Solomon Code

13.6pm (20.4pm1

Long play mode: 12-bit
non-linear

Standard: 2-22,OOOHz
(t0.5dB) Long Play mode:
2-14,5OOHz (tO.5dB)

Standard: more than 92dB
Long Play mode: more than
92dB ' .:.

Standard: more than 92dB
Long play mode: more than
92dB

Standard: less than 0.005%
( 1 kHz)
Long Play mode: less than
0.08% (1kHz)

Below measurable limit
(r0.001% W.PEAK)

lnput
Jack Type lmpedance Rated lnput Level

Line ln Phono Jack 47k -4dBs
Digital ln Phono Jack 75R 0.5Vp-p, 20%
Digital ln Optical Jack

Output
Jack Type lmpedance Rated Output Load lmpedance

Line Out Phono Jack 470R -4dBs >k
Headphones Stereo Phone Jack 220R 0.6 mW 32ohms
Digital 0ut (optical jack): wavelength 660 nm



Wilmslow Audio's NEW ranoe of
speaker kits from Peerless."

This new range of four kits utilise
CC technology drive units
for optimum perlormance.

The kit contains all the cabinet
components (accurately
machined from smooth MDF
for easy assembly).

Pictured here the Force 6,
a large floor standing design.

Dimensions:
80O x 275 x 335 mm
Fesponse:
32 HZ"2A KHZ
AMP Suitability: 30-1 20w
lmpedence: I ohms

Price
Force 2 8159
Force 4 8179
Force 6 8199
Force I e245

DIY Speaker catalogue t'1 50 [!l Telephone credit card l==F
posl lree (export 83.50) orders welcome l-

Axial Fans in stock
201240u Atc
110/120V Ai C, 12 voll
and 24 volt
Various sizes

Low voltage 0C 3 volt,
6 volt,9 volt and 12 voll
stocked

HART AUDIO KITS - YOUR VALUE FOR MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE HI.FI
HART kits give you the

opportunity to build the very best
engineered hifi equipmentthere is, designed

by the leaders in their field, using the best
components that are available

With a HAFI kit you not only gel more performance foryour money
but also the added free bonus ofyourown hands{n experienceof
modern electronic assembly, The HAFf combination of innovative
circuitlechniques, sound engineering design and professional grade
components is your recipe for success in the quest for affordable
ultimate audio fidelity

Telephone or write for your FREE LISTS giving full details of all our
Kits, componentsandspecialotfers Featured this month isthe:-

AUDIO DESIGN 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIEH

This lantastic John Linsley Hood designed amplifier is the flagship
otour range, andthe ideal pouierhouseloryour ultimate hifi system
This kit isyourwaytoget€Kperformance fora lewtenths ofthe cost!

Featured on the front cover of'Electronics Today lnternational' this
@mplete sterm poweramplifer offers World Class perlormance allied
lothefamousHARTquality andeaseof construction John Linsley
Hood's commenls on seeing a complete unit were enthusiastic:-
"The external viw is that ofa thoroughly professional piece of audio
goar, neat elegant and functional This improssion is greatly
reinforced by the internal appearance, which is redolent of qualily,
both in components and in layout "

Each power amplifier channel has its own advanced double sided
PCB and no less than tour power mosfets, directly mounted on the
board ror consistent predictable performance The sophrsticated
powersupplyteaturesnotlessthansixseparatevoltageFalls,all lully
strabilised, and the complete unit, using a toroidal lransformer, is
contained within a heavy gauge aluminium chassis/heatsink fitled
with IEC mainsinputandoutputsckets Tomakeassemblyveryeasy
all the wiring is even pre-terminated, ready for instant uso!

The standard amplitercomes with the option ofastereo LED power
meter and a versatile passive front end giving switched inputs, and
using ALPS precision, low-noise, volume and balancecontrols All
inputsaretaken togold plated Phonosockets and outpulsto heavy
duty30amp binding posts These are alsoavailable gold plated as
an optional exka

Anothernewoption isthe relay switched lront end stage which even
gives a tape input and oulput lacility This means that for use with
luners,tapeandCDplaym,orindeedanyother'flat' inputsthepower
amplifier may be used on ilsown, {ithoutthe need tor any etternal
signal handling stages. For your special system requirements our
'Slave' and'monobloc' versions withoutthe passlve inputstageand
power meterare also available
All amplifie6 fit within our standard 420x260x75mm case b match
our400SeriesTunerrange The caseand kont platearefinished in
textured matt blackwith while lettering and all parts are preoision jig-
punched for accuracy,

K1100 STANDARD Amplilier Kit. Total cost of all parts is e50356
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE ONLY 942g.O2
lf Bargraph Power Meter not required oeduct t32.81
lf Relay Input System required
K1'100G Option with Gold plated spe

Add t3943
K1'100G Option with Gold plated speaker terminals Add e440

Kl100S SLAVE Amplilier Kil. Total cost of all parts is f382 85
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE ONLY 1325,42

K1100M MONOBLOCAmplifierkit. Total costofall parts is 129765
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE ONLY T253.OO

All HART kits are designed to the very highest standards for easy
home construction, and can be built by anyone with reasonable
manualability lf youarestill notconvincedhoweasyitistobuildit
yourselfwith aHART kityou can orderthe lnstruction Manual to read
for yourself and we wili refund the cost when you buy your kit!

1'!00CMConstruction Manual. 20+ pagesof step bystepassembly
instructions, circuit diagrams and full parts identification list e5.50

BLH11 Reprintsof the latest'1989 articles

HIGH OUALITY REPLACEMENT CASSETTE HEADS

EJ

Doyourtapes lacktreble? Aworn headcouldbetheproblem Fitting
on_e ofour replacement heads could restore performane to bettor
thAn new! Standard inductancesand mounting make fittingeasy on
neady all machines and our TC'1 Test Cassette helps you set the
azimuth spoton. As we are the actual imporlers you gst prime parts
at lowerDrices, compareour priceswith othersupplie6and seel All
our heads aresuitable foi use with any Dolby system and are normally
available ex stock. Wealso atock a wide range ofspecial heads tor
ho.me conslruction and induslilel users

HSl6Sendusl Alloy SleleoHead. High quality head with €xcollent
f requency lesponse and hyperbolic facefor goodtape to head contact

xcco i{ew naNeeiigi i"u p€r."riov sr".o x""a. rvril#i
sirace save design toreasy liltin ost. Suitable tor chrome
metal and ferrictapes, trulyaun acement head from hi-fi
decks to car playersand at an insddiblopricetoo! C6.50
HXl00 Speclal Ofrer Stereo Perialloy 

'lead 
t2.85

HRP3B Downstream MoriiiorSlereo Combinalion Head 844.39
HO55l 4.TRACK Record & play Permalloy Head forauto{everse
car players or quadrophonic recording .................... ........ el6.79

TAPE RECORDER CARE PBODUCTS
HART TCI TEST CASSETTE. OUr lamous triple purpose test
cassette Sets tape aimuth, VU level and tap-speed.:., ., 85.36
DEMl Mains PoweEd Tape Head Demagneliser;prevents noise
on playback due to residual head magnetiser :.:,' C4,08
DEM115 Electronic, Cassette Type, demagnetiser 98.61

OEr nilAUTUi/NMINTER'90 List is FREE Sendforyourcopynow
Overseas customers welcome, please send 2 lRCs to coversurlace
post, or5torAirmail
We now accept inland and oveseas orders by post or telephone on
all Access/Mastercharge and Visa credit cards

Please add part cost ofcatriage and insurance as follows:
INLAND: Orders up to t20 - t1;

Our FR EE Ll ST has further details ol this kit as well as our range of Orders over 820 - 12 50; Next day - t9
super quality tuners ALPS precision pots and tape recorder ci rcu its OVERSEAS: Please see the ordering
Send for you r copy intormation with our lists

QUALITY AUDIO KITS (0691) 652894
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TESTII{G TESTII{G
'.rr final look at analogue testing covers
some common problems encountered
rrhen using a basic oscilloscope, and
suggests some solutions. I should
make it absolutely clear that

the solutions given here are not finished designs to be
copied bllndly: they are starting points for
development to suit individual circumstances

There are three main areas where add-ons have
to be used with the average oscilloscope: first)y- rr hen
the signa) Ievel is too low for the Y amplifier at
maximum gain, secondly, where the circuit
impedance is near to or greater than your probe
impedance, and finally, where the signal is very
complex The point of interest is not near enough to
the trigger event to aJlow display at adequate
resolution. There are of course. a whole lot more
problems which are very job-speclf ic but these three
are quite common, and some idea ho,'t to solve then
would be useful.

The theoretical solutions to the frrst two are really
very simple lf your signal is too small. amplify it by
a known amount before it reaches the lcope input
If your probe impedance is too lon, for the circuit test
point, increase the probe impedance The third
problem is substantially more complex and will be
discussed later, but let us look at practical ways to solve
the two simple problems first.

Small Signals,
High Impedances
To increase the'scope probe impedance we normally
resortto one of.thedivider probes (x 10, x 100). These
work by incorporating a series resistor in the probe tip
which acts with the parallel input resistance of the
'scope to form a potential divider The larger of the
two resistances is at the probe tip, thus the series
resistance of the probe looks greater to the circuit
under test The practical divider probe also includes
a capacitor to compensaie for the scope input
capacitance, and this is what you have to adjust when
calibrating the probe. The problem with divider probes
is that increasing the input resistance of the probe we
have also proportionately attenuatedlhe signal: a X10
probe reduces incoming signals to 107o of their
original amplitude. In ordinary (amateur) electronics,
the majority of high impedance test points present
small signals, so it is possible to lose on the iwings'
what you gained on the'roundaboutsi Our ideal add-
on should provide as a minimum an input resistance
of 10M with either unity or better still x 10 gain up to
at least 20MHz.

The simple answer to a lack of signal amplitude
is to add an amplifier in series with the 'scope probe.
However, there are practical problems which make
the actual choice of amplifier quite critical The factors
which have to be considered are GAIN, BAND-
WIDTH, SLEW RATE and INPUT IMPEDANCE.
Supposing for the moment that we are using an
operational amplifier (a simple solution). The gain is
under the direct control of the user and the device data
sheet provides a figure for gain/bandwidth product
(GBP) which interrelates the chosen gain and the
resulting bandwidth (nominally inversely
proportlonal). The amplifier should be chosen so that
you are not working at its absolute limits; it should
have a bandwidth at least twice as great as your
expected signals at the gain chosen.
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The slew rate factor is a little less obvious. Quite
a {ew op-amps with very high gain/bandwidth
product have relatively low slew rate, and some
slower' ones (lower GBP) actually have a higher slew
rate You have no control over slew rate except by
choosing your amplifier carefully, but it is an important
measure, as it predicts how well the amplifier will
reproduce transients.

The input impedance of an op-amp depends on
your circuit configuration, but is approximately limited
to a maximum by the input bias cuyrent quoted in the
data sheet for the device. A nominal figure for input
resistance can be obtained by dividing the maximum
input voltage by the input bias current. The result will
vary from around 2M for a 7 41 to in excess of 1G for
a FET input op-amp It is

useful that the non-
inverting configuration
maximises the input
resistance. There is one
tiny problem though,
which is that the real
IMPEDANCE seen at the
op-amp input will also
consist of an element due
to the reactance of the
device input capacitance.
This will only be significant
at high frequencies, but
that's when you most need
your'scope.

Bearing in mind all
these points, we can look
through various op-amp
data sheets. Our aim is to find a device which will give
us firstly a gain of 10x from zero to 20MHz* and
then an input resistance of at least 10M.

Rapid scanning of the available devices (with the
exception of fearfully expensive military components)
shows us that no one device will do both. High
bandwidth amplifiers tend to use bipolar (low input
resistance), and FET input amplifiers, while satisfying
our input resistance criterion, generally cannot come
near our bandwidth requirements.

The only solution which does not conflict with
our bandwidth requirement is the use of a fast bipolar
op-amp (typical input resistance 100k), so we must
find some way of boosting the input resistance. The
obvious answer is a FET used as an input stage. The
FET is not required to provide voltage gain: it is simply
and impedance changer. The very low input Ieakage

Mike Barwise probes
around the analogUe
inpiut:of the
oscilloscope for any
proiblems

JL
1_Fc [ilil

PROBE CONSTBUCTION
SMALL DOUBLE SIDED BOARD

FET DIBECTLY COUPLEO TO PROBE TIP

Fig. 1 FET directly coupled to probe tip.

,M
TRIGGER DELAY SYSTEM

Fig. 2 Trigger delay system.
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of a junction FET allows us an input resistance of up
to maybe 100M, while outputs of several tens of mA
are possible with ease. The choice of FET in view of
our bandwidth requirements limits the field a little, but
as there is no voltage gain, devices with a -3dB point
around 50MHz are quite acceptable and these are
quite common.

The construction of the resulting probe (Figure
1) requires some care, as you must minimise the
capacitance of the probe assembly to avoid stray
pickup at the very high impedances we are
considering Normal RF practice applies.

Stretching Time
The problem of looking at a small part of the complex
signalis solved by delaying the'scope trigger until the
signal area of interest comes along. To do this you
need a reliable triggering event in the signal. to start
the delay. This event trips some kind of timer which
produces a pulse at the end of its period. The output

pulse from the timer triggers the actual 'scope (Figure
9\

This concept is pretty straightforward, but there
is as always, a snag which is not immediately
apparent. The time delay between the triggering event
and the output pulse to your'scope trigger must be
very repeatable. This means that however long it is,
IT MUST BE THE SAME INTERVAL EVERY TIME.

If this requirement is not met, the 'scope trace willjitter
in the horizontal direction and the resulting display will
be practically useless. L-et us consider the order of
repeatability required. Your 'scope screen has ten
major horizontal divisions, each divided into five sub-
divisions. Thus the screen markers each represent 27o
of the horizontalaxis. Is 27o repeatability good enough
then? Consider whether you could take a reading
from a trace which was moving around by about
1.5mm (the distance between sub-divisions on the
average modern 'scope screen) The answer is:
probably not. We must improve upon this for ease of
use. L-ett assume we must go about five times better,
which is about the width of the trace on a well tuned
'scope This equates to 0.4Vo Strangely (or maybe
not?) this is the same as 8 bit resolution in the digital
terms, and is about the minimum resolu-
tion/stability/repeatability of any satisfactory
instrument used for measuring absolute values.

This 0.4% is the total permissible peak-to-peak
jitter, so the specification of the trigger delay timer
must be +0.2Vo that is twice as good in either
direction (early or late). This specification pushes to
their absolute theoretical limits general RC timers such
as the NE555, and comes near the practical limits of
TTL and CMOS RC monostables unless special
precautions are taken, particularly when long delays
are required The dead easy way to achieve the
required stability is to use a digital divider driven from
a crystal oscillator, which is normally capable of 100
ppm (parts per million) or 0.01% A basic block
diagram is given in Figure 3. The divider is
programmable via thumbwheel switches, and the total
delay is

where:

n*1
fFs

f is the crystal oscillator frequency in MHz
n is the number programmed into the divider

It obviously pays to use the fastest possible
oscillator (to increase resolution) and a fairly high
module divider. If, you used a four digit decade
divider (max. count 9999) and a 10MHz oscillator you
could provide trigger delays from 200ns to just less
than 1ms (999.9ps) in steps of 100ns. This would
serve most purposes.

We have seen how delaying the 'scope trigger
while allowing the signal to anive on time lets you look
at the late events in a comp)ex signal There are times
when you are interested in what happened just before
the trigger event. This would at first seem an
insuperable problem: how does the 'scope display
something that hasn't happened yet? Discounting
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Fig. 5 Versatile trigger delay. VERSATILE TRIGGER DELAY
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faster-than-\1hr sqnals (which some people have
recently suggeseC arid) we simply reverse the trigger
delay proccs: .re rigger the 'scope before the
significant portron of the signal arrives at the Y
amplifier. You crir,viously can't manipulate the trigger
event itseH to do this. so you simply delay the signal
in its pass4e from the scope probe to the Y amp, and
use the incoming signalto trigger the 'scope before it
reaches the deiay circuit (Figure 4). This facility is built
into most 'scopes above basic student quality, but if
you don't have it. there are two approaches. The first
(old-fashioned version) is to use a Lumped Constant
Delay Line this consists of an array of carefully chosen
series and parallel inductors and capacitors which
form an All Pass Filter. The all pass filter has a flat
frequency response across its working range. but
inkoduces a phase shift (a delay) in the signal as it
passes through The lumped constant delay line is
rarely adjustable, so it is really restricted in its
application to allowing the trigger event to be visible
on the 'scope screen at all times. A more useful and
flexible solution is to use a bucket brigade delay line
which can be an adjustable device, allowing quite long
periods of pre-higger information to be displayed.
Some of the audio band bucket brigade chips have
featured in recent ETI projects. The limitation of all
these chips is their bandwidth. I dont know of a bucket
brigade which will pass signals in excess of 100kHz
at the moment. Of course, if your signal is a regular
complex waveform, there is nothing to stop you using
the trigger delay circuit with a delay so long that it
shows you the very end of the previous cycle. This
display will effectively give you the pre-trigger
information if your signal is truly repetitive.

The final problem to solve is one faced by the

video engineer. Suppose we want to examine a
specilic line of the video frame. How do we cause that
line and that line only to be displayed. The answer is
to use the general circuit of Figure 2, but replace the
delag, p'i16 a device which counts trigger pulses.
lnsteaC of rvaiting a finite time before triggering the
scope the system wiil then wait a specific number of
iriggers This means the 'scope will not be triggered
until the correct video line is presented The resulting
:aciilt-r,is know as HOLD OFF. ln the video context,
tie frame sync pulse will zero and start the countoff
and the line sync pulses will advance the count until
:ha required number has happened. The same circuit
can be made to do both jobs by switching the clock
source (Figure 5). This circuit will provide either trigger
ielay or hold-off at the flick of a sw-itch, providing a
uery versatile control over the display complex signals.
iiote, the relative complexity of the triggering
arrangements. This is unavoidable if you are to allow
alJ possible triggering options. The alternative modes
of operation could be:
o Negative puise clears counter, n positive pulses

ignored;
O reversed polarity of above;
o large amplitude pulse clears counter, n small

amplitude same polarity pulses ignored;
o 'scope triggered every n pulses, no clear.

The first two are used for the TV frame scenario,
the third has only specialised applications (nothing
comes immediately to mind!) and the forth could be
used to stabilise something like an RS232 data
character stream on the lcope screen.

That about sums up the information on analogue
testing In the next instalment I will begin discussing
approaches to digital systems test and measurement.
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and pages 45,55,58 for example
e of the pages which show how
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materialsto be tound in o-ur 199.1
information is included and it,s

all well presented, illustrated and easy to look up - and to
orderfrom
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IT'S ALL IN THE NEW, LARGER (A.4)
ILLUSTRATED 80 PAGE (PLUS COVEHS) i99i

ELECTROVALU E CATALOG UE

WE ARE SPECIALIST SUPPLIERS FOB SIEMENS
FINE OUALITY COMPONENTS

(ca sh/Po./cheque/stam ps) for yo u r
(postage paid in UK) We give you a
81.50 usable toward s you r next o rd e t

QUALITY COMPONENTS COMPETITIVELY PRICED
Catalogue orders to:-

ELECTROVALUE LTD,28a ST. Jude,s Rd., Englefietd Green, Egham, SurreyTW200HB
Phone:0784433603 Fax:0784435216
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Fig.1 Circuit diagrarn of 5 in'1

Richard Worthingtan
builds this multi-
purpose remote
sensing switch-alarrfi

or a circuit which amplifies nothing but
'hum', Five rn One is surprisingly useful. It
works by detecting and monitoring the
low-frequency signals {rom mains power
leads, telephone cables and the like and

,es the name suggest, it provides five different functions
irr one unit.

Tlre initial idea was for a simple device to keep
an eye on electronic equipment operating
unsupervised for longish periods. Cassette recorders
and music centres are commonly left to copy tapes
or record radio programmes Fault conditions like
failure of the mains supply, a tape becoming tangled,
or a malfunction which might start an electrical fire,
are all detectable. An alarm surnmons you back to the
room to sort things out This relies on the indirect
sensing of any changes in the appliance's mains supply
current.

The same principal is used to provide the second
appiication - signalling the completion of a task. Take
the first example of the cassette recorder, Five in One
wjil also detect the end of a tape - even if the other

deck is stillrunning. The idea works with many other
appliances, of course, including Ultra Violet Light
Boxes and EPROM Erasers (incorporating a timer),
automatic 12v chargers, or almost anything used with
a timeswitch. You just 'set it and forget it', before going
off to do something more interesting instead.

Modern phones often have a relatively quiet
ringing tone, compared with the traditional bell. For
our third idea, Five in One will sense incoming calls
and sound a much louder alarm which is handy if
you're working outside the house, or when that
important call is expected. There's no electrical
connection to the phone system.

Finding which fuse or circuit breaker (MCB)
connects to which mains circuit can be a slow process.
Instead, set Five in One lo monitor the relevant light
switch or power point and then disconnect fuses
MCBs at the fusebox while listening out for the alarm.
(Being battery operated is a must here). The fifth and
final use is in the detection of mains wiring in walls
before drilling holes. The last thing you want is to drill
through a power cable.

Construction
The component overlay is shown in Figure 2.Belore
starting construction you'llprobably need to drillthree
holes in the board. Two PCB mounting spacers can
go either side of C6; the third hole allows adjustment
of preset RV1 from both sides of the board. You could
also drill two holes to the right of lC2, routing the
battery leads through them to reduce strain on the
joints.

Twenty{wo connections for off-board wiring are
provided, though in most cases only nineteen are
used. The top ends of the pots, would go to SWlc
instead of back to the board. The completed PCB can
be mounted on top of the switch and pots, C6
occupying the space between RV2 and RV3.

Testing And Setting-up
The specified piezo-electric bu zzer is extremely loud,
so temporarily cover the hole with some tape. Plug
in the pick-up coil and switch SW1 to position 2 or 3
(see table opposite), then insert the battery. Rotating
RV2 and 3 should turn LED1 and 2 on and off. The
buzzer will sound when either is lit. A crystal earpiece
should produce a gentle hiss from IClb output,
depending on the setting of RV1.

A music centre of twin cassette recorder would
be helpful for the next stage. Firstly, you'll need the
pick-up coil close to the cable being monitored; a

battery charger clip is suitable for this (see Figure 3),
but its teeth must be bent out of the way. Don't have
the coil too near the appliance. Next, listen to IClb
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output as described earlier and adjust preset RV1 for
a moderate hum. Turn RV2 and 3 so their associated
LEDs are just off. Insert two tapes, press Play on either
tape deck and LED1 should light. Set both decks to
Play, re-adjust RV2 and 3 and stop one deck. LED2
should now light, and in both cases the alarm will
sound.

In Use
The first two applications employ a phone pickup coil
as sensor which is an inductive method, so try to
position the coil away from loudspeakers, trans-
formers, other mains cables.

Uses three and four employ a length of wire to
provide a capacitive coupling, so the wire should be
close and roughly parallel to the source cable The
sixth and final application of tracing cables in rvalls can
use either method. The first accurately pinpoints
mains cable, but only if a load is connected and a

curent is flowing. The second. like in many
commercial units, no current flow is required,

PADDING
GLUEO TO CLIP

Fig.3 Pick-up detail

HO\v IT WORKS

Rr0

t11

412

RVl

BVe3

CAPACITOBS

L I,J

c2
c4
U5

e6

c7,8

10M

1M8

2M7

100k horiz, preset

470k lin.

'10p 16V elect

2n2 polyester

1p 63V elect

4,7p 63V elect

470s 16V elect

100n polyester

SEMICONDUCTOflS

lc1

tc2

01

01,2

LED 1,2

MISCELLANEOUS

B1

X1

SW1

L[4324

401 lBE

BC1O7

1N4148

red LEDs

9V battery

High power oiezo, buzzer

3p4way rotary switch

PCB, case, phone coil, wire, 3.5mm mono plug and socket, DIL

sockets, PP3 clip, LED clip, knobs, nuts and bolts, PCB mounting

spacers, battery charger clip

BUYLINES

Fig.2 Component overlay of 5-in-1

All the components are commonly available apart from the piezo

buzzer (Map1ln FK84F),
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

SERVICE

lanuaql
E9101-1 Remote ControlTimeswitch - Main board............ J
E9701-2 Remote ControlTimeswitch - Display board .. ...... H
E9101-3 Remote ControlTimeswitch - Tiansmit board . .... .. E
E9701-4 SBC09 Micro Controller board .......... F
E9101-5 SBC09 Practice Interface card .. .... ... .. F
E9101-6 5 in 1 Remote Sensing Switch ............ E

PCBs for the remaining projects are available from the companies listed in Buylines

Usetheformoraphotocopyforyourorder Pleasefilloutallpartsoftheform Makesureyouusetheboardreferencenumbers This
notonlyidentifiestheboaidbutalsotellsyouwhentheprojectwaspublished Thefirsttwonumbersaretheyear,thenexttwoarethe
month

Terms are strictly payment with order We cannot accept official orders but we can supply a proforma invoice ifrequired Such orders
will not be processed untll payment is received

tr TELEPHONE
ORDERS

may be made on
(0442',)
66551

ACCESS or VISA

E9010-3 R4X L-ongwave Receiver . C
E9011-1 The Autocue (2 boards, 1 double sided) N

E9071,-2 lnfra-lock transmitter (2 boards) K
89011-3 lnfra-lockreceiver ,. .., H
E9011-4 Four-track cassette recorder (record/playback

one channel) .F
E9011 5 Four-track cassette recorder (Bias/erase oscillator

board .. K
E9072-7 lnfra Switch . F

TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS'SERVICES,
ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Please supply:
Quantity Ref. no. Price Code Price Total Price

Post and packing LO.75

Total enclosed L

Please send my PCBs tc (BrocK cAprrArs pLEAsE)

Name

Address.

.... Postcode
I CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd. I

L_- __J

Price Prlce
code (inc.

vAT)
c 11.80
D 82.50
E L3.25
F t4.O0
G 84.75
H t5.50
J L6.62
K L7.20
L f,8.80
M t10.60
N f,13.r0
o t15.80
P L17.90
a f21.80
R 223.90
s L25.90
T L29.OO
u L32.20
v f35.80
w t37.90
x L40.70

E8912-5
89001 1

E9001,-2
E9001-3
E9001 4
E9002-1
E9002-2
E9002 3
E9002-4
E9003-1
E9003-2
E9003-3
E9003-4
E9003-5
E9003-6
E9003-7
E9003-8
E9003-9
E9004-1
E9004-2
E9004-3
E9004-4
E9005-1
E9005 2

E9006-1
E9006-2
E9006-3
E9006-4
E9006-5
E9007-1
E9007-2
E9007-3
E9007-4
E9007-5
E9008-1
E9008-2
E9008-3
E9009-2
E9009-2
E9009-3
E9010-1
E9070-2

60

Digital Noise Generator
20 melre Receiver
Wavemaker FG
Motorcycle lntercom
Low Voltage Alarm
EPROM Emulatot
Superscope Mother Board
Superscope CRT Driver Board
Superscope Timebase Board
Superscope Y1 input board
Superscope Y2 input board
Superscope switch generator
Business power amp board
Business power supply board .

Business pre amplifier board
Water hole
Super Siren
Val! badge
Bass Amplifier DC Protection
Bass Amplifier Graphic Equaliser . .

Bass Amplifier Micro ..

Quad Power Supply
Business Display
Phone Lock and Logger
Dark Room Timer
Telephone Extension Bell
Telephone External Bell
Fecko Box
Bug Spotter
Cuitar Practice Amp
Digital Frequency Meter
Foolslep Alarm
Transistor Tester

Decision Maker
AC Millivoltmeter ': . .

Temperature Controller
FM Generator
Slide Projector Controller
Ultimate Diode Tester . ..

The Entertainer
Component Tester

Active Contact Pickup

K
J
L
F
C
N
M
K
K
J
J
E

L
J
L
G
D
F

F

L
N

o
o
F

G

C

D

E

G

M
E

C

J

K
N

L
E

D

G
F

E

t-
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EASY-PC, SCHEMATIC and
NEW VERSION!

PCB CAD

LASER PRINTER SUPPORT!
o Runs on:-

PCXI/AT/386/486
CGA EGA VGA.

o Design:-
Single sided,
Double sided and
Multilayer boards.

o Provides Surface
Mount support.

o Standard output in-
cludes Dot Matrix
printer, l-aser
Printer Pen Plofter,
Photo-plotter and
N.C. Drill.

Fast Professional Quality Output at an Affordable Price

Over 5000 lnstallations!
REF:ET!, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD, ST.IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS,PEIT 4WR, ENGI-AND.
Telephone: 0480 61778 (6 lines) Fax: 0480 494042 ACCESS, AMEX, MASTERCARD, VISA Welcome.

Write, 'Phone or Fax for lulldetails:- a
Number One Systems Ltd. !

Only
898.00!

BRITISH

AWARD

MARCO
TRADING
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

& EOUIPMENT

MAIL OROER. WHOLESALE O HETAIL
L{TEST 1991 CATALOGUE
AVAII.ABLE NOW
* Free-paid envelope
* Many new lines
* Pages of sp€cial otfers
* Free gifts
SEilD f1.50 to sddrgs holow

December Special Offer
lOfuN MULTIMETER

* 19 ranges
* 3l digit 12mm LCD display
* Signal injector funtion
* Diode test
* Fuse protection
* Automatic polarity and zero
* Tesl leads with 4mm plugs
AC voils O2OGT5OVAoII 2qt
DC volts G20Om-2-2O20O1OoOVdct08gt
oc curront G20o!2m-20m-20om-2AdcrI 0
Fesrstance O20G2k-ZOO,-2MO.0 8%
Signel inioctor 50Hz 3qu6r9 wev€

5V p€6k to p€6k
Oims 126 x 70 x 24nfr
Banory and instrudlon manual incldd

FANTASTIC OFFER ONLY C15.99
Y 122AJ (MXl90) Normally fil9.50

MARCO TRADING, DEPT PW12, THE MALTTNGS
HIGH STREET, WEM, SHREWSBURY SY4 5EN.

Tel: 0939 32783

BRIAN PRICE
e4r"-ORGAN STUDIOS
66 Ashchurch Drive, Wollaton, Nottingham NG8 2RA

Te I e p h o n e/F ax: 0602-2847 66

33 years of experience in high qua.lity organ and keyboard
design behind e ry BOHM Product

NEW FROM BOHN FOR 1991
2OOOHDS SERIES ORGANS

* Latest Development ol the 1000XU1030XL 0rgans.

* Libraryof50SSoundsfor4SoundgroupsintheNEWHDS(HighDigitalS0UNDSystem,

* Sounds from the earlier Pl\,| system may also be used.

t Full Classical, Theatre and Combo Sounds may be loaded trom Floppy Disc.

* 2 x 61 Note Keyboards, Touch-Sensitive,

* Both manual Split and have Second Touch.

* Choice ol 13, 18 or 25 note Pedal Boards, Touch Sensitive.

* 256 Rhythms with Auto-Accompaniment.

* 32TrackSequencer,

* Al features fully programmable by the user or from Floppy Disc,

* NewSmallercabinet,

* New High-Fidelity Loudspeakers of Slim design,

* New Professional Loudspeakers 200 and 400 Watts.

* Choice of Veneers for Cabinet and Loudspeakers.

Supplied in kit form or built by
THE BOHM SPECIALISTS

Part E xc h a nge we I co m e. P le ase wri te o r p ho n e fo r b roc h u res a n d P ri ce s. Cal I e rs
by appointment please or contact one ol our agents.

Vernon Pursell, 66 Colcot Road, Barry South Glamorgan,0448-733277
Keyboard Services, 9 Kingswood Road, Kingswell, Abedeen,0224744585
Nick Stammers, Westline, Tenfields, Hatton Le Hole, T.&W,091-526-3589

lan Beech, 8 Ventnor Road, Southshore, Elackpool, 02534019r/
Colin Reader, 35 Kennedy Avenue, Hoddesden, Herts, 0992-466153
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PCB FOILS

sBc-99
t1rcR0-
CONTROLLER

n.D.8.
I SSS

I PRNCTICE IIITERFNCE CRRO

FoR S8C-e3

n.D.E. 1988

SBC09 Practice lnterface Board

The SBCO9 Main Board

Four Track Cassette Recorder (November
1990)
In Fig 2, D1 should be shown the other way
round

Digital Frequency Meter (July 90)
On Fig 4 C6 at the top left of the diagram
should be labelled C5 and R8 above [C2 should
be labelled R3 The foil on Fig, 5 is shown
displaced downwards by 10mm

Infra-lock (November 90)
Fig, 4 Symbol D1 the infra red diode should be
rotated 180 as correctly shown in the similaf
diagram {or the lnfra-switch (December 90). In
Fig 5lC4 is shown the wrong way round and
should be rotated 180 along with Dl. After
connecting the hearder plug, connect an LED
berween Pin 7 lC4 and ground (cathode to
ground). This should come on after power-up
and be toggled on entrv of the correct code.

0 0

0 0

ilil1 t

Remote Control Timeswitch
Transmitter Board

62

Sin 1 foil
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Remote Control Timeswitch - Display Board

ETr IANUARY 1991

Remote Control Timeswitch - Main Board
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TODAY INTERNATIONAL

Russell Scott
0442 66551 Ext 326
Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, ASB Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST.

Lineage: 55p per word (+ VAT) (minimum 15 words)
Semi Display: (minimum 2 cms)
El4.OO per single column centimetre (+ VAT)
Electroman E22.OO pet insertion (+ VAT)

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts
All advertisements in this section must be prepaid
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

DanrRlDG
I elecrRoNrc
ii'ito*r"*KETUI(I I1K
Model T24
MULTI-USE
SELF OPERATING
TELEPHONE NETWORK
OUTSIDE BROADCAST T]NIT

NO MAINS
UNIT D,318 HIGH ROAD, BENFLEET NO BATTERIES
ESSEX SS7 5HB PHONE: 0268 793381 NO MANUAL CONTROLS

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCTENCE LIMITED
35"720KDiskercDrives NEWlnSlock g3900each 27128EPROMS 8250€ach
1o[,lByteWnchesters used,3monlhsWly e42,00each 27c256-25EpRoMS c350each

68000CPUs(lhefrstorde6gell0MHzchlps) Q3.50each CrculleslerlndslaullsrnTTL&CMOSlogrccrorc,
8086CPUchips ............................... C2.OOeach nc|eads . .... .... ... ... ea'00each
ZS0ACPU,CTC PIO€1.20each Dlt4At2.00. ...4,50a||4 Keyboard,l00keysonboardLCD&mcroi/l. 18,00each

132'136 138'139'145 151 '153'157'158'160 ',162'163 12-0r2 1A A 2A, 9-0-9 2A !4 00X e5,00i 2 e8.00/3
'164'165'174'191 193'240'253'251'260'298'353'365 VidsoTapes,ElSoVHS !2s0each
'370'390'399'670 Smoke deleclors. small srze l7006ach

pmenl).............. !1.00each S lors large wilh Scape lghL and paus€
,prenl) e1.20edchort5.00/5 .. ... .. . E13.00sdch
tage. Add 50p (plus VAT) to ord !5.00. All items new unless stated.

Add 1 50/o VAT to all prices Send an SAE for our latest list or for more info

Dept ETl, 374 MILTON ROAD, CAMBRIOGE CB4 lSU

CATALOGUECl + 25pP&P
B.sLsror pack. 85 drllerenl E12 valL€s + zero ohm [.k lola
conlenlloooresrslors t395
LEOS3mnrorsmm redor green 6peach yelbw rlpeach
cabreles 1peach1595per1000,t4950per]0000
Srepprngmoro(4phase12v75slep50ohms 895
SAA1o2/sreppnqnolordrvechp 1395
FMTransmllerkl qoodqua lysolnd e86O
Hronoralrvohoro es9l(ooo€'.ladepo\voa5sbodrds
n';.ns.ni doJb€ s oed
3!4 n io95 t1 07
4xg n e2 40 t2 60
6r12n 517
'2. ?rr L'066

Cbhp!ler qrade capac(ors w Lh screw rerm nals 330ooul 2ov

cTooorr 1ov c1 9s 6soooul 1sv 12 95 ,6ooou,,uu ,,lottto
7 segmenl common anode led d splay I 2mm !0 4 5

LM293lAls0lowdropoulsvregularo( 10220packaqe c035
88250 P channe mosl6( t045 SC559 trans sLo. a3 95 per i00
74L305 hex r.veaor t1000 per 100 us€d a/44 M crocontro er
e3 50
sLereo LwMWFM (u.€rpreamp assyw (h vo umelonB conlro s
8 run n9 sca 6 Brand new n makers cailon a695 lau Ly t350
crcu I etc lorabove l0 50
Hourcou.l€rus6d7dg[240vac50Hz tr45
LCOdrspay16drgLT:5dols dolmatrx t250
OWEBTY keyboard sB key, good qually swrch€s new cs00
OWERTYkeyboardw(hs6ralouLpul nodala e50o
Wde ranqe ol CMOS TTL 74HC 74F L near nanssrors k ls
capacilo.sroolsercawaysr.sl@k PleaseaddgsPlowardsPSP

VATrncLuded

JPG ELECTRONICS
276'278 Chatswodh Road, Chestedield S40 2Bll

A..-rsflrsa Ord6rs10246)211202 Calle6wolcome

Turn your surplus
transistors, lCs etc, into

cash. lmmediate settlement
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete faclory clearance

Contact:
COLES HAFDING & CO.

103 South Brink
Wisbech, Cambs.

NOW ESTABLISHED OVEB 15 YEARS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number: 0945 588844

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
KIT tuneable 80-135MH2, 500
metre range, sensitive electret
microphone, high quality PCB,
SPECIAL OFFER complete kit
ONLY t5.95, assembled and ready
to use t9.95 post free. Access/Visa
order telephone 021-411 1821
Cheques/POs to: Quantek Elec-
tronics Ltd, Kits Dept (ETl), 45A
Station Road, Northfield, Birming-
ham B31 3TE. S.A E. for details of
this and other kits.

FLATMATE SPEAKER enhanced
electronics kit 849.50 pair. SAE
details: Memex Electronics Ltd, 1

lcknield Close, lckleford, Hitchin,
Herts.

High quarity EXTENDEF CARDS are
a€ilable as circuit board only, in kit form or
fully assembled from OBETECH SYSTEMS.

Board Kil Ful Y

only lolm assembed
EUBoCAFD 64wBowsa,b t10 116 120
EURoCAFD 64wBowsa,c t10 117 121

PCXT 31 Way tg t13 120
PCAT 18/31 May e9 t14 t21

Add 50p postage + 150/0 VAT to above prices

CONTACT

- 
ORETECHSYSTEMS rE -"-oiiiliiiis'o--- E

FM Transmitter Kits
Also a Telephone Bug Detector Kit

Beady buill FM transmill€r 1650 rnclLdi.g tust & Packrng

TheseaECommercl.lKlb-We.l3o.lockassl.cilo.ol
sc.nnlng Be.elwE, e td€pb.s br l.to.tsbck oraBk lor

E lce c.tslogue

97 LEIGH RD, ATHERTOII, GT. II'IIHCTCSTEN
Telephone Atherlon (0942) 891140 Mail 0rder 0nly

POWERAMPS 60 watt, fl2!! Rack,
sockets & control and 240 volt
regulated power supply!! KlA, I
Cunliff Road, llkley. Hear-it!!
Cat/cassette, e1 pp.

PCB CAD software, Protel PCB+
Autorouter Professional Package,
t500 + VAT ono Centronics PP8
laser printer, 1.75Me9, little used,
bargain, e600 + VAT ono. 4 prs
30W outdoor speakers, t100 + VAT
0626772353.

SYSTEM DESTGNS (Toral Kirs):
Focal, KEF Consfuctor Ssries, etc

DBIVE UNITS FOCAL, KEF, Audax,
Celestion, Coles, Peerless, Seas,

Elac Metal Dome, Siare, Scanspeak, etc
Also Group/Disco Units

cRossovEn NETWoFKS-
Activ€ & Passive Components,

Accsssories, Polypropylene Caps,
Expert advice via our enquiry service,

ELEKTOR/KEF PL3Ol
Units, Networks & Components

Full details trcm
FALCON ELECfBONICS

(D.pt. ETI) Irbor Housq Mulberton,
Norlolk NF14 8JT (O5OAI7Az72
(Proprietors: Falcon Acoustics Ltd )

IRREVERSIBLE TEMPERATURE
INDICATORS

Miniature labels 11mm x 3mmrorthemeasurement
oltem lcomponents.Eachstriphas
four pornts: 40-43-46-49"C,
54-60 88-93.C, 99.104t10-116.C,
121.127.132.138oC, 143'149-154i60"C. Supplied,n

pacKets ol 45 slilps pflceo al t3.00 plLs VAT.

These and olher lypes ol indrcalo5 up lo 260oC
available lron:

Speclal
Mitb. st
Tel (033

ADVERTISE
INTAKE YOUR

BUSTNESS INTO ETI CALL
19911 044266551

M rer Kih. up lo
6 aur ar es,

PA recordtnq rado
disco Frcm fg 92

a Crcu ls lor forse gales,

compressors, excilers laPe

a 100mm laders swilches

a Send 40p lor calalogue

WE REPAIB
AUDIO EOUIPI\,1ENT

Send 40p lor calalogue lo:
K. Tek, P.O. Box172A, Surbilon,

Surrey KT6 6HN. Tel: 081-399 3990
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k one box only!)

Electronics tr Radio, Audio
and TV Seryi<ing D

Basic Electronic
Engineering (City & Guilds) tr

R.adio Amateur Licence
Exam (City & Guilds) tr

Electrical Engineering tr Car l'lechanics tr
Electrical Conrmcrlng/
lnstallation D

Computer
Prognmminq tr

GCE over 40'O' and'A' level subjecc tr

CLASSIFIED COPY DATE FOR
THE FEBRUARY ISSUE OF

ET! IS 2nd DECEMBER
CALL 0442 66s51 FOR

MORE DETAILS

The National College of TechnoloCy (NCT Ltd)
offers a range of packaged short courses in
analogue electronics, digital electronics and fibres
and optoelectronics for study at home or at work.
The advantages are that you may.

- commence at any time- work at your own pace

- have a tutor (optional) and there is no travelling
involved. BTEC certificates are available subject
to the conditions of the award. These higtrly popular
packed courses contain workbooks, a cassette
tape, circuit board and components necessary to
provide both theoretical and practical training.
Whether you are a newcomer to electronics or have
some experience and simply need updating, there
is probably a packaged short course ready for you.
Write or telephone for details, quoting ETI to:

NCT Ltd, Bicester Hall
5 London Road, Bicester, Oxon OX6 7BU

or telephone (0296) 613067 Ext.2O2

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind generators,
high voltage tesfas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-
puter graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to Plancentre
Publications, Unit Z Old Wtrarf
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Road,
Ledbury, Herefordshire, HRB 2HS.

! t.' r
\t,-\ \".'i1

'I.

TECHNOLOGY',,/,'-/
PACKAGED SHORT COURSES

KITS, plans, etc, for surveillance,
protection (sonic and HV), "007"
gear. Send 2 x 22p stamps For list
ACE(TI), 53 Woodland Way,
Burntwood, Staffs.

Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brochure -without obligation or Telephone us on

0626 29398 (Rer:Er/01/s1)

Name Telecomms
Tech C&G 271

Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

Micro-
processor

tr !ntroduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 MoorView Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9UN

OMNIELECTRONICS
stock a wide range of electronic components at

174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EH16 sDX

Tel:031 6672611
Open: Mon-Thur 9.'15am-6pm. Fri 9.15am'5pm.

Sat I 30am-5pm - 1990i 91 Catalogue t'1 50

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87193 Dale Street Tel: 051 236 0154

47 Whitechapel Tel: 051 236 5489
Liverpool 2

,TH E ELECTRO N IC S SPEC IALI STS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

Oneofthe largestcomponenl relaile6 n lhe UK Fastandetlicienl,
same daype60nal seruice on'lN SToCK lTEtulSl Very competative

prices. No minimum order Call Crlcklewood Electronics now
40 cR|CKLEWOOD BROADWAY, LOl{DON NW2 3ET

Tel: 081-450 09951452 0161

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
are best seen at

FRASER ELECTRONICS
42 ELM GROVE * SOUTHSEA * HANTS

Telephone (0705) 815584

Barclaycard Access

COME AND BROWSE BEFORE YOU BUY

DIRECI ELESIRONICS
ELECT RON IC S CO M PON E NT S P EC I ALI SfS

627ROMFORDRD,
MANORPARK

LONDONEI2SAD
Tel:081-553 1174

Mon-Sat 10-6 pm/Thurc 10-lpm
We slock a large range ofTV & Video spares
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,nsongmtulatio
MR DJ BROWN of COVENTRY

Vo, were the first to send us a correct
I reply to our hidden competition.

And quick off the mark you were too
with the December magazine out on
Friday 2nd November, yours was the
first reply to be opened Monday.

So what was this cryptic competition
if indeed it was ever one in the first place?

This intriguingpuzzle could have only
been solved by the regular readers
among you, for it was a totally un-
announced quiz over the last 12 months
and the clues appeared on the contents
pages. How many of you thought that
little wedge appearing in January was
sloppy production? (lt certainly fooled
some of our staff). The rest followed on
and most of you put two and two
together or six and six in this case to
complete the circle in the correct order.
You willsee from the frost-crystalpattern
below what wasrequired next. Yes, solve
the anagram and there'syour prize - A
HUNDRED QUID!

Welldone Mr Brown, for it comes to
you in the season of goodwill.

You clever things, and if you find that
easy we promise you it will not be so
easy next time, things will not appear in

obvious places. Cryptology will

f f you are an established hand at electronics and you have a friend
Itnat is eager to understand the business, then you might get them
to borrow the February edition of the mag or better still buy one. For

next month we start a beginners series on the basics of electricity It ian
be a daunting task to digest the ins and outs of so many branches to
the subject and so it is with this article that we give a chance to those

new to the area to make a start.

Projects for February include a multilijildtion burglar proof alarm

system to keep your electrical appliances in'thtlli rightful places, the final
part of our remote controlled timer to autoiii2itb your electricalfunctions
and more on the SBC09 microcontroller.

For audio fanatics or any level headed listeners for that matter, we

have an article/project on a design for a twin driver loudspeaker system

and cabinet. AU this, along with all the usual items you have come to

expect from the number one technology mag. So why not order ittoday
and pick up your copy on January 4th 1997.

The above articles arc in Wepantion but circumstances may prcvent publication

f n the December issue, ETI published articles on HDTV the
lErrop"un solution to the'problem, the second part in
Recording Studio design and the problems of unwanted
acoustics and the first of an article on Repairing Oscilloscopes.

Our projects listing for December included the first part of
the Remote ControlTimeswitch, the Infra-switch to operate in-
room electrics by remote control and the final parrt of the four
channelcassette recorder. A limited number of back issues are
available from Select Subscriptions (address on contents page).
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BoorOloker I is o powerfulsoftwore tool
which provides o convenient ond professionol
method of drowing your schemotics ond
designing your printed circuit boords, in one
remorkobly eosy to use pockoge Engineers
worldwide hove discovered thot it provides on
unporolleled price performonce odvontoge
over other PC- bosed systems

BoordMoker 1 is exceptionolly eosy to use - its
sensible user interfoce ollows you to use the
cursor keys, mouse or direct keyboord
commonds to stort designing o pCB or
schemotic within obout holf on hour of
opening the box,

Hordwcre:

I IBM PC, XT, AT or )00% compotible,
r MSDOS 3,X,
I 640K byies system memory,
I HGA, CGA. MCGA. EGA or VGA disploy.I Microsoft or compotib e mouse recommended,

Copobiliiies:
I lntegroted PCB ond schemotic editor,
I B trocking loyers, 2 silk screen oyers
I lvloximum boord or schemotic size - ll x )7

inches,
f 2000 components per loyoui Symbols con be

moved, rototed, repeoted ond m rrored
I User definoble symbol ond mocro librory foc iit es

including o symbol librory editor
I Grophicol librory browse foci ty
I Design rule checking (DRC)- chec<s tae

cleorqnces between items on ihe boord
I Reol-time DRC disploy - when pioc'ng irocks you

con see o continuous grophicol dlsptoy of the
design rules set,

I Plocement grid - Seporoie vlsibte ond snop grid -
7 plocemeni grids in the ronge 2 thou to O I lnch.

I Auio vio - vios ore outomoiicoily p oced when
you switch loyers - loyer po rs con be oss gned by
the user,

I Blocks - groups of trocks, pocis, symbols ond texi
con be block monipuJoted uslng repeot, move,
rotote qnd mirroring comrnonds, Connectivity
con be mointoined if required,

I SMD - full surfoce mount componenis ond
focilities qre cotered for, inc uding the use of the
some SMD librory symbols on both sides of the
boord,

I Circles - Arcs ond circles up to the moximum
boord size con be drown These con be used io
generote rounded trock corners

I

Output drivers :

I Dot motrix printer,
I Compensoted loser printer,
I PostScript output,I PostScript output,
I Penplotter driver (HpGL or DIv4pL),I Photoplot (Gerber) output,
I NC (ASCll Excelton) drilt ouiput,

Produce cleor, professionol schemotics for
inclusion in your technicol documentotion,

Despite its quolity ond performonce,
BoordMoker 1 only costs g95,OO +
95.00pp + VAT, Combine this with the
100% buy bock discount if you upgrode

to BoordMoker 2 or BoordRouter ond your inveslment
in Tsien products is ossured.

Don'l toke ow word for it. Colt us todoy for o
FREE demonstrotion disk ond judge foi
yourself.

Tsien (UK) Limited
Cambridge Research Laboratories
1 8'1A Huntingdon Road
Cambridge CB3 ODJ
Tel 0223 277777
Fax 0223 277747

All trode morks ocknowledged

tsien
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